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The Modern Vacation Country . 
I T was more than half a century ago 
when Thoreau, plunging deep into 
the wilclerness of the Katahdin country, 
got his first taste of the ecstasies of 
existence in the great Maine woods. 
We have his own enthusiastic account 
of the trip - of endless windings 
up river, lake and stream; of pan-
oramic splendors by green - girt 
shores and forest- covered ridges; 
and of life ideal in silent sylvan 
fastnesses. He went to seek a wilder-
ness ; he found a mammoth park 
of nature's most picturesque mak-
ing, where naught but great green 
forests covered hill and dale as far 
~!ature White-Headed Eagle. as eye could see and where sinuous 
waterways offered the only path by which the traveler could get in 
touch with this wildly rugged land of beauty. 
Such was the home of Maine's monarch moose and fleet deer 
when Thoreau's canoe first cut the blue Penobscot waters; and 
today, after an interim of O\ er fifty years, these haunts of the 
hunted show wonderfully little change. To be sure, the annual 
incursions of the lumbermen and the gradual encroachment of 
civilization have left their traces even in the most remote regions, 
but to the eye and heart of the vacationer the Maine forests are as 
Yirgin and beautiful as in days of old. The exquisite gems of 
scenic setting; the velvet-clad mountains; the sparkling lakes; 
the winding streams, now turbulent and boisterous, now placid 
ancl demure- all these are still there, as wildly entrancing as in 
the forest primeval. And the people of the old woods-the rang-
ing moose, sleek deer, burly black bear and scores of smaller foresl 
clenizens--are still the people of the new. Thousands of deer and 
hundrecls of moose are taken annually from this great natural 
park, yet statistics show a steady increase in the amount of big 
game met with in the :\Iaine woods year after year. 
8 A Land }<'or All Vacationers. 
One would naturally ex-
pect a diversity of siiorts 
in a playground ~~3,000 
square miles in extent -
an<l in this respect Maine's 
great north country never 
disappoints. If a hunter 
is looking for the gra1ulest 
rifle sport in all the cuun-
try, he will find it at the 
runways of Maine's moose 
and <leer. If the fisherman 
longs for a brimming bas-
ket of record trout, he can 
be surest of success at the 
restless waters which lave 
these forest shores. Or if 
the vacationer seeks merely 
rest an<l re ju venation, it 
And Now the Huntswoman I will come to him SJll'e<lily 
and most delightfully in this sylvan paradise. What soul so <lead 
that it 1loes not thrill at the very thought of bivouacking with 
nature in the hea1t of the Maine wilderness? The free life of tht> 
camp, where ways of living become as primitive as comfort will 
allow; the jaunts by canoe to woodsy nooks where apparently no 
other voyager has ever been before; the delights of nature study 
in nature's own realm where modern artifice and human devices 
are as yet an unknown quantity - these are hut a few of the 
countless joys which await the traveler in Maine's forest land and 
which are dealt out to all comers with a liberal and impartial hand. 
11'1.llne Camp• .\ re Ideally Located. 
'Vom..:n Ar.: Fn:qm:nt Visitors. 9 
Necessity made early man a hunter; custom and the love for a 
strenuous outdoor life have kept men in hunting costume ever 
since. But the hunts1NJ11wn--she is of comparatively recent origin. 
It has only been in late years that petticoated vacationers have 
shouldered their rifles at the advent of the big-game season and 
gone into the Maine wilderness in quest of handsome trophies. 
Nowadays, however, women are frequent visitors to this vast field 
of athletic and healthful sports. They like the outdoor life and 
it is goocl for them. They enjoy tramping in the old "tote" 
Going in for Late Hunting. 
roads, paddling about on the lakes and streams, and "roughing it" 
generally in camp and out. It is this sort of life that puts new 
strength and vigor into tired bodies, and works wonders in the 
way of health where medicines can do no good. 
And now arises the problem of just where to go and how to get 
there-and it is in order to settle this question that this book, a 
comprehensive guide to the whole great woods and water region of 
northern Maine, has been compiled. It tells the hunter, the 
angler, the canoeist aml the nature student just what localities 
€a<'h will find most to his special liking and enjoyment; and it 
affords the casual tourist a pleasant introduction to the grandest, 
most beautiful, most unique vacation country in all the wide 
world. 

The Fish River Extension. 
FAR up in Maine's northernmost wild-
. erness where the forest denizens had 
never before heard the shriek of a locomo-
tive or the roar of a passing train, there 
lies a new-born railroad, a new artery for 
travel and traffic in a modern Paradise-
the Fish River extension of the Bangor & 
Aroostook. Its southern terminal is at 
Ashland, its northern terminal is at Fort 
Cub Fox. Kent, and throughout the intervening 5~ 
miles the road is in the midst of scenery of surpassing beauty. 
;\or is this all; for the deep woods through which the right-of-way 
was cut shelter thousands of Maine's noblest moose and sleekest 
deer, while innumerable lakes and streams, teeming with record 
trout, togue and landlocked salmon, will be found close at hand 
wherever the train stops. Then, too, there are the industrial and 
domestic possibilities of this newl,x-opened country, the splendid 
water powers to be utilized, the lumber resources, rich farming 
lands which can be easily cleared, the ideal conditions for home-
building- matters which perhaps are not of much interest to the 
vacationer, yet are of vital importance to the welfare of thoEe who 
will come to this richly-favored region to take up an abode. 
From the junction of the Fish River and B. & A. rails at Ash-
land, the new road swings off a bit to the northeast, past the great 
saw mill of the Ashland Manufacturing Co., and crosses the Aroos-
took river over a gigantic steel bridge, 7GG feet long, 50 feet high, 
the longest bridge in any part of northern Maine. From here 
onward the course of the road is generally north, following the 
Fish river closely all the way to Fort Kent. Scenes of striking 
beauty and charming magnificence abound throughout the route, 
the sylvan strl'tches being frequently broken by lake and river 
views, where glittering waters, now silvery and still, now turbulent 
and tossing, lend a new splendor to the panoramic feast. 
It is 11 ~ miles through the forest from Ashland to Portage sta-
tion at Portage lake. Here there is already quite a settlement, 
Much Sport at Portag..:. 
This Looks Like "Camp Comfort.'' 
with several new houses now in process of construction. Portage, 
however, is not new to the sportsman, for it is here that some of the 
best fishing and hunting in all the state is to be had. Trout are 
very abundant in Portage waters, with a liberal sprinkling of white-
fish, togue and landlocked salmon. As for hunting, some of the 
largest moose and deer taken out over the B. & A. road last year 
were shot in the woods about Portage, and the supply seems to 
increase rather than diminish from year to year. 
Following along by the river, the road runs north from Portage 
nine miles to Winchell, now merely a siding in the woods, yet 
destined to become a prominent stopping-place in the estimation 
of the sportsman. Shortly after leaving Winchell, charming 
St. Froid lake comes into view on the west, and remains a picture 
for the enraptured traveler until Winterville, eight miles beyond, 
is reached. There is no lake along the entire line that is more 
sublimely beautiful or more charmingly set than St. Froid. It 
has high, •keply-wo0<led hanks, with a background of picturesque 
hillo.;, some green, some purple in the distance; ancl the great hlue 
bosom of the lake looks as though the craft of man l11ul never dis-
turhl'cl its tranquil waters. 
Wintl•rvil\e is now a town of hut few families. These, however, 
arc all most hospitable people, alHl the sportsman will fi nd a royal 
The Eagle Lake Region. 13 
welcome among them if he stops here on his way to "the deeper 
woods." There are fish and big game in plenty in and about 
Winterville, and this, you must remember, is practically a virgin 
country so far as the trespassing of the sportsman is concerned. 
A little way from Winterville station the Fish River rails cross 
the wagon road leading to Fort Kent, and a quarter of a mile 
farther on make their first crossing of Fish river, over a steel bridge 
180 feet in length. Eagle lake, the largest of the Fish river 
system, is then seen on the right. Here the track hugs closely to 
the lakeside, and the turnpike road runs parallel and near on the 
left for some distance. It is at Eagle lake that extensive lumber 
operations have recently been begun, and other important enter-
prises talked of. In fact, from the industrial as well as the sport-
ing standpoint, this locality is likely to become a most important 
one. 
The sportsman who alights from the train at Eagle Lake station 
is sure to come upon good hunting and splendid fishing whichever 
way he turns. Nearly every vacationer, though, will prefer to get 
into a canoe and slip up Eagle lake to Square lake and the adja-
cent waters which mark a perfect paradise for huntsman and 
angler. This region is famed far and wide for its great game 
possibilities, while its record for mammoth trout, togue and land-
locked salm.on is unsurpassed. Recent catches of salmon at Square 
lake have included fish weighing 16, QO~ and Q~3 pounds respect-
ively. This is little short of marvellous when you know that these 
fish were put into the lake as fry from the hatchery only nine years 
before. It was also from Square l.1ke that a lQ-pound square-
tailed trout was taken, the largest of its species ever caught. 
H Exploring is (;reat Fun." 
14 Wallagrass. 
After passing the station at Eagle lake, the steel rails of the 
new road follow the lake shore for several miles. Then the way 
plunges into the woods, coming before long to Wallagrass stream 
which is crossed by means of a steel bridge of 75-foot span. 
Oh, For a Canoe l 
Wallagrass station is situate<! a C'onsidcrnhle rlistance from the 
town whose name it hears. There is an abundance of good hunt-
ing and fishing in this vicinity, easily reached from the station, 
and there is no qm•stion hut what Wallagrass will figure promi-
nmtly another season 1lmong the B. & A. shipping points for big 
l'ort Ki.:nt, thi.: T.:rminal. 15 
First Train in at Portage. 
game. For fishing, Soldier pond, a handsome body of water 
formed by a widening of Fish river, offers plenty of genuinely 
good sport. 
From Wallagrass station to Fort Kent it is a strong 12 miles 
by rail. The way holds faithfully to the river, the cars being at 
times only a few feet from the water. The forests are more open 
here, and the clearings and farms more frequent, so the traveler 
does not have to he told he is rapidly nearing civilization again, 
Fort Kent, and his destination. .Just before reaching the station 
the Fish river is crossed again, this time over a high bridge 270 
feet in length. The train then glides up to Fort Kent station, 
and the 52-mile run is ended. ' 
The town of Fort Kent, situated at the confluence of the Fish 
and St. .John rivers, is one of the busiest villages in all Aroostook. 
It was an energetic, thriving place before the Fish River railroad 
came into it; now it is destined to grow even more rapidly and 
become even more prominent as a model farming and industrial 
community. However, it is not our purpose to dwell at length 
here on the natural attractions of 
this village or on the pluck and 
perseverance of its people, pres-
ent and past, who have wrought 
success out of the untamed forest 
aml can boast of as handsome 
aml progre~sive a village as the:-e 
is in all New England. It is 
important, though, that the sports-
man should know of the manv Raccoon. 
interesting canoe trips which mi~y he comfortably made from Fort 
16 As a Summer Uesort. 
Kent, and which lead one into regions where moose and deer can 
he hunted with most gratifying results and where big game fish 
are sure to he found in plenty. Those sportswen who prefer to 
live in town aml make daily excursions to the nearby hunting and 
fishing grounds, will find first-class hotel accommodations in the 
The Magnificence of a Moon-l it Lake. 
village, and good teams which may he hired for a moderate sum. 
A good many people, too, will undoubtedly seek Fort Kent in 
summer time because of its cool, dry atmosphere and restful, 
healthful surroundings. There is rejuvenation and invigoration 
here for everybody who will hut seek it, and city folks with over-
wrought minds, nerves and bodies will probably not be slow to 
take advantage of it. 
Fortune and the Fisherman. 
T HE fisherman who would win the sweetest smiles of For-
tune must come to Maine and cast 
his fly in the clear cool depths of its 
northern waterways. Here the luring 
and landing of mammoth fighting fish 
furnishes sport unbounded for the en-
thusiastic angler, and hundreds of men 
and women come annually into Bangor 
& Aroostook territory to do battle with 
the gamey denizens of the lakes and 
Osprey, or Fish Hawk. streams. 
Outside of Maine the fellow who brings in a trout weighing a 
pound or so is at once the object of newspaper notoriety on account 
of his "phenomenal catch." But insiqe the state confines it takes 
trout of at least three pounds and togue of ten or a dozen pounds 
to win even an honorable mention, while several captures of togue 
or lakers weighing twenty-five pounds and over have been recorded 
in this region where big fish are the rule rather than the exception. 
It is but natural, therefore, that the angler who comes to Maine 
to fish expects to go back with some handsome evidences of his 
piscatorial prowess. And it is seldom that he is disappointed. 
Surely the big fish are here-the intermingling ponds and streams 
and brooks are full of them - and in the proper season there is 
small excuse for the fisherman to come out empty-handed. 
There is nothing tame about fishing in the great Maine wilder-
ness. The finny habitants of this region - the trout, togue, land-
locked salmon, black bass and pickerel- are all fierce fighters, and 
will give any man a supreme trial of his skill in handling the rod. 
They are eager to take the lure from the time the ice leaves the 
lakes and streams in the early spring until late into the summer 
months, and when hooked will contest every inch of the way to the 
landing net. 
18 The Sea Salmon. 
It will interest the prospective Maine angler to know just what 
game fish he is likely to run across in the forest waters, and some-
thing of the means and methods most commonly employed by 
those anglers who come ba<'k with the biggest fish and longest 
strings. 
The Atlantic or sea salmon deserves first mention, partly because 
he is the largest of the Maine fish family and partly because he is 
No Wunder They Wear Smiles I 
one of the first fish to he met with as the angler wends his way to 
the deep woods. It is a well known fact that all the salmon family 
run up iuto very shallow water to s1jawn. It follows, therefore, 
that the really best salmon waters of the state arc practically 
unknown and unfishccl. Few people have as yet gone ahovc the 
Bangor pool on the Penobscot in quest of salmon, although these 
fish run in large numlwrs in the West Branch as far as the dam at 
Norcross, in the Penobscot East Branch and its principal trihu-
taries, and in Aroostook river waters. On this latter river is the 
Best Salmon Bait. 19 
famous Caribou pool where hundreds of the great silver-backed 
fish can be seen in the late spring clearing the dam on their way 
to the spawning beds above. 
Although the usual manner of catching salmon is by casting 
or trolling with large artificial flies, yet a good many successful 
fishermen say salmon will take shrimps, little crabs and crawfish 
much more readily than flies. Especially in the early spring when 
the fish begin to ascend the river do these latter baits prove to be 
morsels too tempting to be passed by. They have been known to 
lure salmon to the hook when flies have been utterly rejected, and 
then again a fly surmounted with a small spoon has pitched the 
battle in many cases when nothing else would suffice. It is gener-
ally accepted that the best-sized spoon is No. 4, which should be 
mounted so that its lower end just overlaps the head of the fly. 
Best trolling is found in water sufficiently swift to keep the 
spoon whirling without any movement of the boat or canoe, and 
always on a rising tide. A good trolling rod cannot be a heavy 
or clumsy affair. We know of one seven and a half feet long and 
weighing six ounces which was used in a successful battle with a 
twenty-eight pound fish, but think this would perhaps be a little 
too light for the average fisherman. A hard-braided silk bass 
casting line, No. 5, with two hundred yards on the reel, makes a 
good line for trolling; and of course the fisherman will see to it 
that his leader is of the very strongest and best. 
Pretty Good Luck I 
~o At nangor Pool. 
For casting, the proper rod is fourteen or fifteen feet long, while 
the line should be of a weight proportioned to the weight and back-
bone of the rod. The line selected is often larger than is needed, 
but it had better be too heavy than too light. A multiplying reel, 
if the fisherman is sure he can get a good one, will be a valuable 
addition to one's outfit, but the plain click reel is still preferred 
by many. 
A "Cast" or Two Before Breakfast. 
When handling a salmon, remember always that it is your aim 
to get and keep below him. The fish will surely work against you 
and then he will have not only the spring of the rod to contend 
with but the current of the water and the friction of the submerged 
line as well. This means he cannot make long or fast rushes, and 
if you can keep him fighting in the rapid above you he will soon 
he Pxhaush•cl. 
At the Bangor pool the salmon are very gamey, weighing from 
ten to thirty pounds each. The sport here begins with the break-
ing up of the ice in the spring when the fish can be taken by 
trolling. .Jock Scott and silver doctor on large double hooks are 
the favorite lure of the local fisherman, although shrimps, crabs 
and cmwfish have been used with signally successful results. After 
the middle of May and until well into June regular casting in the 

Caribou's Salmon Pool. 
churning water close up to the dam will meet with quickest 
response. Use Childers, Popham or Mitchell flies of medium size 
and strongly yellow; and silver doctor and .Jock Scott. 
Every passing year of late had brought new fame to Caribou's 
salmon pool. Surely there are no better salmon waters in all the 
east, yet it has only been in recent years that much attention has 
been paid this wonderfully fine fishing-ground. The salmon run 
large here, and they are fighters to the very last. Their quickness 
and strength seems almost impossible in any fish; they will give 
the very best of fishermen a long, hard struggle, and make him 
earn every hit of his victory. .Jock Scott, silver doctor, Durham 
ranger, Mitchell and black dose arc the flies best suited for use at 
this pool. 
According to well-informed men, there are no fine1· salmon 
waters in Maine than the Wissataquoik stream, a tributary of 
the Penobscot East Branch easily reached from Stacyville. The 
remoteness of these waters has hitherto protected them from the 
invasions of the salmon seekers; but now, with the rails of the 
Bangor & Aroostook road laid only a few miles away, it is a 
very easy matter for the fisherman to swing up to the Wissata-
quoik and cast his fly where there are hundreds of magnificent 
salmon reacly to receive it. The best way to fish here is to go 
some twenty miles or so up stream and fish down, using the same 
flies as at Caribou. Rough ground will be encountered on part of 
the trip, hut the fruits of the outing will more than repay all the 
efforts that it may cost. 
~~-Sf' 
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The ouananiche or lamllocked salmon is another famous game 
fish that is freely met with in northern Maine waters. It has been 
argued that these fish are descended from sea salmon which were 
made prisoners in the lakes and streams by the early building of 
dams and which have bred amid new Pnvironments until the 
present smaller yet wonderfully energetic species has resulted. 
However near or far from fact this may he, there is surely no 
doubt ahout the abundance of landlocked salmon in many of the 
waterways of the Bangor & Aroost()('lk region. No one could ask 
for finer sport than that of out-maneuvering and finally conquer-
ing one of these doughty fighters, and every year sees splenclid 
catches of them borne proudly into the camps. When casting for 
landlocked salmon, use a nine-foot fly-rod, weighing ahout six 
La n d locked Salmon. 
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ounces, with a hundred yards of silk enamelled line, E or F, accord-
ing to the backbone of the rod. Leaders should be of very best 
salmon gut. Silver doctor, Jock Scott, brown hackle, Parmacheene 
belle or red ibis, fitted on hooks 1 to 4, are good flies for casting. 
In trolling, a six-ounce, eight-foot rod answers all requirements. 
Use with it not less than a hundred yards of hard-braided silk bass 
casting line, No. 5, on a multiplying reel, and take care that you 
have smne perfect leaders. Salmon flies, .Jock Scott, silver doctor 
or Parmacheene belle, with a No. 3 or 4 spoon, bring best results 
when trolling. It frequently happens in the early part of the sea-
son that fair-sized minnows, back of a No. !l or 3 spoon, will 
attract these fish when flies will not. When salmon are being 
sought in the streams, casting is usually more satisfactory than 
trolling, but out in the open lake trolling is by far the better way. 
The several waters in which Maine's landlocked salmon run will 
be found duly tabulated in the list of fishing waters printed at the 
close of this chapter. 
And now the trout! - that speckled beauty whose capture in 
the blue depths of some forest stream or pond has proved the most 
fascinating of all sports for thousands of vacationers in the Maine 
woods. Here is a fish with a reputation - a reputation for being 
the most beautifully-colored member of all the great New Eng-
land fish family, a plucky fighter while in the water and a most 
delicious meal when just out of the frying-pan. 

Trout and Togue. 
It is seldom that speckled or square-tail trout of more than three 
pounds weight are caught outside of Maine. But in the Bangor 
& Aroostook region where all things become prodigious and 
phenomenal, these lively fish frequently attain a weight of seven 
and eight pounds while some have tipped the scales at ten pounds 
and over. Maine waters seem to be the natural home of the 
speckled trout, for in no other land or clime are they found so 
large or so wonderfully abundant. 
The angler for trout should always work down or across stream 
as these fish never take food which is coming toward them but let 
it pass by or over, then turn and seize it in a down-stream lunge. 
Worms, flies, grasshoppers, crickets, water-bugs and minnows are 
all favorite foods with trout, or you can often get them to take a 
pectoral fin of one of their own species mounted about an inch 
behind a little No. 1 spoon. A sleek young mouse makes bait for 
trout that is simply irresistible. 
As for the best rods and lines for trout fishing, the same equip-
ment suggested for landlocked salmon fishing will serve every 
purpose in trout waters. Lighter leaders may be used; in fact, 
they are to be preferred for use in the streams. Authorities differ 
as to what flies are most tempting to Maine trout, but it is gener-
ally conceded that none are more universally successful than the 
Montreal, silver doctor an<l Parmacheene belle. 
Another of Maine's splen-
<lid game fish is the nama-
cush, togue or great lake 
trout. Considerable confu-
sion has arisen at times over 
these fish because of their 
variations of coloring and 
marking. Then, loo, some 
people call them togue in 
one water and lakers in 
another, supposing them to Cosy, Isn't It? 
be fish of different species 
when in reality they are not. The chief distinguishing mark 
between the togue and the speckled trout is the tail, which is of a 
sharp-cut V shape in the togue and is square-cut in its cousin, the 
trout. 
Pickcrd, Good }'ightcrs. 
The fisherman who wants lakers must ordinarily go to deep 
water for them. If, however, he can locate shallow water that is 
fed by icy cold springs he may be reasonably sure of meeting with 
good success there. A togue would quickly die in such a tempera-
ture as square-tails enjoy; with him it is a cold-water existence or 
none. Maine lakers run large, tipping the scales at anywhere 
from five to twenty-five pounds. They are a greedy fish, taking 
in almost anything that comes along, and will be found feeding, 
as a rule, near the bottom. The best lure for them is a minnow 
from four to six inches long, with a 4~ or 4:i spoon attached a 
little over an inch ahead of the minnow. The bare spoon alone 
will do almost as well, hut in using this, the lower end should he 
within a quarter of an inch of the hook's point. For hooks, use 
a large size, snellcd 011 heavy gimp. 
Big Trout Are Surely H ere. 
While pickerel arc not so much sought as Maine's olher game 
fish, yet they are quite a favorite with sportsmen on account of 
their exceptional voracity and pugnacity. They are almost always 
rcacly to take the bait, and when once qookcd will put up a stiff 
fight all the way to the canoe. As a pan fish they are found very 
swt'ct and delicious, especially if caught in clear colcl water. The 
ordinary pickerel will weigh from one to three pounds, hut the 
:\1aine pickerel - the kincl that anglers most love to get into con-
test with - weigh up to six, seven and even eight pounds. 
Angling for Black Bass. 
Pickerel are not fussy feeders; they are very ravenous fellows 
and most anything that is thrown out looks to them to be good 
e~ough to eat. In the early summer they will readily take bass 
fl~es, preferring red, white and yellow. Another way to catch 
pickerel is to "skitter" for them by taking a frog's leg, a dead 
minnow or a white piece of fish's ~lly, casting it close to shore or 
H ousekeeping in the Deep Woods. 
near lily pads and drawing it along on top of the waler with a slight 
jerky movement of the rod. Pickerel are always ready to take 
live bait. When using this, a very light sinker should be fastened 
six or eight inches above the bait to keep it under water. But 
according to high authorities, the best way of all to capture pickerel 
is to troll for them, using a No. g or 4 spoon on a single hook, 
with a piece of fish's white belly cut half an inch wide and an inch 
and a half long as bait. Surely, some splendid greal catches have 
been made when this latter method has been employed. Trout 
tackle will answer all requirements in fishing for pickerel, although 
the hooks should be snellcd on gimp instead of gut so as to success-
fully withstand the onslaughts of this fish's sharp teeth. 
28 P .:n:h F is h in g. 
Moosehead Lake and Squaw Mt. 
The black bass, though always full of fight when hooked, is a 
most erratic feeder. For several days at a time he cannot he 
coaxed to take notice of any sort of bait, and then he is just as 
likely to almost jump out of water in his eagerness to seize what 
proves to be his fatal food. Frogs, minnows, grasshoppers, worms, 
flies, and crickets make ideal hail for black bass, the latter being 
especially good. Put two crickets on a hook without sinker, and 
use IL very small float to keep the bait clear of the bottom. The 
outfit suggested for landlock salmon fishing will work splendidly 
for black bass. 
Few fish come out of the water so prettily or out of the frying 
pan so toothsome as the Maine white perch. While they do not 
offer the keen sport that comes when battling with the greater 
.Maine game fish, yet white pPrch arc always in great demand 
among sportsmen in the Maine woods. In "the stall's," a white 
pt·rch weighing a pouml or a pound and a half would he called a 
"bouncer;" in Maine, members of the perch family ofkn weigh 
two and thrl'c aml sometimes four pound\; each. 
For perch fishing use trout tackle, with hail of minnows. worms, 
crickets, grasshoppt•rs or flies. When trolling, IL Parmachel'JW-
hdle on 4 hook, with No. 1 or ~ spoon brings l'Xcellent rt'stdts. 
In bait fishing allow the hail to run thrl'e or four feet from tl1l' 
bottom. 
In the Piscataquis Valley. 
Up Along the Piscataquis. 
s c.ARCEL Y does the train pull out of Old Town before it 
enters upon a good fishing country. At Alton, only eight 
miles up the line, there are Costigan, Ten-Mile and Hoyt brooks 
which are very fair trout waters. At South Lagrange, the next 
station, one will find good trout fishing in Birch and Dead 
streams and Ten-Mile brook, all within easy walking distance of 
the depot, while Hemlock and Coldbrook streams in Lagrange 
offer very attractive sport for seekers of the speckled beauties. 
But the liveliest sort of fishing is not to be met with until after 
Milo .Junction is passed. Then comes Sebec lake, a famous retreat 
for landlocked salmon which is reached from Dover or Abbot Vil-
lage, while near Abbot Village itself are several well-trouted 
brooks and a few ponds with trout and togue. 
In the vicinity of Monson good fishing grounds are plenty. 
Monson, Onawa and North ponds and Lake Hebron are the most 
important, and every year sees many handsome strings of trout 
taken from these waters. Travelers bound for Lake Onawa will 
find it most convenient to ride on the Bangor & Aroostook rail-
road to Brownville .Junction or Greenville and then go in to 
Onawa on the Canadian Pacific, although it is only a ten-mile 
carriage drive from Monson to the shores of the lake. 
The natural beauties of this peaceful Piscataquis valley, which 
never fail to attract the attention of the visiting sporls1t1an or 
tourist, come to a sort of scenic climax soon a(ter Monson Junction 
is passed. It is there that the valley grows gradually deeper and 
the green of the woods stretches out over the rolling country as far 
Indian Island , Old Town. 
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as the eye can reach. Then at 
Blanchard, after a long, hard 
pull up the grade, the train 
slips suddenly out of a cut in 
the hillside and onto a great 
steel viaduct hundreds of feet 
above the silent valley. No 
camera can catch the picture 
which the eye sees here. It is 
too magnificent, too sublime a 
painting for any human hand; 
even Nature herself has never 
produced its duplicate. 
At both Blanchard and Shir-
ley there are excellent trout 
waters conveniently near, and 
many summer visitors come 
here yearly to enjoy the pisca-
torial pleasures and get a taste 
of the delightful vacation life An Anxious 1\Ioment. 
which these quiet villages attractively set forth. 
The Moosehead Lake . Region. 
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A T Greenville the train runs out onto a stubby nanow pier, 
and the traveler alights at the very shore of world-famed 
Moosehead lake. Here is New England's largest body of fresh 
water, and one of the most beautiful inland seas in all America. 
The modest village of Greenville nestles at its foot, and then for 
miles and miles, on either side, winding in and out by myriad 
coves and inlets, a forest rim marks the confines of this great blue 
waterway - in all, a four-hundred mile circuit of picturesque, 
green-girt shore. The lake measures some forty miles in length, 
from two to eighteen miles in width, and is over one thousand 
foet above tide water. 
It is to this magnificent sheet of water that anglers from all over 
the country come yearly for their early spring fishing. In the 
Early Spring Fishing. 
cool depths of the lake arc mammoth trout, togue and landlocked 
salmon, and although these gamey fish are persistently fished and 
thousands of them are captured every year, yet the supply is 
apparently inexhaustible. The fishing season at Moosehead lake 
begins with the breaking up of the ice in the spring and is an 
event eagerly awaited by anglers from far and near. .Just as soon 
as the porous ice is actually in motion, the fact is telegraphed to 
the outside world and then the fun begins. Expectant anglers 
come flocking in on every train; men with fish-rods become more 
plenty than those without; and interest in record catches soon 
works up to fever heat. 
There are so many excellent fishing grournls in Mooschead that 
no one can he singled out ancl called the best. Several of the 
lake's hays and inlets mark sites where phenomenal catches have 
Fish Ha tchery, Moosehead Lake. 
lwen made every year, and yet some of Moosehead's record strings 
have come from out in the middle of the lake. The best way is 
to employ 11 guide who is thoroughly familiar with the most likely 
fishing localities, and leave the entire choice of route to him. 
In early spring and up to the middle of .June, live bait and 
worms make the most tempting sort of bait for Moosehead's finny 
fighters. After that the fly can he used with good success until 
into .July. A great many lakl•rs 1ual whitefish are caught in May 
and .June by trolli11g, a11d even in .July these fish arc frequently 
a11gl(•d for with good success. In late years lancllocked salmon 
have furnished a go()(l deal of lively sport for fishermen at Moose-
.Mt. Kineo House. 33 
In the Shadow of Mount Kineo . 
head lake and in Moose river, and they seem to be increasing in 
numbers as the seasons go by. 
Moosehead often yields up a trout that tips the scales at six 
and seven pounds, although the average is about three pounds. 
Togue will run from five to twenty-five pounds each, with an 
average of ten or a dozen pounds. Such fish are large enough to 
do a great deal of hard fighting, and the fisherman who gets them 
usually has to earn his victory. Moosehead lake can never be 
fished out; it has natural spawning and feeding beds which replen-
ish most abundantly, and gets valuable aid from the nearby fish 
hatchery at Squaw brook. 
The splendid hotel accommodations at Moosehead lake are 
always a source of surprise and delight to visiting sportsmen. 
Greenville's Moosehead Inn and other smaller host~h·ies afford 
comfortable quarters for a small army of fishermen every spring, 
while famous Mount Kineo House, situated twenty miles up the 
lake, is the home of hundreds of sportsmen and vacationers from 
early spring till after the big-game season is over in the fall. No 
other inland-water hotel in America is so large as this model 
travelers' home in the depths of the Maine woods. It can accom-
moclate over 400 guests, has a thoroughly modern serYice and 
e<1uipmeTJt including special postal, telegraphic and telephonic 
34 Kinco Scenery. 
routes, and keeps in close touch with the rest of the world through 
daily steamer service to Greenville. 
Kineo, the mountain, deserves more than passing mention. It 
rises with precipitous face a thousand feet above the lake's surface 
and is said to measure another great distance straight down below 
the deep still waters. The mountain is practically one great mass 
of hornblende and is the largest deposit of this stone known in the 
world. The most gradual slope of the mountain is on the south 
side; it juts out into the lake a way and here it is that the hotel 
and cottages are situated. 
A Pretty Stretch of Moosehead Lake, 
The strikingly picturesque scenes which the eye can delight in 
from this lofty mid•lake observatory are beautiful in the extreme. 
The broad lake with its glittering bosom bared for a kiss of the 
sun's warm rays; the numerous wood-clad islands dotting the blue 
water like emeralds of richest hue; the boundless green forest 
undulating back from the shores on every side until lost in the 
ha:r.y slopes of distant mountains - these are the sort of scenic 
gems that come to the Kineo sightseer at first glance. Then 
there is North Bay stretching ~O miles to the north; the nearby 
Spencer mountains towering 3,000 fc.,>ct above the forest level; Mt. 
KaLthdin blue and bulky in the far east; Lily Bay mountain just 
a little to the south; and many other grand and impressive views 
to add to this glorious panorama. One cannot help but feeling a 
new sort of reverence for nature's handiwork when he beholds such 
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rugged and picturesque splendor, and he says m his heart that 
here is a perfect lake in a perfect forest setting. 
Several excellent fishing localities are easily reached from Green-
ville. The Wilson ponds, lying only a few miles east of the 
village, are especially good, as is also Spencer pond if one cares to 
make a QQ-mile trip by canoe and carry in the early summer. 
Moose river is the only water entering Moosehead lake from the 
west that can now be legally fished. Seven miles up this river is 
Brassua lake and here the angler will find good trouting in the 
many tributary brooks and streams. A good many fishermen, 
planning to take a week's outing, go up Moose river to Jackman 
and beyond. There are plenty of fine trout to be caught all the 
way along, while numerous ponds situated near Jackman can be 
whipped with splendid success. Holeb, Attean and Wood ponds, 
all in the Moose river system, furnish prime sport for the spring 
fisherman. 
The trip in to Roach ponds from Moosehead lake is another 
favorite jaunt for W altonian aspirants. Trout fishing of the very 
best kind is to be hi1'1 throughout the summer in all three of these 
lakes, while canoeing and nature study can be indulged in here 
under ideal conditions. 
Between Milo and Norcross. 
JF the fisherman does not turn off onto the Moosehead lake route 
at Milo Junction, he soon comes to Milo village, a pretty little 
town but not a specially interesting place from the angler's 
standpoint. It is different, though, at Brownville, the next station. 
It is only five miles from here to Sebec lake, famous for its land-
locked salmon, and about the same distance to Schoodic lake. 
Ebeeme pond, eight miles away, is a record pickerel locality, but 
does not offer anything greater in the way of game fish. 
If the vacationer is looking for a well-stocked fish and game 
locality, a splendid camping ground and an ideal health resort, 
he cannot do better than take the branch road which turns off at 
Brownville for Katahdin Iron Works. Here, on the shore of Silver 
lake, he will find a comfortable little village with an ever-cordial 
.air of welcome. Here, too, he will find ponds and streams richly 
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freighted with the best trout; deep and fragrant woods sheltering 
many a sleek deer; and as perfect a sanitarium of nature as there 
is in all New England. The air at Katahdin Iron Works is 
peculiarly clear and dry, and several medicinal mineral springs, 
having a strong yet not unpleasant trace of iron in their waters, 
help to make this a good locality for health seekers to come to. 
See That Pole Bend I 
Silver lake, on whose shores the town of Katahdin Iron Works 
is situated, has li~tle to offer the fisherman beyond pickerel and 
perch, although a few landlocked salmon are occasionally hooked. 
Hut only a shmt distance away arc plenty of lakes and ponds 
whose waters are fairly alive with trout of the handsomest kind. 
The region indmks Little and Big Houston, Spruce, Spruce Mt., 
West Chairback, Lost, East Chairback, Long, B, Little Lyford, 
Horseshoe, Yoke, Big Lyford and West Branch ponds and the 
fisherman who casts his fly in any of these is sure to get bountiful 
returns. 
Next above Brownville on the main line of the B. & A. is 
Schooclic, a name which immecliately suggests finest fishing to all 
who have ever wet a line in this vicinity. Schooclic, the lake, 
which is close by the station, is a wonderfully fertile fish-pond. It 
In the Norcross Rt:gion. 
offers landlocked salmon, 
trout, togue, black bass and 
perch at all times, and has 
given up some of the larg-
est fish ever captured in B. 
& A. territory. The Jo 
Mary lakes and Lost and 
Ebeeme ponds, ten miles 
away, are also good fishing 
grounds for plump trout. 
Seboois lake, two miles In W est Branch W aters. 
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from West Se boo is station, 
is better known for its unusual beauty than for its game fish, 
although many fine catches of pickerel and perch are made here. 
However, there are several favorite trout waters in this vicinity 
including Seboois stream, Ragged Mountain pond and stream, and 
Bear and Patrick brooks. 
In West Branch Waters. 
QNE of the most important forest stations on the whole line 
is Norcross, situated on North Twin lake and close by the 
West branch of the Penobscot. It is here that canoeists usually 
" take out" after their trip down the West branch from North-
east carry, and it is here, too, where hundreds of vacationers 
make their start up the West branch lakes and streams in quest of 
fish and big game. Some go to the lake region south of the West 
branch, including the Jo Mary lakes, Nahmakanta, Rainbow, 
Dcbsconeag, and several lesser lakes. Others take the straight 
West branch trip, going up through Pemadumcook and Amba-
jejus lakes to Sourdnahunk stream and often beyond. Another 
popular route is to Millinocket lake, over a 50-rod carry from 
Amb1~ejus. Guides who know all this region thoroughly can be 
hired at Norcross, and a supply store near the station furnishes all 
the necessaries for a long woods trip. A small steamer, which 
leaves Norcross every morning after the arrival of the Boston and 
Bangor train, will give parties a "lift" to any point on Pema-
dumcook or Ambajejus lake. There is also a convenient steamer 
service on South Twin lake. 
38 Mount Katahdin. 
Here in the Norcross region is sport unbounded for the canoeist 
and fisherman. The lower lakes teem with pickerel and perch 
while the upper lakes furnish togue and trout for a fishy fare. 
The three Dehsconeag and two Hurd ponds, distant about ~5 
miles from Norcross, are the home of magnificent trout and togue 
and every year sees some big catches made there. A few miles 
further on is Sourdnahunk, queen of all trout streams, whose many 
contiguous ponds are reckoned among the few superlatively-fine 
fishing waters of the state and of the world. Trout averaging 
from one to four pounds are wonderfully abundant in these little 
ponds, while many a huge "grand-daddy" lurks in the shadows of 
the deep pools. 
It would be too bad to get as near as this to Mount Katahdin 
and then not ascend the mountain. To be sure, it takes consid-
erable strength and endurance to make the ascent and the best of 
two days must be given up to it, but there is ample recompense for 
all this in the marvelously rich and varied landscape which pre-
sents itself to view from Katahdin 's rock-strewn top. Here one 
has the deep wilderness of Maine spread out before him, not as it 
looks on the map, hut an immeasurable, limitless forest, unbroken 
by houses or clearing, and stretching out in sweeping undulations 
for a hundred miles around. Countless lakes- certainly no fewer 
than a hundred and fifty- dot this broad expanse of green as 
glittering silver ornaments on a velvet coat, while streams and 
rivl'rs mark with exquisite tracery their winding courses through 
the sylvan vales. The rugged splendor of forest primity stands 
out in untrammelled beauty on every side. One could easily sup-
pose this paradise hacl never known human intrusion before, so 
faithful is its structure to nature's first making and so free from 
every sign of encroaching man. 
As for the mountain itself, Katahdin has an altitude of a little 
less than one mile, and is J,en miles long, lying in a northeasterly 
and southwesterly direction. 'When seen from the south side 
the mountain towers ahruptly from the level of the forest ancl has 
the appearance of lx·ing one lone peak, while in reality it has a 
fow spurs at the 1101theast and northwest, Traveler and Turner 
mountains being the two largest. Katahdin 's northern part is a 
long, narrow, tock-covered ridge; it-; southern portion lies in the 
shape of a large cn•scmt 1warly at right angles with the main 
ridgl'. A lofty tahlclawl, 500 acres in l'Xtent and covered with 
houlclcrs of all sha1x·s and sizes, flanks this crescent on the west. 
The west side of the tahlt>land ancl of the whole length of the 
mountain is far too prcl·ipitous and rol·ky to he climlx·cl. 
"Tip-Top" Mount Katahdin Scenes. 
40 Trails Up the Mountain. 
On the south side of Katahdin the mountain's brow is scarred 
by a broad cicatrice, made by a landslide in 1816 and now popu-
larly known as "The Slide." This slide affords a good pathway 
for those who come in from the West branch to ascend the moun-
tain. A clear, cool spring is near it at the mountain's top. On 
the east side a great basin or· amphitheatre is the principal forma-
tion. Massive heights of granite encircle this crater-like pit, and 
a pretty little pond nestles 2,287 feet below the jagged crown of 
An " Old Whopper." 
the confining walls. Katahdin's loftiest peak is in the southern 
portion of the mountain; it measures 5,215 feet above the level of 
the sea. The second peak, 20 feet lower, lies about a third of 
a mile to the east. Three other eminences are on the north spur 
of the mountain, of which the highest has an altitude of 4,700 
feet, while "The Chimney " and Pamola, the latter named for the 
Indian god of the mountain, are two lofty sentinels guarding the 
eastem extremity of the crescent. 
There are but three practicable pathways which lead to the 
summit of Mount Katahdin. One starts in from Abol stream on 
the West bmnch and leads up the Abol frail and slide on the 
south side of the mountain, a total distance of nine miles. Another 
winds up over the rocky slopes at the north, working in from the 
-
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road along the Wissataquoik. The third is known as the Appa-
lachian trail, leading in past Katahdin lake and into the Great 
Basin, the north lobe of which may be climbed to the top. The 
start for these two latter trails is at the ferry on the East branch. 
Two days should be allowed for making the ascent, and one should 
watch his chance for clear weather, as clouds will often lie thick 
about the mountain-top when all the country below is basking in 
the sunshine. 
-- ln T wo Chapters. 
On the Way to Patten. 
WORKING northward from Norcross, Millinocket is the next 
station on the line of the B. & A. From here the angler will 
find a good wagon road in to Millinocket lake where there are 
plenty of trout, pickerel and perch. Or if he prefers to fish near the 
station he will find several excellent trout waters close at hand. 
Grindstone, on the East branch of the Penobscot, offers famously 
fine sport for wielders of rod and line. Fighting black bass and 
pickerel can he caught right at the station, while trout and togue 
of handsome proportions are numerous in the nearby ponds and 
brooks. For especially good trout and salmon fishing, Wissataquoik 
.stream, 14 miles up the branch, can be heartily recommended. 
Grindstone and Stacyville. 
It is at Grindstone that sportsmen usually start on the trip up 
the East branch, and others "take out" after a run down from 
Northeast carry, Moosehead lake. 
Stacyville is another important rendezvous for anglers in northern 
Maine. There are over a dozen fine fishing waters in this locality, 
all easy of access. Davidson pond, Salmon Stream lake, Messer, 
Boland, Lunksoos and Burnt Land ponds, Katahdin lake, Sand 
Bank brook and the Wissataquoik are perhaps the best known, 
and all these are within a radius of twenty miles from Stacyville. 
Parties bound for the East branch ferry and points beyond usually 
begin their woods trip from this village. Nature has been wonder-
fully liberal in furnishing rich scenery throughout all this territory, 
and up along the \Vissataquoik in particular is there a marvelous 
variety of woods and water beauty spots. 
Sherman, Crystal and Island Falls are more for the hunter than 
the fisherman, although some very good trout waters are in this 
vicinity. It is better, though, to keep on up the six-mile branch 
to Patten. Here is one of the most attractive villages in the 
whole state, blessed with a peculiarly clear and bracing atmos-
phere, and already enjoying an enviable reputation as a healthful, 
happy summer home for vacationers. There are many pleasant 
drives in and near the village, amid scenic surroundings that are 
ever new and beautiful. 
From the fisherman's standpoint, Patten is an ideal place to 
come to. The two Shinn ponds, ten miles away by turnpike 
road, are famously fine trout waters and give up hundreds of 
speckled beauties every season. The outlet of these ponds con-
tains an abundance of fish, and exceptionally large trout are often 
captured there. Crystal lake, Green, Hale and Trout ponds, Hay 
brook aml more than a dozen otlwr well-known fishing localities 
are reached from Patten. Then, too, Patten is a point of depar-
ture for the East branch forry, 14 miles away; for the splen-
did fishing aml hunting grounds of the ttppcr Sehoois; and for 
East lmu1eh wall-rs to GraJl(l lake and heyoncl including the Trout 
brook territory, Tclos aml Sourdnahunk lakes . 
• 
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Up Ashland and Fish River Way. 
T HE fisherman who rides up the Ashland branch and Fish 
River extension of the Bangor & Aroostook railro~d soon finds 
himself in a region of limitless sport. There are fish-ponds to 
right of him, fish-ponds to left of him, some near to, some a few 
miles away, and all abundantly stocked with trout of the big and 
beautiful order. It is a region of scenic loveliness as well; every 
onward move, every new turn reveals the forest and the sparkling 
waters in settings at once artistic and delightful. Surely it will 
not do to go into this territory without a camera, if the vacationer 
is anxious to get the utmost pleasure out of his forest jaunt. 
Jn The Cool, I >eep W oods. 
Smith brook, just above W eeksboro station, is a trout water of 
splendid reputation. Twenty-five miles farther up the line is 
Masardis. It is from here that Squa Pan lake is easily reached. 
Masardis is also the point of departure for the lakes and streams 
at the headwaters of the Aroostook river, travelling westward into 
the very heart of the great north wilderness. The first ten miles 
of the trip is usually made by buckboard to Oxbow, a river settle-
ment, and thence by canoe. A number of exceptionally good 





















Ashland and Vidnity. 
sporting camps are main-
tained in this region, among 
them being a dozen sepa-
rate camps under one man-
agement. The central camp 
of this string is a typical 
forest home, being made of 
logs and furnished with all 
the homely comforts of the 
woods. This camp is ~5 
miles from Oxbow on Mill-
nockett lake (do not con-
fuse with Millinocket, near 
Norcross), while others of 
the string are at Munsun-
gan, Millimagassett and 
Chandler lakes, Brown pond, 
and other nearby waters. 
A St. Croix " Bouncer." 
45 
A good many women visit 
this territory. They ~nd 
the journey by rail from Boston can be easily and comfortably 
made by leaving the Hub at night and arriving at Masardis 
at noon the next day. This allows ample time to get in to the 
camps and even do some fishing before nightfall. All through the 
summer there is fine sport here with rod and line, the waters being 
cool even in July and August. Then, too, there is a great variety 
of waters to be fished and an easy, pleasant pathway to them all. 
Competent guides are plenty at both Masardis and Oxbow, and 
nearly all of them own camps in this famous sporting region. 
Ashland, situated on the Aroostook river, is another center of 
good fishing grounds. Squa Pan lake, with its splendid trouting 
possibilities, is only six miles away. Then there are Portage, 
Greenlow, Long, Big Machias and Clayton lakes and Carr pond, 
a tempting list from the angler's standpoint, and all easily reached 
from Ashland village. There is also excellent brook fishing close 
to the town. 
What is sure to be a popular trip for fishermen can be had by 
going from Ashland to Portage by rail, thence by canoe up Fish 
river and in to Mud pond. Here one must carry two miles to 
Carr pond; then carry three and one-half miles to Clayton lake, 
the very head of the Fish river system. From Clayton to Big 
Machias lake is a three-mile carry, and from there back to Ashland 
it is easy paddling down the M~chias river. Comfortable sport-
• 
46 Along Fish Rin:r Rails. 
ing camps are located at nearly all the lakes on this route, and 
the very best of fisherman's luck is bound to come to anglers in 
this wonderfully favored region. 
Going northward from Ashland, the traveler rides along on the 
newly-laid rails of the Fish River extension of the B. & A. The 
scenery is unsurpassingly magnificent; one never tires of it, and 
the ten-mile ride to Portage is ended all too quickly. Portage 
station, on the shore of Portage lake, is hound to become an 
important rendezvous for fishermen and hunters, the region lying 
west of the railroad and including upper Fish river and Fish lake 
being a wonderfully productive fish and game country. The 
waters of this territory have handsome great trout in countless 
numbers, and they have been but little fished. 
A Noonday " Rite" or Two. 
Winchell is the next station on the Fish River extension. Here 
the angler finds himself in close touch with still more tributaries 
of the widely-famous Fish river system. St. Froid lake is the 
nearest great body of water. From here one can easily work his 
.canoe up the contiguous brooks and streams, or he will find it an 
interesting trip to paddle down to Eagle lake and beyond. Prac-
tically all of the waters to be reached from Winchell are richly 
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stocked and, being in a comparatively new region, will afford the 
fisherman an abundance of rare good sport. 
St. Froid lake is really only a widening of Fish river; and it is 
where the lake narrows down to a river once more that the railroad 
had fixed upon its location and Winterville station is situated. 
Again the angler is in the midst of ideal fishing waters. He has 
the entire lower portion of the Fish river system within easy reach, 
including St. Froid, Eagle, Square, Cross, Mud and Long lakes and 
a great number of adjacent smaller waters. And this is no ordinary 
trouting territory, you must understand. It is from Square lake 
that Maine's record square-tailed trout were taken not long ago -
two mammoth speckle-sided fellows weighing I~ and 8! pounds 
respectively. Square lake also furnishes immense landlocked 
salmon, two of these fish recently captured weighing !W! and 16 
pounds respectively. Although Square lake is the banner locality 
for record fish, there is sport without limit throughout the Fish 
river system for the man with rod and reel. The fishing season in 
these famous Aroostook waters begins about the same time as at 
Moosehead, although fl~ fishing comes in later than farther south 
and holds good all summer long. For fly fishing, use Parmacheene 
belle, brown hackle, Montreal or grizzly king flies if you would be 
most successful. 
Canoeing in this territory lacks every hardship, There are no 
carries, no waters too quick to be navigated, no treacherous 
shoals. Everything is "smooth sailing " from one lake to the 
other and even way down Fish river and to Grand Falls in the 
St .• John. 
A little over six miles up the line from Winterville is Eagle 
Lake station. What can be said of the fishing grounds reached 
from Winterville apply with equal force for Eagle Lake. It is 
probable, though, that Eagle Lake will become the more popular 
"taking out" point after a trip down the lakes because of its 
situation at the lakeside and the easy approach to it. 
From Wallagrass the fisherman will find it a very short distance 
to Wallagrass stream where good trouting is always to be had. 
There are a number of small ponds close by whose waters harbor 
trout of splendid size and great energy. 
If one prefers to push on to the end of the line at Fort Kent he 
will still be in excellent fishing territory. Here the angler has 
both the St .• John and the Fish river waters to pick from, and 
among the many contiguous streams and ponds he can hardly fail 
to bring back a heavy string of trout, no matter which way he 
turns. 
48 J<'ishing \Vaters Near Houlton. 
Farthest East. 
L UDLOW,just beyond Ashland .Junction, on the main line of the 
B. & A., makes no valiant boasts as a trouting neighborhood. 
New Limerick can do considerably better, having Drew's lake 
only three miles away where trout and landlocked salmon are to 
be had. Houlton's important fishing water is Meduxnekeag river, 
in which salmon and trout run to good size. Littleton and 
Monticello are in close touch with several well-known trout waters 
as are also some of the other towns up along the line, but there is 
really not much to arouse the fisherman's enthusiasm until Caribou 
js reached. Here the salmon pool in the Aroostook river, with its 
thousands of handsome fish running every .June, is too tempting a 
spot for the fisherman to pass by. The annual catch at this pool 
is small in comparison with the great number of fish which frequent 
the locality, but those which are taken put up the most vigorous 
sort of resistance. 
Fish Hatchery, Caribou. 
M1ulawaska lake a little farther north and easily reached from 
New Sweden or J emtland, is a grand good place for W altonian 
disciples to come to. It is abundantly stocked with trout, salmon 
and togue, all of whieh run large and are sturdy fighters. From 
Jemtland the fisherman can go in to Square lake of the Fish river 
system, riding 14 miles over a good road. 
Handsome catches of square-tailed and salmon trout are ma.de 
up along the Limestone branch every season. It is only a short 
ride by wagon from Limestone to Mc('ullion, Mulhemn and Gil-
lespie lakes just across the line in New Brunswick, or to Willard, 
Salmon in Aroostook River. 49 
It Isn't as Hard as It Looks to Be. 
Noyes or Getchell ponds in Aroostook county. Square-tailed and 
salmon trout abound in all these waters. 
The best fishing at Goodrich will be found at Seven and Gray 
brooks. At Grimes' Mill, on the Madawaska, there is good fly 
fishing right in the mill pond, as well as all the way down stream 
to the Aroostook river and thence to Fort Fairfield and beyond. 
Salmon are rapidly coming into prominence on the Aroo~took, 
there being several good pools and eddies in the river between 
Caribou and Fort Fairfield. 
Parties intending to visit the Tobique country in New Brunswick 
will find Fort Fairfield a most convenient starting-point; while the 
Miramichi waters, marking another well-known Canadian hunting 
and fishing region, are only about ~O miles east of Bridgewater, 
reached by team over a good road. 
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The E ast Branch Ferry. 
The B. & A. Fishing Waters. 
TAKEN all in all, there is no other group of fishing waters in 
all the world that furnishes such an abundance of sport as 
can be had in the Bangor & Aroostook region. Every hi.ke, 
stream and brook adds its quota to the fishy fare, and in no uncer-
tain measure. And best of all, the fisherman does not have to 
take irksome tramps through tangled brush and along rough 
shores in order to reach the best of the great Maine fishiQg 
grounds. Instead, he can ride close to many of them in the 
smooth-running B. & A. trains; or can get buckboard conveyance 
if the way leads in over some winding woods road; or, what is 
most ideal, can step into a canoe and glide silently aJl(l swiftly up 
stream and down lake to the very waters where the record fish are 
lurking. 
On the opposite and following pages is printed a tabulated list 
of the waters in Bangor & Aroostook territory which are sure to 
furnish sport for the fisherman in most lihcml quantities. This 
table gives not only the names of thu waters, but also the distance 
from the railroad station, how reached, and the several kinds of 
fish that can be caught. 
• 
STATION , I NAME OF \VATERS. KIND OF FISH. Disg;:~~:.ROM ------------- Pickucl pond........................... Pickerel 2 miles 
ALTON ................ . ...... C.ostigan brook........ .. .... . .. .. .. .. • Trout 2 " 
I en-(\l1le brook......................... 4 '' 
_____ 1Hoyt brook ••.•...•• • •••••••••••••••••.. ------~--------- l----'7 __ "~---I 
Birch stream............................ 1'rc ut 1-2 mile 
SOUTH LAGRANGE .... . .... Dead stream............................ u 1-2 " 
Ten-~lile brook ........................ . 
_L_A_G_R_ A_N-'G_'_E- .. - .-.-. -.. -.-.-. -.. -.-.-. -.. -. 1H".,..e-m"'lo_c_,k-stream ........................ i-------=1-·r_o_u_t ------- 4 miles 
( ,oldbrook strea1n........ .. . . . . .. ... . . . '' _? 11 
BOYD LAKL ................ lloyd lake.............................. Pickerel, Perch, lllack Hass 1'4 mile 
M !LO JUNCTION ............ Piscataquis river ........ -;--: ;-:-:-: .. .. .. .. . Black !lass, Pickerel 1 2 mile 
S60TH'S-EllEC .............. Sebec lake ................. -:-:-:-:-: .. :-:-:-:-. -=L-a-n"'dl-o-c0k,_ed~S~almon, Bass, Pickerel 5 miles 
EAST DOVER ....... -.. -.-.-.-.. Garlandpond ................. ~ ..... 1 -----,,B'"'la-c-,k~B-a-ss-a-'n-d"""'T"'r-o-ut____ 2 miles 
DOVERANI.i FOXCROFT . ... sebCcla'ke .......... ... ......... -:-:-:-:-: . . -GruilOcked S-afn~Picl<Crel --- 4 miles 
GUILFORD .................. Piper pond............................. Pickerel and Whit!Perch -- 7 miles 
Thoffi-brook...... .. .................... Trout 4 1-2 miles 
Piper pond . .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. Trout Togue 5 " 
ABBOT VILLAGE ............ Whetstone pond........................ " ' " . 6 















--------------!Foss pond ............................ .. 
MONSON JUNCTION ........ Lake Juanita........................... Tr:::ut, To~,ue 3 mile_s_ Team 
Whetstone pond ........................ ·i-------=--------l--~"-3_1_-2_'~'---l--------"------
Lakc Hebron ............ ,. . ............ Trout Near station 
Monson pond ......................... . , Trout, Landlocked Salmon miles 
Two Doughty ponds .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . Trout 2 r-2 " 
Eighteen pond ......................... . 
Spectacle pond.... . ..................... 3 
Bell pond.............................. 3 
lllONSON ..................... Meadow pond........................... 65 North pond ........................... .. 
'iouth pond............................. 6 




Team and boat 
Team 
.. 
Team and walk 
Team 
.. 
Onewa& lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 10 
------------- Hedge og and Brown ................... ------~T:r_o_u_t _______ 1 ___ ~'5'-~---l-----~=-,,..------
North branch Piscataquis river . . . . . . . . . . Trout 2 miles Walk 
Blacl..stone brook....................... " 11 Road 
Mud pond.............................. 5 Team 
BLANCHARD ................ S~ectacle pond.......................... 5 " 
·~aldn~i~'.v;~r~.:~~::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : . i Tote road 
. Bog stream. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 H II 
STATl,)N. ~A~lB OF \VATERS. 
:\lain scream •••••••. 
Gove brook .••••••••••••..••••••••••.•.. 
Gravel brook •••••••••••.•••••••..••.••. 
West boi: ..••••••••••••••••••••••..•... 




N c:ar station 
I mile 
I I-2 miles 
How REACHEL>. 
··············:..v.1i-···· .......... . 
Team Oakes ooi; .•••.•.....•••......•• ··••···• 3 
SHIRLEY ••••••••••••••••••• ..!Spectacle pond......................... " 3 Ordway pond.···....................... Trout, Togue 5 
Indian pond............................ Trout, To~ue, Whitefish 6 
Trout pond............................. 'I rout 7 
Notch pond • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • . • . . • • • • . . " 7 
\\"alk 
Team 
Team and walk 
Round pond............................ u 7 
~loxie pond·••......................... " 7 " "·alk 
Mooocbcad hke. •..••••••....•..•..•.... Trout, Landlocked Salmon, Togue J\t station ~o miles long 
Squaw bay .• • • .•••••••••..•••••.•••••••• Trout 2 I-2 miles Boat 
Big and Little Squaw pcm~............. :: 3 :: ""~lk 
Squaw ;\It. pond........................ 3 t·• 
Lower \Vil.son pond..................... " 3 1-2 " Team 
Indian pond............................ " 4 '' 'Valk 
Big Squa'~' }'.H>nd........................ " 4 '' '' 
ScJuaw br.IQk...... • • • . • •• • . • . • • • • • . • . • '' 4 I-2 '' Boat 
'Wilson stream • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • . • • . • • . . '' '4 I-2 " \Valk 
Rum )It. p.._ind • •••. • ••• • •••• • •••••••••• '' s " Team and carry 
F1tzgeral? pond .•• ; •••••••.•.• ••••••••• ;; s :: Walk 
•GREENVILLE ••••.•••••••••• !Upper»' ilsonr.no................... " 5 " Team ~lountam ))(lD • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 Team, boat, and carry 
Horseshoe J>t>n<l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " 8 " u u " '' 
Prong pond •..••..••..•• . - • • • . . . . • . • • :; 8 ;: B~t ~d c~~ry Burn~ain J>L"lnd •••••• • •. • ••• - •• • • •• ••• u 9 " , 
Deer island............ • • . . . • . • • • . . Io Steamer 
East outlet . • • • • . • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • . . Trout, Landlocked Salmon, Tague I2 "' Boat or :rail 
Lily bay . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . • . . T~?ut I2 :: Ste~mer 
Outlet.............. . . ... ••. . .•• . I2 
Lake Onawa . • . . . . . • • . • • . . . • . • . Trout and Landlocked Salmon 1~ 
Benson pond • • • • . . . • . . • . . . • . . . Trout IS 
Roach pond • . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . " I9 
/
Spencer pond............. . . . . • . • . • . • Tague --•-•--,.,---
S"e-bcc river •••...•..• -:::-~. ~~ - Black Bass, Pickerel 1-4 mile 
.\II LO · • • • • • • •• • • • · • · • • • • • · • • · Alden brook . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . Trout 2 miles 
- - ;:;;,bcclal.e • • • • • .• • • . . . . • . • • • •. • . •. • • . . • ----i.andlocked Salmon - 5 miles 
llROW'.'i\"ll l E • · · · •• · • · ·· · · · El:>eemc pond . ... . . • • . • . •. • • . • • . . . •. . . . Pickerel, Perch 7 " 
--- Silver lake •••••.....••.••••.•.••••••.• 
1 
Pickerel 1--_\t sta~ 
Little Hou!'tlln pond . . • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . Trout 2 miles 
KATAHDlN IRON WORKS. White br<>ok •••.. .••.•.•••••••••••••••. " 2 " 
Big Houston pond . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . • •• . • " -. 3 
S prucc pond. • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • • • . . " 4 1·· 
Rail and team 
Rail 







West Chairback , ..... , .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . • . Trout 6 mile• 
Lost pond • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u 7 " 
Spruce Mt. pond........................ " 7 
East Chair back . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . '' 8 
l.ong pond.· ............ ·.····· · ······.. '' 9 
KATAHDIN IRON WORKS .• IB pond ........... •......... ..... ..... " 12 
Little Lyford . . . . . . . • . . . .• . . . • . . . . . • . . . . " 13 
Horseshoe pond.......................... '' 15 
Yoke pond .. ··••·•··· ... ·............... Trout Togue 17 
Big Lyford............................. T;out 18 
West Hranch pond • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 20 
Schoodic lake...... . .................... Landlocked Salmon, Trout, Black Bass, I 
Togue At station 
Seboois lake . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Pickerel, White Perch 3 miles 
SCHOODIC ................... I Lost pond • • . • . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . Trout 10 " 
l!~beeme pond........................... '' 10 
Team and walk 
Walk 
Buckboard 2 1-2, walk i: 1-2 
Team and walk 
Team 
Tote road 





Jo l\.lary lakes.......................... '' 10 
Cedar pond............................. " 10 " I Team and walk 
Seboois lake............................ Pickerel, White Pf .ch 2 1-2 miles j Road 
Ragged Mountain pond and stream . . . . . . Trout " " 
WEST SEBOOIS .............. I Bear brook ............................ . 
Patrick brook .•...•..•.................. 
Seboois stream .............. . .......... · 1 " I 100 yards 
North Twin lake........................ Pickerel, White Perch At station !········· ....................... . 
\Vest Brauch Penobscot................. Salmon Trout '' '' Road 
South Twin lake........................ Pickerel, White Perch 1 mile 
Pemadumcook lake ............ ·......... Pickerel, White Perch, Togue 5 mile!!> 
Ambajejus lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 11 0 " 10 " 
Millinocket lake........................ 11 " " Trout 11 
Passamagamoc lake..................... Pickerel, Togue 14 
Katep~konegan lake, 1st, 2d, and 3d...... Trout, Togue 17 
Nalunakanta lake....................... u '' 22 
Steamer 
Stea:rer ~~d c3c~ry 
NORCROSS AND TWIN IKatahdin stream........................ Trout 25 
DAM ,. .................... Rainbow lake........................... Trout, Togue 26 
Foss & Knowlton . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . Trout z6 
Stc~!11er, c3crry, 3c~d ca~oe 
Aboljackarmegassic lake................. 0 27 
Sourdnahunk stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '' 28 
Pollywog lake . . . . ... • .. ... . . . • • • • • . • . . . Trout, Togue 28 
Ambajenackomus lake................... Trout 32 
Hurd pond, 1st .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. • ... • . . . Trout and Toi:ue i8 
l-Iurd pond, 2d..... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . u " ' 20 
Ste~mcr 3c~d ca;,ry 
Daisey pond • .. • • .. . . . . . . . • .. • • . . . .. .. . . Trout 19 
Lunch pond . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . '' 18 
___________ _ 
1
\Vest Branch pond...................... " 18 I 
MILLINOCKET .............. \!illinocket •I ream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trout At s.tation 
Cherry pond............................ Trout, Pickerel, Perch I mile Road 1:n 
"° 
~ 
STATIO N. I NAMH OF \VATERS. ' KIND OP' FISH. DISTANCH FROM STAnoN. How REACHED. ..._ 
IScboodic brook •••••••.••••.••.••••••••• I Trout 2 miles MILLINOCKET •..•••••.•.••• Smith brook............. •••••. ••• .•• . Trout, Pickerel 
Millinocket lake • • . . • •. • • • • •• • . • . • . • . • . . Pickerel, White Perch, Trout 
.. 
- ·East branch Penoh>cot ••••..•...••.••.• ·I Blaclc Bass, Piclcere_I __ _ 
~lcadow brook.......................... Trout 
At station 
2 mil~ 
Round pond • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • Pickerel and Perch 
Salmon Stream pond.................... Pickerel, White Perch 5 
Schoodic brook • • . . • • . • • . . • . . • . • • • • • . • . . Trout 7 
GRINDSTONE .••.•••.•••••••• !Sand Bank brook....................... " 7 
Soldier pond.. • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • . • .. • • • • .. . Trout and Pickerel 7 
Wissataquoik.... •• • • . • .. . • .• • • • . •• .. .. . Trout and Salmon 14 
Lunksoos pond.......................... Trout and Togue 28 
~::dr1!k:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :! 
Davidson pond •••••••••.. ·-... • • . • • • . . Trout, Pickerel --"'",-m~i~le __ _ 
East branch • • . . • •• • • • . •• • . . . •. . • • • .• • . . Trout, Salmon1 Pickerel 5 miles 
Wissataquoik..... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . Trout, Salmon 6 " 
Sand Ban le brook........ . .......... . .... Trout 7 
Salmon Stream lake..................... Trout, Pickerel 8 
Lunlcsoos pond • • . • • • • • •. • • • • • . • •• .. • • . Trout 10 
STACYVILLE ••••••••••••••••• !Kellog pond ...•...••.•••••.••..... ··••· " to 
Spring Hrook J>Ond ..... ........... ·. ·... '' IO 
M isser pond . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . Trout, Pickerel u 
Boland pond............................ Trout 12 
\I oose pond • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • · • · · • · • • • • • · · " • 3 















Team and canoe 
Team 
IS1x ponds ......... ·· ..... . ... ··········· 1 ___ 2~0-~---
PATTEN JUNCTION •••••..•• ~lolunlcus stream....................... Perch and Trout ,., mile Walle 
!;HJ:;R:.IAN ......... . .. . . ... ... Salmon pond and stream.............. . . Trout, Salmon 8 miles i--- Stage 
Crystal lake •••••••.•••••••...•.••••.... 




IO '' '' 
~';.icn$.:d~:: ::: : : :: : :: : : :: :~ :: : : :: :: : : : 
~lattawam lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pickerel, Perch 
Roclcabcma. • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . • • . • • . . Perch 
PATTEX •.••••••••. •• •• •• · · ••. !~~:1saU:.~~~k~· :: : ::: : :::: ::::: :::: :: :: :: : : : : : ::: : : : :::::: :::::::::: :: : ... · · · ·· ·· · 
Hay brook • • • . • • • . . . • • . • . . . . • . . • • . • • • . . Trout 
Grand lake-East branch................ Trout, Togue, Bass 
~rand lalcc-Sebois • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • . • • . . Trout, Salmon 
fl!-3.St branch Penobscot ••••••••••• _....... " " 
Scraggly lake... . ....................... Trout and Togue 













Team and canoe 
Team 
" 
'Third lake •. • ........ • ....... •.......... Trout 
Webster lake............................ Trout, Salmon 
;'._lattawamkeag lake..................... Pickerel, Perch 
f 1sh stream............................. Trout 
Dyer brook............................. '' 
ISLAND FALLS •••••.••.•... !Pleasant pond........................... Trout, Pickerel, Black Bass 
Sly brook.•·••······ •.• ·····•··•·•••.... Trout, Pickerel 
















Warren falls • • • • • .• . . • • • . • •. . . . . •• • • . • . Trout 
Caribou lake· · · · •••.....•. · · · ·• · · . . . . . . . Pickerel Perch 
Otter lake • · · · · ••.......... .. . . . . .. . . . . . Tro~t 7 " ! Team and canoe 
OAKFIELD ................••. ,Spaulding lake ••. ·····•··•··········.... P~ckerel 2 m\l;s I Te.'}m 
------------- West branch.··· .......... ·· .. ···....... :i;,>ut, Pickerel, Perch 7 
1Eastbranch.............. ............... Trout --,,N°"e~a-r_s_t-at~io_n _ ....... . 
Dudley brook........................... " 2 miles I 
Pleasant pond • • • . • . . • . .• • . . . . • •• . . . • • • . Togue 8 " 
SMYRNA MILLS ••••.....•••. !~:~~::~~olat:::::::::::::::::::::::: Tr~ut ,: 
!Green lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . '' • 14 
1r-.tud lake............................... u 16 
Team and ~,oc 
Smith brook............................ 1,rout Near station l ..... ................ • • ·· · · ·• · · • · • 
'
'Pleasant lake .•......•.•.. · · •· ••.•• •. . . . " 16 J _ 
Cut pond............................... 11 2 miles I \Valk 
WEEKSBORO ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · St. Croix lake .............. ··.·······... Trout, Perch 2 1-2 " 
Smith Brook deadwater · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · Trout j 3 " 
_____________ 
1
Ho"·ebrook ............................ '' 3 '' 
St. Croix river........................ . Trout - 50 rods 
ST. CROIX ..................•• Beaver brook .•••.......... ········•··.· " 1-2 mile 
Howe brook ............. ·. · · · · ·........ '' 3 miles 
'St. c.,roi_x l~ke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ' . 11 __ 4 __ ..__ 
1St. Croix nyer..................... ..... .. .  lro~t i-2 n~~le 
Aroostook nver. . .......... · · ·......... I rout, Salmon 1-4 
l\.fooscleuk stream....................... Trout I 22 miles 
Chandler brook ............ ·. · · .. ·...... " 25 " 
l\.tillimagas!iitt ............ · · · · · · · ·. · . . · · " 33 
MASARDIS •..••..•.•.....•••• 1Millnockett (two lakes) •. · · · • • · · · · · · ·. ·. , " , 35 
Munsuni;,an (:hree lakes)................ 1rout, 1ogue 40 
I
I Moose pond • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Trout 
Beaver pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
~~H:iL~ :~~~:: ::: :: :: :: :: :::::::::I .. I::::::.::::::::::::: 
ISqua Pan............................... Trout 6 miles ASHLAND .................•.• Portage lake............................ :: 10 :: 










Team and canoe 
"' 
"' 
SrATms. X A~f!: OF \\"ATER~ K1No 01 .. hs11. lltSTASCE FROll ST.ATlOS. 
Bi=: .\lachia:, I.ale ••• -•...•. ·•••.•••..•••. Trout 20 miles 
l..oog lake . · ...•.•.•••.••• ·.• •• • • • . .• • • . ·rrout, 'l'ogue 20 " 
, - Iii \'"f IClayt<>n lake............................ Trout 2 3 
,,._ u ·' > • • ...... · .. • ...... • • Big Fish lake............................ " 30 
Ea;; le lake. . • • . .. .. .. .. • .. ... • • .. .• .. • .. Trout, To::uc 30 
Carr i><>nd .••••••.•••••••••• •••••• •• • • • • • 1 • •• 40 
l l''.-PI O\\;-- ----,Coe_ bmr. . e lake ....................... ___ ·_·· l'ickerel, l'erch .\l.,tation 
.. - .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • C..:Ounl)' lake........................ . .... }>ickerel 1 1~2 n1dcs 
--- - - :\"1cker~on lale ••.•••••••.••...•. . .. -••. :-= - - Perch, Pickcrd ---z nule:-. 
HO\\{ REACHED. 
Team and canoe 
"' " 
............. ·;I:~;~; ....... ••••••• 
Team 
.. :-.·1-.w l.l\IERICl\: ............. 1r!rew·, lale............................. Trout, l.andlocked ~almon . 3 
lCocluane lake • .............. • ... .. .. . . • Pickerel ~ 
-- -- --- .1:\ickenoo bkc.... ... • . . .... • • . .. . . ... • . Pickerel, Perch 1---S nulc~ Team 
HOULTc __ l;\' .................... ~leduxnclea;: riHr...................... !<alm<>n, Trout 6 ·· " 
--------- Drcw'.s lakc ................. ,........... 'rrnut, Landlocked Salmon 8 '' . 11 
- -- . {;?;b~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: T~?ut ---;s~.;~iles ................. . .... . .......... .. 
I.I n·1.gT();\' .. . ............... J Ros. lake ...................... .. .. .. .. . Team Walk 







!~::;~;::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::: ! 
'::\c>. 9 lake.............................. _ _ ____ _ 
llRll)l~ ~:\\'.\Tl;R .............. Pprtland lake ..... • • • •• ··.... •. .. .. ... .. Trou.t, Pickerel 
:\o. 9 lake....... ........ ...... ........ l _ro_u_t __ _ 
R lf'I~...;ON'S - - Burnt I.and ~trc01m ... ~ ....... : .::-.
1
- -- Trout 
T ' - ' • ·__:_ - ••• .... ..:..:..:..:..: .. :\'o. 9 lake ....... "_:' ........ :-.::.:..:..:..:---- -
J>rcsquc Isle ~tream ............ . ....... . . J'rout 
, , . l::\E Presque Isle deaJ"'atcr. ........ . .. . .... . 
\I.\ R:- Ill I T • • \~ ll Ill"\ • .. \'ouai; lake ..................... ....... . 
l ~l.i~e ............... .. ............ . l>rc:.ttle "lream .••••••••••• • • • • • · • • • • • • • • 
FOR l' FAIIU IEI.ll JC'l ..... 8'.!"::ub;~k ~~~~:::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: 
-.\s ·f,)~;- . . ..... ....... ~ 'l ;-restfc :r,trcam .•••••••••••• •• •••••• •• • -
- · ··· --- - - --- <.;an~u JX>;d ..... :.-. . . ~-: ....... :-:-:-:::-. 
,\r,,.,.took ialb .................. .. ... .. 
FORT f.\ IRFIELT1 ........... llro"n'_s p<>rtd .................... . ... . . . 
G11Ic:~p1c lake ..•••••••••••••••. .,, •.•••••• 
- - --- - Prc~tiic ~trcam ••...••••..•....•. . ••••.. 
l'RE:-Q\JE ISi.£. · ... " .. • • • • • Squa Pan lake ...................... •• . .. 
- ~-
~Trout 










• " I Team 
5 " W_a_lk_· -----
,.,mile I Walk 














1. 1.:2 miles 
I 1·2 j, 
2 .. 
1-2 mile --, 






6 miles I 









ll " ''-" h'u~1 · 11-an 
~ 
O'l 
Sr.\1ros. __ , i"\A:-.1H OF "·.n1·:N:::>. 
Caribou dam . . . . . . . . . . • . . ............ . 
".\ladawaska l<lkc ..••.•.••.•.•.••••...••• 
Cross lake ............................. . 
l ,\RI BOl" ................ ..... :\lud lake ............................ .. I Square ),\kc .•.•...•..•.•••.•••••.••.•. I_~vnFt lake ..••••........••..•........••. 
J .. 1g c lake ................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 
J\.1...-n OF F1~11 
Salmon 
Trout 













• At Lake Onawa are the finc=-t of Jandlocked salmon and trout, ,.,.·hile at all the other places, as also at Roach pond and the chain o( six ponds adjacent thereto, the gamiest 
fly-fishing is afforded, trout bein~ in abundant.'". 
Many lakes, ponds, and streams are reached from \fooschead lake that are not mentioned herein, which abound with trout, salmon, etc. About 2.) steamers ply the lake, 
and an alX.md.mce ot hoots and canoes can be procured at any time. The departure for the famous \Vest branch trip is made from ~orthca~t carry. 
Square, Sebec, and Onawa lakes are the best waters in .:\lainc for hndlockec..l salmon. 
"A Great Green Carpet of Forest "-Seen from lVIount Kineo, "' -l 
A B. & A. Idyl 
OF 
"TH~: Goon 01.n SUMMER TIME." 
WHEN the city streets are swelt'ring 
'Neath the summer sun's fierce reign, 
.Just remember there's a haven 
In the cool, deep woods of Maine 
Where the shelt'ring mountain shadows 
And the lake-winds, soft, sublime, 
Mark an ideal tourists' region 
In the good old summer time. 
There is nothing more delightful 
Than to live in nature's arms 
And to let her overwhelm you 
With her lavish wildwood charms. 
Then it is the happy camper 
Cries aloud, his joy at prime : 
" Bless the thought that sent me Maineward 
In the good old summer time!" 
'Tis a sportsmen's vast arena, 
By canoe routes interlaced; 
Or again, a forest playground 
Having sports for ev'ry taste; 
And vacationers by thousands 
Come each year from ev'ry clime 
To enjoy a Maine woods outing 
In the good old summer time. 
F. H. C. 










In the Big Game Domain. 
ctJ 
F EW people have any idea 
of the immensity of Maine's 
big-game region. They know 
it is a "vast country,'' they 
have heard it is large enough 
to hide hundreds of large lakes 
and thousands of smaller water-
ways, yet they have no actual 
appreciation of its area or size. 
It will be interesting, there-
fore, to learn that there are 
about 15,000 square miles of 
Wild or " Bob" Cat. hunting territory in northern 
Maine. The grouped states of 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut are just about this 
size; a pattern of New Hampshire or Vermont could be cut out 
of this big game preserve and still there would be enough left for 
elaborate trimmings. Aroostook county alone is larger than the 
states of Connecticut and Rhode Island by nearly 500 square 
miles, while Piscataquis, the smallest of the three counties which 
make up the great northern wilderness, would "rim" the states of 
Delaware and Rhode Island by over 400 square miles. 
All this immense north region is practically an unbroken wil-
derness, except in the extreme eastern portion bordering on New 
Brunswick where there is a belt of cleared country. Such a mam-
moth forest preserve makes a perfect paradise for moose and deer, 
and every year sees a notable increase in the number of these splendid 
game animals. While this Maine wilderness is traversed at will 
by its natural inhabitants, its depths would be inaccessible to the 
hunter were it not for the end-
less network of lakes, rivers, 
streams and brooks which inter-
twine throughout this wide-
spread forest area. 
It has been but a few years 
since the roar of the locomotive 
first broke the stillness of Wild Cat in Repose. 
60 Great Abundance of Game. 
Maine's great gamelarnl. Nowadays the solid vestibuled trains of 
the B. & A. bring the hunter deep into the wilclwood confines until 
the shriek of the whistle reverberates along the very ridges where 
the moose and deer are feeding. 
If the hunter wants game in a hurry, he can usually firul it close 
by any of the forest stations. But most sportsmen prefor to step into 
their guide's canoe and slip up along the beautifully-bowered 
waterways to the heart of this wonderful game preserve. There the 
monarch moose alHl graceful Virginian deer arc met with in their 
own domain, and most successfully huntl'<l. Comfortable sporting 
camps have been established in hundreds of localities in this region 
where the hunting prospects arc excellent, so the visiting sports-
man can be sure of a good home and plenty to eat even though 
he is deep in the forest jungles ancl many a long mile from civili-
zation or "the states." 
The abundance of game in R & A. territory is truly remark-
able. Thousands of <leer, hundreds of moose and a goodly 
number of black bears are brought out each season hy visiting 
sportsmen, yet this is but a very small pcrcc11tage of the horcles of 
forest denizens which are never seen by human eye from one year's 
end to another. It would he impossible to estimate the number 
of <leer in Maine within many thousands. D('spite the tremendous 
inroads made on their number every year, they increase rapidly 
A lla~hfu l Young M oo~e. 
A Bit About Deer. 61 
and are to be seen in the great woods whichever way one turns. 
Moose are less plentiful, but they roam in much larger numbers in 
Maine than in any other part of the country, and form the piece 
de resistance for the man behind the gun. 
" Enthusiasts. " 
The deer in Maine arc the common Virginian or white-tailed 
species. They have a soft, brownish-gray color, are very swift of 
foot ancl can easily make their way through the thickest under-
growth. Del'r are very good swimmers and are often seen in the 
lakes by summer canoeists. They take alarm quickly in the fall 
Deer in Winter. 
when the hunting season is on, but 
are remarkably tame in summer and 
can often be very closely approached 
in a canoe. About Q75 pounds is a 
good weight for the average Maine 
buck deer. 
While the warm season is on, the 
deer frequent the lakes and streams 
where they feed on tender lily-pads, 
which are their favorite summer food. 
They also browse on tender foliage of 
various kinds and are especially par-
tial to such grains and vegetables as 
Very Young Fawn. can be hacl in stealthy visitations to 
the outlying farms in the clearings. As soon as the water becomes 
cold the deer gradually work away from the streams and ponds, 
feeding in and near the swamps and on the ridges. It is at this 
time, in October and November, that the rutting season is on and 
the bucks range far and wide in search of does. Snow comes a little 
later, and as the drifts pile up the deer tread them down in con-
venient places so as to form yards or roads along which they feed 
on the browse of cedar, hemlock, and other trees. Ground hem-
lock is an especial delicacy with deer, hut as it is ordinarily a short 
and stubby bush the early snows soon put it out of sight. 
His majesty the moose, the greatest game trophy of the Maine 
woods or indeed of any forest in the temperate zones, is a huge, 
ungainly beast often exceeding 1000 pounds in weight. Broad 
spreading antlers give the male a rather formidable appearance, 
the antlers of an old bull frequently measuring five feet from tip 
to tip. In height, the moose measures from six to seven and a 
half feet to the top of his fore shoulder, while many of the ani-
mals will exceed that. The height of the largest moose ever 
brought out to Bangor was nine feet from his forehoofs to the 
top of his horns, and his weight was something over moo pounds. 
Moose are coated with coarse brownish hair, which grows darker 
at the approach of winter; and have a bristly mane, almost black. 
A grayish color predominates on the 
belly and legs, with a tinge of yellow. 
Late in April or in the early days 
of May the moose forsake their win-
ter haunts and come out to the 
marshes and waterways in search of 
more delectable foods than the hard-
wood ridges and evergreen thickets Albino Porcupine. 
Habits of tht: Moose. 63 
Aren't They Reauties 1 
can afford. Water rushes and various other aquatic plants are 
choice e<libles for these hulky animals, hut their favorite food is 
the water lily which they browse upon with the greatest of delight, 
wading out into the water,. plunging their broad noses down <leep 
where the ten<ler lily stems and root<> are, an<l pulling up a 
mouthful of the succulent plants ~hich they munch with keenest 
relish. 
Some time around early .June the cow moose separate from their 
companions and seek the most impenetrable of the forest thickets 
lying near the water, 
where they give birth 
to their young. If the 
animal is hut two years 
old, only one little one 
is produced at a birth, 
but cow moose of three 
years and older almost 
always bring finth two 
and frequently three 
calves at one time. 
When the mother 
moose seeks the water 




















a plunge and rid herself of the tor-
ment of the big woods flies, she first 
takes great pains to hide her off~ 
spring in some very dense growth 
of bushes and trees where the male 
cannot penetrate. Otherwise the 
helpless forest infants would very 
likely be speedily killed by the fero-
cious bulls, which are most unnatural 
parents and ever seek to destroy 
their young. With the advent of 
hot weather, both bull and cow 
moose frequent the streams and Gray Squirrel. 
65 
ponds, wading well out so as to cool their shaggy backs and at 
the same time ward off' the plague of torturing flies. In the heat 
of midsummer they will remain thus in the water for hours at a 
time, and an expert canoeist can approach easily for a good shot 
- not with a rifle, of course, for the law forbids that until in the 
ear!y fall, but with a camera, which should be the ever-present 
companion of travelers in the great Maine wilderness. 
" Posing" with TI1eir Trophies. 
It is in April that the horns of the hull moose begin to sprout. 
They grow very rapidly and by September have usually lost their 
soft mossy covering or "velvet" as it is commonly callecl. The 
6() Moos..: Calling. 
bulls at this period are in prime conclition and very fat and are so 
savage ancl fierce that they will not hesitate to attack a man or 
anything else that gets in their way. They often fight with each 
other, roaming the forest for weeks and at times bellowing so 
loudly that the roar can he heard two or three miles away on a 
still night. There is another noise macle hy the hulls which hun-
ters call "chopping" from its faithfulness to the sound of an 
axeman at work in the distance. The animals produce this noise 
by a forcible aml peculiar clapping together of their jaws. 
A Littfe Game He fore Dinner. 
This is the season, too, when the females sencl out invitations to 
their monarch lords - a summons most wierd and u11ca1111y as it 
breaks upon the hunter's ear in the quiet of the night, hut which 
will bring a11y liste11ing hull crashi11g ancl tearing through the 
forest straight to the object of his love. The cow's call starts in 
with a series of grunts or groans ancl winds up with a prolongecl 
Muskrat. 
wail or roar of the most dismal 
and nerve-trying order. A good 
many of the Maine guides are 
experts at imitating this dole-
fol plaint of the expectant cow, 
and if there chances to he a 
hull within hearing, can cause 
the passionate monster to come 
thrashing his way unerringl,v 
on toward the source of the 
Best Still Hunting. 67 
call. This method of tolling the big game within rifle range was 
frequently practiced before the state laws prohibiting moose hunt-
ing until October 15, were in force. However, moose calling is 
still emi>loyed in the Maine woods if the season happens to be 
late and the weather mild. 
Is It a Moose or a Target? 
The very best still hunting in Maine comes with the first snow 
storm. It is hard work to track deer or moose on bare ground; 
it becomes a very easy matter after the snow has laid a smooth 
white blanket on which every step is distinctly shown. The suc-
cessful sportsman at still hunting must be able to follow his quarry 
silently or he will never come up with it, and the art of noiseless 
progress through the woods is not to be learned in a day. The 
breaking of a twig, a cough, a sneeze, any unusual noise will start 
the game off on the run. The most logical thing to do under 
such circumstances is to quit that trail then and there, as startled 
game almost invariahly puts several miles between itself and its 
pursuers before it stops running. It takes patience and persever-
ance in liberal quantities to succeed at still hunting, but the 
rewarcl in the end O\'erhalances all that, and thousands of l\Iaine 
sportsmen indulge in this form of hunting each year with most 
gratifying result~. 
68 :Uairn.:'s Lesser Game Animals. 
Moose will he founcl ranging near the waterways some little 
time after the first wintry snows have blanketed the woods and ice 
has fettered the still ponds and streams. Then they work gradu-
ally back into the deep forests where they find the greatest shelter 
from rigors of climate all!! storm ancl there pass the winter, feed-
ing on the hark mu! twigs of young poplar, birch and maple trees 
and a species of ash commo11ly called moosewoocl. 
111 spite of the fact that hundreds of thousands of wild beasts 
inhabit Mai11e's vast wilderness, not one of them would ever molest 
Consiclerahly ,. l 'p a Tree r" 
Easy Rid.: in to Gameland. 
A Rabe of the Woods. 
a man, under ordinary conditions. Black bears are fairl_v plenti-
ful, but they are far more anxious to get out of sight than they 
are to pitch a battle. Lynxes, wolves, and cougars, or "Indian 
devils," are now but rarely seen in Maine, and instances of their 
molesting hunters have not been heard of for years. 
Coming In. 
J T is such an easy matter nowadays to reach the heart of 
Maine's great game region that no one wonders at the annual 
pilgrimage of thousands of sporl<>men to this limitless and wonder-
fully rich game prcser\'e. In the old days it llleant a long, hard 
journey from Bangor by stage, bateau and canoe in order to pene-
trate to the runways of the forest denizens. Now the sportsman 
can board an evening train out of Boston and not leave his Pull-
man until its arrival at Greenville, l\loosehead lake, the next 
forenoon. Or if he is headed for the Mount Katahdin region or 
70 When Sportsmen Come. 
farther north, any of the handsome vestibuled trains of the Bangor 
& Aroostook railroad will take him straight on into the wilderness, 
over a roadbed not to be surpassed on any railway in America or 
the world; and no matter at what station the sportsman chooses 
to stop, there he will find easy conveyance by buckboard or canoe 
to the most remote points of Maine's famous sporting country. 
The tide of hunter travel into the deep woods begins as early as 
August, many sporlsmen coming thus early so as to enjoy the 
warm camping-m1t season and get a little fishing, and then be on 
hand for the first legal hunting. Other sportsmen make their 
vacation trips to the forest late in September or early in October 
in order to take advantage of good canoeing and establish them-
selves in some favorite game locality before the opening of the 
regular hunting season. Still a third class wait until winter is 
close at hand, and it is time for early snows and easy tracking of 
big game. 
JI r • 
Some sportsmen stop in Bangor long 
enough to make a few additions to 
their personal kit, although supplies of 
every nature may be had at the general 
stores throughout B. & A. territory, as 
will be seen by consulting the adver-
tising section of this hook. Then it 
is northward ho ! for all of them, and 
the hotels and camps in Lhe great game 
region speerlily become populated with a 
merry, good-natured lot of guests, happy 
in their freedom from city and business 
cares and out for the vacation time of 
their lives. According to the Maine law, 
every non-resident sportsman coming into 
the woods to hunt and fish in the open 
season must he accompaniecl hy a registered 
guide. This law does not apply to hunters 
who stop at registen•d sporting camps so long 
as they do not camp out or build fires. There 
is no need to engage one's guide ahead, as the 
proprietors of the woods hotels and camps 
will see to this upon notification. 
l)pspite the fact that guides are not always 
requirt>d hy law, it is nevertheless the best 
plan for every sportsman to have one. A 
guide will always save much needless labor in 
tl~e woods, aml in cas~ the .sporbmmn is not thoroughly acquainted 
with the country or with lug-game hunting, he ht·<·omes an absolute 
A Maine ~loose That "Got Acquainted." 
Th.: .'Uatt.:r of Guhks. 
nec~ssity. Maine guides as a class are good-hearted, genial com-
p1u11ons. When camping out they <lo the cooking for the entire 
party, clear the tenting grounds and make all things snug and 
comfortable, in a<lclition to carrying the heavy burdens and doing 
a tremendous amount of hard work. Furthermore, a guide 's 
canoes and cooking utensils are put at the disposal of his party 
free of charge - and the most he expects in return for all this 
service is$~~ a day or thereabouts. We can recommend any of 
the camp-owners or guides who advertise in this book as men who 
will faithfully carry out any arrangements which may be made 
with them. 
just Where the Game Is. 
A LTHOUGH there are hundreds of thousands of deer and 
many hundreds of moose in Bangor & Aroostook territory, it 
must not be supposed they are standing around in plain sight 
waiting to be shot. Instead, they are almost always in hiding in 
the forest recesses and must be carefully and persistently hunted 
before they finally fall before the deadly bullet from the sports-
man's rifle. 
There is good deer hunting 
all along the line of the B.&A. 
railroad and near practically 
all of the many hotels and 
woods camps in this territory. 
The sporb;man therefore need 
not go deep into the wilder-
ness in order to bring down 
a handsome trophy. Take it 
in the Moosehead lake region 
for example ; game will be 
found there within gunshot of 
the hotel. At Northeast carry, 
where the game runways are 
confined to a two-mile strip 
between l\foosehead lake and 
the Penohs(·ot river, there is 
Defining th.: Big Game R..:gion. 
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In fact, one need not hunt long 
order to bring down his legal 
plenty of good hunting to be had. 
anywhere around Moosehead in 
quota of deer. 
It would be a good idea for the prospective hunter to study the 
fishing chapter of this book carefully, as nearly all the favorite 
fishing localities are famous hunting grounds as well. He should 
also make himself familiar with the map of the B. & A. territory, 
figuring in a general way that the big game region extends from 
a little west of Moosehead lake on 
the west to the main line of the rail-
road on the east, and from the 
B. & A.'s Moosehead lake division 
on the south to the border of the 
state on the north. Another great 
hunting ground, many hundreds of 
square miles in extent, lies to the 
eastward of the B. & A. line. This 
is also a wonderfully rich game sec-
tion, but has been very little hunted 
as yet, chiefly because the region 
farther north and west offers just as 
fine sport and is more easily reached. Ruffed Grouse. 
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The vacationer in B. & A. territory is never far away from big 
game. If he rides up the Moosehead lake division to Greenville 
he is in close touch with a splendid sporting region. Or if he 
keeps up on the main line he will come to a number of forest 
stations already famous for their big game records. At Schoodie, 
Seboois, Ingalls Siding, South Twin, Norcross, Millinocket, Grind-
stone, Stacyville, Sherman and Patten one can soon get game to 
the legal limit and not go out of sound of the locomotive whistles. 
Up along the Ashland branch and along the Fish River extension 
there are Weeksboro, St. Croix, Masardis (connecting with the 
Oxbow country), Squa Pan, Ashland, Portage, Winchell, Winter-
ville, Eagle Lake, Wallagrass and Fort Kent which are all in 
splendid game territory and ofter the hunter an abundance of sport 
not far from the station. From practically all of these points 
ways also lead in to the more remote hunting grounds, where the 
kings of the forest choose their favorite haunts. Good accommo-
dations are to be ha<l at all of the stations above mentioned and 
also at sporting camps located some little distance in from the rail-
road. 
Norcross is the great objective point for sportsmen who go up 
the West branch or its tributaries after game, as well as for those 
who come down by canoe from Northeast carry at the head of 
:Vloosehead lake. It is exceptionally good deer country round 
about Jo Mary lakes, Nahmakanta and the contiguous lakes, the 
West branch to Sour<lnahunk stream and beyond, the points south 
of Katahdin, Millinocket and the lower West branch lakes. All 
this territory is hunted from Norcross. Moose will be found here 
also, but n~t in so great numbers as in the woods west and north 
of Katahdin, which section is most easily reached from the head 
of Mooschead lake, Patten, up Ashland way or up along the Fish 
H.i ,·er extension. 
Wood )luck. 
The sportsman can strike in most 
anywhere in the B. & A. territory 
north of Brownville and run across 
deer. He will even foul the hunting 
not half bad considerably south of 
this point. But really first class 
moose hunting cannot he located so 
broadly ; there is plenty of it where 
it is, but one must know the various 
localities or he is more likely to con.c 
out empty-handc<l than as the proud 
possessor of a noble trophy . 
..'\.loose arc known to range in 
Around Mount Katahdin. 
goodly numbers all around Moosehead lake, and particularly in 
the forest lying east and north of it, reached from Lily bay, Spen-
cer bay, and Northeast carry. Going in up the Roach river or 
from Lily bay, the hunter can work his way easily by canoe and 
carry to Roach and Second Roach ponds, Lazy Tom brook and 
north to Ragged lake, all of which waters are in the heart of 
a fine moose territory. The region lying between Katahdin Iron 
Works on the south and the Penobscot West branch on the north 
Young Moose Like to Wade in Streams. 
also harbors many a prize moose. Other favorite haunts of 
Maine's biggest game are in the wilderness about the West branch 
waters, above Norcross and below; all around Mount Katahdin, 
reached from Norcross, Grindstone, Stacyville, Sherman and Pat-
ten; along the upper East branch of the Penobscot, and the 
Sebois, reached from Patten; in the region drained by the upper 
Aroostook and its tributaries, reached from Masardis and Oxbow; 
in the country west of Ashland, around Fish and Big :Machias 
lakes with their tributary ponds and streams and about the 
Aroostook mountains; and all through the great Fish ri,·er basin, 
the splendid new game region just opened up by the Fish River 
extension of the B. & A. 
:\fount Katahdin may be said to mark the center of Maine's 
best moose country. The deep forest is the moose's ideal home, 
j() North of Mooschcad Lake. 
and though he ranges a good deal in the fall, so1uetillles going as 
far south as the Moosehead lake division of the H. & A., and even 
heyond, yet his real "hollle circle," where he winters with hun-
dreds of others of his kind, is in the dense wilclerness south, west 
a11Cl north of Kalahdin. 
Working northward from Mooschead lake, the hunter will come 
to Chesuncook, Chamberlain, Eagle, Caucomgomoc and Allagash 
lakes, around whose borders arc 1111u1y marshes and streams where 
Surpri.ed I 
moose are sure to be found. This is a favorite trip with sports-
lllcn who start from Greenville, Kiuco or Northeast carry, and 
many a handsolllc trophy is brought out each year by the return-
ing hunters. Another noted land for !lloosc lies cast of Chcsun-
<·ook, past I l11rringto11 lake and in to Smmlnahunk. 
The greater part of Maine's malll111otl1 gamcland would sclclorn, 
if ever, know human intrusion wcrP it not for the network of 
A Word About Game Shipments. 
A J>eer for Hobby-Horse. 
waterways which make 
canoeing easy in every 
direction. However, 
several excellent hunt-
ing grounds may be 
reached by buckboard, 
as for instance, the 
region of the Sebois 
and East branch, at 
Telos and Sourdna-
hunk lakes and at 
Trout brook, all of 
which points may be 
reached by buckboard 
from Patten. The Ox-
bow country, famous 
for its splendid moose 
record, is reached by a 
ten-mile ride by team 
from Masardis to Oxbow, and thence by canoe. 
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In justice to the several big- game localities, a word or two of 
explanation is due concerning the record of game shipment which 
is published at the close of this chapter. The reader must bear 
in mind that some stations are shipping depots for a large out-
lying country, while others get credit for only such game as is 
shot in their immediate vicinity. For example, Greenville's record 
of game shipped is augmented by moose and deer not only from 
the contiguous Moosehead lake region but from territory far 
to the north and east, an area of some ~,000 square miles. Nor-
cross ships for the whole lower West branch; Grindstone gets a 
big record because of game brought down the East branch; 
Stacyville receives practically all that comes out of the Katahdin 
country reached by the East branch ferry, and up the Wissata-
quoik; Patten draws from around Sourdahunk lake, fifty-five 
miles away, and from all the wilderness between; while Ashland 
ancl Masardis swell their records with game from regions as 
remote as the Aroostook, Big Machias and Fish river tributaries. 
No sportsman should attempt to hunt for moose in Maine's 
great wilderness without a guide; if he does, he is most likely to 
come home empty-handed. Moose hunting calls for considerable 
preparation and a tremendous amount of care. Even the best of 
moose guides sometimes fail to come up with the game after 
tracking it for hours, and yet the Maine guides have no superiors 
in all the world as hunters of big game. They are perfectly 
familiar with the habits of the animals they seek and the woods 
78 For Jlunt.,;rs' \\'i.:ar. 
they live in. They know the favorite haunts of the big bulls and 
just about the time when the hulky beasts may be expected in a 
certain locality. They know, too, just how to get within rifle 
range of the quarry, and when to give the sign that shall bid the 
hunter bury his leaden missile in the noble prey. Maine guides 
are a jovial class of men, willing and ready to endure whatever 
hardships 11 woods life may hold forth. Their remarkable skill 
all(l knowlPdge of forest lore, their ability to lead the sportsman 
to just the sort of game he had hoped for, and their willingness to 
do the drudgery and hard work at all times, makes $~3 a day a 
very modest compensation in return. 
The Hunter's Equipment. 
JT is important that the hunter should go into the wilderness 
properly clothed and fully accoutered, for he will be many miles 
away from supply stores hy the time he get~ in where the big 
game is. The advice here given as to the best equipment for 
hunters is based on the experience and judgment of old guides 
~ 
Cow and Calf Moose " Cooling ;Jff!' 
Woolen Garments Are B..:st. 79 
His First Deer. 
and sportsmen who have passed many seasons in the Maine forests. 
To begin with, one should remember that it is safer to go into 
the woods with too much rather than too little clothing, as a sur-
plus of apparel caK. be laid aside while a lack cannot be remedied 
except with great difficulty. The so-called hunting "costumes" sho~ld be passed by as they are usually made up of some fabric 
entirely unsuited to still hunting. Instead, it is better to wear 
coat and trousers of some soft woolen material, a sweater or 
knitted jacket, woolen leggins, moccasins or lumberman's over-
shoes, a flannel shirt, woolen socks and underwear, and a woolen 
cap or felt hat. All the articles of this list may be had at the 
supply stores up along the B. & A. Extra underwear, shirts, ~ocks and handkerchiefs will be found essential. Any suit of duck 
lS too noisy for Maine woods hunters. Corduroy, although worn 
hy. many sportsmen from out of the state, is almost never worn by ~mdes or local hunters. It is heavy, is easily wet through, and 
ls noisier than woolen fabrics. 
Rubber boots have no place in a hunter's outfit. The lumber-
man 's "over" and oil-tanned moccasins are the favorite foot-
c.overings worn by guides, since they are low-cut and present very 
little surface against which twigs may scratch And so perhaps ~tartle the game. With two or three pairs of heavy woolen stock-
ings worn under the rubber "overs" or the moccasins, it is 
practically impossible for winter's snow and cold to get at the 
80 What Ritlc to Take. 
sportsman's pedal extremities. Generally speaking, none of the 
stiff~soled hunting hoots commonly used in other states can be 
used to good advantage while still-hunting in Maine. There is, 
however, a sort of "go-between" called a shoepack or moccasin 
with extra sole, hut no heel, which is frequently worn here. 
The hunter must plan his outfit so as to save all he possibly 
can in weight and hulk. Baggage often grows fearfully heavy in 
the woods; and it never can he got into too small a compass. To 
avoid possible discomforts from this source, luggage not actually 
needed Juul better he left at home. 
As regards the best rifle for the Maine sportsman to take into 
the woods there is a wide diversity of opinion. Most every hunter 
has his own iclcas and fancies about the matter, and will swear by 
one particular size and make, and declare all the rest arc wrong. 
Some think there is no gun equal to the .:30-.:30, using the argu-
ment that it is light and easy to carry yet large enough to do 
effective work at all times. Others declare .~30-.~30 is too small a 
gun for Maine's hig game, arnl pin their faith to a .45-.70. vVe 
would say, however, that the consensus of opinion nowadays seems 
to favor the lighter weapon. 
Big-game hunters scldon1 bring a. shotgun into Maine, although 
there is excellent duck shooting on practically all of the lakes of 
this north region. It is possible that this phase of Maine's sport 
is lost sight of in the more exciting prospects of a closing in with 
larger quarry. 
Hevolvers are often carried hy visiting sportsmen, hut are very 
seldom used. A good hunting-knife is a prime essential. The 
hest kirnl has a strong blade about eight inches long, with stout 
hal'k, arnl is thick way up to the point. It should not be douhle-
t•dgt·d, or there is likely to be trouble when skinning an animal, 
and perhaps some cut fingers. Any supply store in B. & A. 
territory can furnish just the kind of knife needed, and will sell 
it at a lowl'r price than is asked in the large cities. 
There is no need to take a large lot of ammunition into the 
woods. The average hunter woulcl not use ~O shells in a couple 
of weeks, unless he used them up on a target. But in case more 
1unmunition is wanted, almost any hotel or camp proprietor c11n 
supply it, or any special size will be sent up from Bangor on 
order. 
Experience has taught the wisdom of including a pair of fidd-
glasscs in the moose hunter's kit. These glasses arc an invaluable 
aid in sighting moose across a. lake, over burnt ground, or in any 
otlwr place wlwre the animal's color is not readily seen by the 
nakt·d eye. A package of lint ll!Hl harnlagt•s, IL compass, map of 
the rt•gion to be visited, aml matches in u. water-tight s11fe had 
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also better be included in the outfit. In case the sportsman is to 
camp out, his guide will furnish a canoe and the necessary cook-
ing utensils. Tents and bedding may be hired or bought in the 
towns nearest the big game regions, and a full complement of 
stores and provisions may be bought at any of the supply stations. 
The Feathered Forest Denizens. 
NO book dwelling on the denizens of the Maine woods would 
be complete without a mention of the feathered families which 
make their homes in the forests ancl along the waterways of this 
great north wilderness. The sportsman here finds game birds in 
variety and abundance -- countless coveys of partridges, hosts cf 
wild ducks, woodcock, plover and other favorite quarry, all of 
which may be said in a general way to be indigenous to the entire 
B. & A. territory. Then there are many important members of 
the eagle and hawk families to be seen at times, several aquatic 
8~ Grows..: or Partridge. 
species to be met with, and a wond-
rous assembly of song birds whose 
clear, sweet carols make the morning 
glad and bring a new joy to the 
heart of the interested listener. 
From the sportsman's standpoint, 
the grouse or partridge is unques-
tionably the most important bird in 
the Maine woods. It is generally 
considered the finest game bird in 
all the eastern states. There are 
two distinct species of the grouse to 
be found in Maine, the Canada 
grouse or spruce partridge and the 
Canada Grouse. ruffed grouse or birch partridge. 
The male of the Canada grouse shows a general color of dark 
grayish brown, or nearly black, barred on the back. The breast 
is mottled with white and buff~ 
except at the lower pait which 
is black tipped with white. 
Bright red skin shows just over 
the eye. In the female, the 
same general markings arc ob-
served, with the exception that 
the upper parts are lighter. 
The Canada grouse is most at 
home when in the depths of a 
Hen Hawk. spruce, tamarack, larch or fir 
thicket. Here is food and shel-
ter just to its liking, and an ideal nursery afforded where the young 
may be brought forth and taught to fly. Before the berry season 
the meat of the grouse is apt to be 
dark in color and of a bitter resi-
nous flavor, but later, after it has 
Plover. 
fed on the succulent woods berries, its 
meat becomes a rich red and is much 
sought. 
Many a forest traveler has been 
startled by the "drumming "of a part-
ridge in some nearby thicket. Opin-
ions are somewhat divided as to the 
nwtho<l employed hy the male part-
ridge in thus sounding his noisy call, 
but it is most generally believed that 
the cock "drums" by beating his 
Drumming of the Male. 
wings very rapidly in the air while fluttering 
slowly up on some favorite tree which has inclined 
a good deal from the perpendicular. After mak-
ing the ascent for 15 or ~O feet, the bird 
drops lightly to the ground, struts back 
to the foot of the tree, and repeats the 
whole process. A good" drumming tree" 
is often noticed by woodsmen with its bark 
well worn by these small thunderers. 
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The general color of the ruffecl grouse 
or birch partridge is rusty or yellowish 
brown, the upper parts being mottled with 
Golden-Winged W oodpecker. 
black and gray. The under parts shade from light buff to almost 
a white, with irregular dark mottled bars which are more pro-
nounced on the breast and sides. On either side 
of the neck in the male are large tufts of black 
feathers which may be distended at will. These 
tufts are very small in the female, and 
her general color is lighter than that of 
the male. The ruffed grouse is partial 
to hilly country interspersed with mead-
ows and open vales, or to mountains, rocky, 
inaccessible, thickly-wooded, and well watered 
with bush-grown streams. It feeds on the rich-
est of woods dainties, and is consequently of 
tender and most palatable flesh. The "drum-
ming" of the male is his most famous 
eharacteristic, and is often heard in the 
mating season when the cock is trying 
to coax some shy female out of the 
sheltering underbrush. Its sudden 
bursts from cover, its bold, strong, 
swift flight, the rugged nature of its 
favorite cover and its proud, erect car-
riage puts the ruffed grouse in the lead 
of all American game birds. It is a 
cunning, wily, ever resourceful quarry, and 
although there are great numbers of grouse 
in the Maine woods, it takes more than a 
novice at arms to bring out a heavy bag 
of them. 
The Canadian ruffed grouse, still another 
member of this large family, is distinguished 
from the birch partridge hy the prevailing 




The Duck Family. 
parts. Otherwise the two species are 
identical in appearance and habits. 
Several different members of the 
merganser and duck family inhabit 
B. & A. territory throughout the 
summer and into early autumn. 
Here the vacationer will come upon 
handsome specimens of the American 
merganser, commonly called the 
horned shelldrake; the red-breasted 
merganser or pied shelldrake; and the 
hooded merganser, water pheasant or 
hooded shelldrake. Then there are the 
mallard duck, the black duck (which 
is not really black but a dusky brown), 
the beautifully-marked woo cl duck 
which comes north to breed in summer, 
and teal to swell the ranks of much-
sought game birds in northern Maine. Male and Female Mallard Duck. 
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Of the snipe family, the luscious-meated woodcock is the favorite 
with sportsmen in B. & A. territory, but Wilson's snipe is a close 
second. There are numbers of plovers, too, which arrive each 
year from the south at about the same time as the snipe, and which 
are frequently sought by the devotee of the shotgun. 
It frequently happens that travelers in the Maine wilderness 
catch sight of a bald or American eagle soaring well up over the 
trees at the shores of some river or lake. If it is an immature 
bird, the plumage will appear almost black if one year old, or a 
sort of gray if two years old. On or after the third year these 
eagles come into possession of their "bald" or white-hooded heads 
and white tails. A tall pine tree near water is the favorite nest-
ing site for this huge bird, and it is a bulky great cradle of sticks, 
sods and other coarse material that is there built for the life-long 
home. 
The golden or mountain eagle is occasionally seen in northern 
Maine, although he is ordinarily a western bird. He may be dis-
tinguished from his brother, the bald eagle, by the absence of any 
white on head or neck. The body is of dark brown, with back of 
head and neck a rusty or pale yellow. The legs are feathered 
with white. Golden eagles breed in a mountainous region, usually 
building their nests on a rocky cliff, although sometimes they put 
them in the tops of large trees. 
The American osprey or fish hawk, although related to the 
eagle through a falcon lineage, is yet a bitter hater of his big 
cousin. But no one blames him; certainly the relentless tormenting 
Diving Birds. 
of the eagle in his endeavor to 
wrest a fish from an osprey's grasp 
is enough to make anybody angry. 
And there is usually no relief until 
a number of fish hawks band 
together and drive away their rob-
ber cousin. 
In color, the osprey shows a 
grayish brown on the upper parts 
with more or less markings on 
the top of his head awl a dark 
stripe on the side. The under 
parts are white, sometimes marked 
Brace of Partridges. with dark gray or brown. The 
breast of the female is invariably 
spotted; the male's may he spotted, hut slightly. The osprey fur-
nishes a most interesting spectacle as it pauses in its circling high 
in air, hovers for an instant at sight of a fish swimming near the 
surface of the lake below, then closing its great wings, darts with 
unerring aim and a mighty splash straight to its prey. Then, 
appearing once more above water and scattering spray as it strug-
gles upward, the victorious hawk sails away to some convenient 
perch where it may devour its game at leisure. 
Of all the diving birds, the loon or great northern diver is 
easily the largest and handsomest. In summer a loon's upper 
A H eavy I .o:ut. hnt Pre-riou!ll. 
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parts are glossy and black, showing irridescent violet and green 
tints. The back and wings are spotted and barred with white, 
there are black bands on the neck marked off by white spaces, and 
the breast and under parts are clothed in white. Jn winter, a 
grayish tint creeps into the black portions. These birds, although 
shy and fond of solitude, are frequently seen and heard on the 
lakes of northern Maine. The red-throated loon or diver, another 
Maine sojourner in the summer time, closely resembles the great 
northern diver in appearance, but on closer inspection will be 
found to be smaller in size and wearing a triangular mark of 
chestnut red on its throat. The horned grebe or hell diver belongs 
also to Maine's aquatic birds who depend on diving rather than 
flight for protection. 
The variety of bird life to he 
met with in the Maine wilder-
ness is truly remarkable. The 
vacationer may be awakened 
in the gloom of the night by 
the deep-toned to-1rlwo-lwo-
lwo, to-wlwo-wlwo of a great 
horned owl, sounding for all 
the world like a hound baying 
in the distance. The breaking 
of day silences this dismal 
hooter, but it also brings new 
songs and sounds to the camp-
er's ear. Right over the tent 
an industrious flicker or gold-
en-winged woodpecker, the 
most handsomely colored mem-
ber of all the woodpecker 
family, may be heard busily 
thumping a tree trunk for a 
breakfast of fat bugs. Sud-
denly from somewhere out in 
the near forest comes the echo- Loon, or Great Northern Diver. 
ing sound of someone driving stakes. The camper may wonder 
what party has settled down so near him and why he did not see 
their camp-fire the night before, but in reality the "stake-driving" 
is not by human effort but is the p nrnp-e1'-lunk, purnp-er-lunk, 
pwnp-er-lunlc, or as Dr. Abbott renders it, puck-la-grook, of the 
American bittern, also called poke, marsh hen or stake driver. 
The bittern is a very shy bird, and even though the camper might 
hasten to his canoe and try to follow up the sounds, it is very 
doubtful if he would come upon the producer of them. 
88 }'ceding Grounds for Ducks. 
But such a trip might not 
he wholly in vain, for there are 
yet other birds to he seen on 
Maine lakes and streams in the 
early morning. Perhaps a 
great blue heron might he 
started from its marshy resting 
place and hurry away on flop-
ping wings, its long, slim legs 
trailing awkwardly out behind. 
Or, again, a slow-sailing gull, 
with white back glistening in 
the morning sun, might circle 
out over the lake in quest of 
breakfast tidbits, with apparent 
unconcern because of the 
human intruder. And then, 
as the canoeist nears the shore 
on his return, it is more than 
likely that a saucy little king- Male and Fema le Rittem . 
fisher will flit along ahead from tree to tree, and scold incessantly 
at this unknown monster wl~ has dared to enter his domain. 
It is interesting to note that Maine's game birds are becoming 
more and more of a factor in the pleasures of the woods. The 
camp owners appreciate this fact. Many of them announce bird-
hunting among the attractions in their vicinity, and some have 
recently gone so far as to sow quantities of wild rice and wild 
celery in the nearby lakes in order to prepare the very best of 
feeding-grounds for ducks, and so insure an abundance of fine 
sport for their guests. 
Flickers, or Golden.Winged Woodpeckers. 
Maine Fish and Game Laws. 
Copies of the revised fi sh and game laws of the State of Maine 
may he had 011 application to Leroy T. Carleton, Chairman of the 
Maine Fish and Game Commission, Augusta, Mc. 
SHIPMENT OF BIG GAME 
Over Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 
Open Season of 1902. Deer, Oct. 1 to Dec. l:> ~ Moose, Oct. 15 to Dec. 1. 
SHIPPED FROM 
Van Ruren ................ ..... . 
Jemtland ...................... 1 
(;oodrich ..................... . 
Caribou ....................... . 
~~~~=i~~ld.::::::::::::: .. :.: 
Easton ....................... . 
Houlton ........•.............. 
Mars Hill and Blaine .......... . 
Robinson's ................... . 
Bridgewater .. ................. . 
Monticello .................... . 
Littleton ...................... . 
Ashland ...................... .. 
Masardis .................... . 
St. Croix ...................... . 
Howe Brook ................. . 
Weeksboro .................. .. 
Dudley .................... ···· 
Smyrna Mills ................. . 
Ashland Jct .................. .. 
Oakfield ...................... . 
Island Falls .................. .. 
Crystal. ....................... . 
Patten .................. . 
Sherman ...................... . 
Stacyville •.....••.............. 
Grindstone .................... . 
Millinocket .................. . 
Norcross .................. · ... . 
lngall 's Siding . , ............ .. 
West Seboois ..........•........ 
Schoodic ....•............••.... 
Katahdin Iron Works .......... . 
Brownville Jct ................. . 
Brownville .................... . 
Milo .......................... . 
Milo Jct ....................... . 
Greenville ..................... . 
i~~~~~~;<l:: :: : ::: :::::::::: :::: 
Monson ...... ....... ····•·. · .. 
Monson Jct ................... . 
Abbott V 11lage •............... 
Guilford ..................... . 
South Sebec ................ ···· 
East Dover ................... . 
Lagrange ..................... . 
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The moose shown as shipped in December are those killed in open season, and 
shipped by special pennil or left with a taxidermist to be mounted. 
The above statement, compiled from records kept by station agents, comprises 
only game shipped by visiting sportsmen, and does not include that killed by native 
hunters , nor the large quantity consumed in s::amps. 
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WHEN PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT V I SITED BANGOR. 
"R11.L" SRWAI.L, Veteran Guide. PuKs. RoosRv1u.T at Bangor House. 
THK II llUNTBR PICltSIOHNT." 
Eye• and Ears Towards the Balcony. Welcome Into Town. 
He Guided The President. 
"BILL" SEWALL, OF lsLAND FALLS, TAUGHT MR. RoosEVELT 
How TO SHOOT MAINE's BIG GAME IN THE EARLY DAYS. 
WHEN President 
Roosevelt was a 
mere stripling of a boy 
18 years old, he did 
his first hunting in the state of 
Maine, under the tutelage of 
William Wingate Sewall, guide 
and woodsman of Island Falls. 
That was more than a quarter 
of a century ago, yet the close 
friendship which sprung up 
Young White-Headed Eagle. then between the two has never 
weakened in all the intervening years. When the President lived 
on his western ranch a number of years ago, "Bill" Sewall was 
one of his most valued foremen, and there the bonds of fellowship 
were cemented anew. In later years, while Mr. Roosevelt was 
working his way up to the Presidential chair, and Mr. Sewall was 
toiling in the woods and on his farm at Island Falls, neither man 
lost sight of the other. The President has sent many a kindly 
letter to Mr. Sewall in the days gone by, and these are now more 
treasun.'<l and cherished by the veteran woodsman than ever before. 
And then, as if " Bill" Sewall's cup of joy was not already full to 
overflowing, the President invited the old guide and his wife to 
visit him at the White House last February, and gave the two old 
people the most glorious time of their lives. 
Mr. Sewall is 59 years of age, is tall, spare, blue-eyed and fair-
haired, with a Greek cast of countenance. He was in Bangor in 
August, 190~, to greet the President, and those who witnessed the 
coming together of the two men say it was a meeting of the mo5t 
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Rt:ference Map of Canoe Trips in B. & A. Territory, 
With Table of J<:stimatcd Distances from Point t o Point 
along each Houte, 
West Branch Trip.- 80 Miles 
Miles 
Northeast Carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Miles 
West Branch ...................... .. .. .. 
Penobscot West Branch ..... . .. . .... ... .. 20 
Chesuncook Lake. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 18 
Carry ..................... . . ........... . 
Pockwockamus dead water .. . ............ . 
Carry................................... '\, 
Ripogenus lake.......................... 3 
~~IJrv~~;~ j,ii~h:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 311., 
The Horserace . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Sourdahunk deadwater... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . 21~ 
~;~ ii;.;~~h::: :: : : : ::::: :: ·:::: :~.~~~ 4 
Carry ........................... • · ... . 
Debsconeag dead water .................. . 
Carry ................................ .. 
West branch ......... . .. . ........... · · .. 
Carry ................. . . . ...... . .... . 
Ambajejuo lake ........................ . . 
Pemadumcook lake ... . .. . . .. ........... . 
North Twin lake .......... . . ........... . 
Carry................................... '• 
Allagash Trip.- 203 Miles. 
M~ M~ 
Northeast carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Chase's carry . ... . ...... . .. .. ..... . ...... 1 
Penobscot West Branch. .. .............. 20 Allagash river .............. . ............ 10 
Umbazooksus stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Umsaskis lake............. . ............. 5 
~a~y ~~~;i:: :1~~:e:::::: :: : : : : : : : : :::::: :: ~ ~~~=t~~~~~: :::::::::: :::::: :: :: :: :: :: 1~ 
Outlet .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . • 1 River to Allagash falls . ........ . ........ 15 
Chamberlain lake.... .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. 6 Carry . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 'k 
Carry ............................ 10 rods Allagash river. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 13 
Eagle lake ............................. 12 St. John river to Connors . ............... 12 
l:;~~~hfi:1~~~~ . :::::::::::::::::: •• :::::: ~ ~!: j~g~ ~:~:; ;~ ~~~tB~~~~: : :::::::: .... ~ 
East Branch Trip.-118 Miles. 
Miles 
Northeast Carry....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Penobscot West branch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Umbazooksus stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Umbazooksus lake................ .. ..... 1 
Miles 
Carry........................ . .......... 2 
Mud pond ................... . ........... 1 
Outlet . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 
Chamberlain Lake.... . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 5 
Thoroughfare . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3 
Telos lake................. . ....... . ..... 5 
Canal.............. . ... . ...... . . . . . . . . . 1 
Webster lake.. . .. ... . . ......... . ........ 3 
" stream..... 10 
Indian carry................. ............ 3 .i 
Penobscot East branch. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 11 ~ 
Second lake . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . I 
East branch .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 4 
Grand lake. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4, 
East branch to Stair falls . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . 5 
Carry ............................ 40 rods 
East branch ........... ..... ............ . 
Carry ............. . ..... . ... . .......... . 
Quick water and falls . ...... .. .......... . 
East branch to W issa taquoik . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
East branch to Grindstone ...... . ....... . 14 
Yan Buren Circuit.-111 Miles. 
Miles 
r:n~0lak~~~: :: :: :: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: lg 
Thoroughfare . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 
Mudlake ....... . ...... . ............. . ... 2 
~~.:':.01.t~f.a~~.:: ::: :::: :::::::: :: :: : : : : : : ! 
Thoroughfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 'h 
Square Lake .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 4 
Thoroughfare . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . 4 
Allagash Lake 
Miles 
Eagle lake to station..... . ......... . . . . . G 
Lake from station to river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Fish river .............. . . ... ............ 14 
~i:i7ri~~; '.".'.'. ". ........ '.".'.'. ·.'. '.". ".'.".". ·.'. .. ".~~~~~ 2 
~i;.; ri~~~·. ·:::. ·:::. ·:::. ·:::. ·: ::::::.~ :~~ 2 
St. John r Van Buren ...... ........ ... ... 00 
Trip.- 99 Miles. 
M~ M~ 
Follow Allagash river trip to Chamberlain lake. Round pond........................ . .... 1 
Up Chamberlain lake . ............... . ... 9 Dead water ........ ,. .................... 4 
Allagash stream . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Caucomgomoc lake . . . • . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 74 
Allagash lake........ . ........... . ....... 4'/z Caucomgumoc stream ....... .. . . ......... 12 
Carry . . .. • • • • • • • • • . • • • .. • • . . . • • • • • . • . . . . 3 Return from Chesuncook by West branch route. 
Pine Ponds Trip.- 27 Miles. 
Northeast Carry ....... 2 miles Penobscot West branch, 17 miles Pine Stream ........... 8 miles 
St. John Trip.- 231 Miles. 
Miles 
N orth\\·est Carry . . . .......... . ........ . . . 3 
West branch to Gulliver's 1aHs . .......... 10 
West branch to llig Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
West branch to ] ct. N. and S. branches. .. 2 
North branch to Abacotnetic bog ......... 2[J 
Carry ... . ..................... . ......... 2 
Miles 
Sweeney brook . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . • . 4 
Baker lake . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 '/z 
St. John south branch ...... . ............. 14 
St. John river to Allagash ... . ............ 85 
from here follow Allagash route ........ . 

Cruising in the Wilderness. 
CONNOISSEURS of 
vacation life will tell 
you that the most fas-
cinating sport in all 
the great round world 
is a cruise by canoe 
along the ·myriad 
waterways of the deep 
Maine woods. There 
is prose and poetry in 
it - prose when the 
" carries " are encoun-
tered or a stretch of 
'Tis a Voyage Ideal. 
quick water must be 
passed through; poetry when the voyager glides along in the 
shadow of a richly-wooded bank, with nature smiling sweetly on 
him at every turn, and nothing to break the enchanting forest 
stillness save the steady dip, dip of the guide's paddle or the whis-
per of a passing breeze among the tree-tops. 
The canoe of the early Maine voyager was a birchbark affair, 
made up over a stout cedar frame and smeared at the cracks and 
crevices with pitch so as to be perfectly water-tight. The latter-
day voyager in B. & A. territory wends his way in a craft of 
canvas, a specially stout strip of this material being stretched over 
a frame of cedar, pine or spruce shaped along the lines of the 
aborigine's birchbark canoe. The canvas is then treated with 
several coats of paint and varnish until it is absolutely water-tight. 
This kind of a canoe is a remarkably light affair, yet it will carry 
a tremendous load and stand great abuse. It is the one craft now 
in universal use on the labyrinthian waterways of the Maine 
wilclerness. 
Reference has already been made in the fishing section of this 
hook to several attractive canoe trips, and the reader had better 
bear these in mind when planning for his Maine outing. It is 
the intention to devote this chapter to those water routes which 
are sought by the vacationer more because of their scenic beauty 
Down tl11.: \Vest Branch. 
and pleasant environments than for any fish or gnme possibilities; 
and yet the very best of sport with rod and rifle is to be had all 
through this territory. 
The several canoe routes referred to in the following pages will 
be found clearly traced on the special map printed with this chap-
ter, and should prove a great help to the voyager in locating the 
interesting points to be visited while en route. The distances 
from point to point are also noted wherever practicable. 
The \\rest Branch Trip. 
NOWHERE in '.\Jaine's vast wilderness-aJl(l certainly nowhere 
out of it- is there a more attractive canoe trip th1~n the run 
down the West branch of the Penobscot, starting from Northeast 
carry, Moosehead lake, and taking out at Norcross, on the main 
line of the B. & A. This run means a trip of about 100 miles 
through Maine's most glorious wild land. There is a never-ending 
panorama of exquisite scenery, a good pitch of water throughout 
the year, and plenty of picturesque camping places all along the 
way. It takes from one to two weeks to make the trip comfort-
1tbly. Guides who are thoroughly familiar with the route may be 
}1ired at Greenville, Kineo or Northeast carry. They will supply 
the needed canoes and cooking utensils; tents may be rented and 
provisions bought at any of the stations mentione<l above. 
Starting from Northeast carry at the head of Moosehead lake, 
the vacationer goes two miles by team to the Penobscot river. A 
rnmmodious hotel is situated at each end of the carry, and the 
first night out from Greenville had better be spent in one or the 
other of them. Next morning the canoes are launched and loaded, 
11nd the 100-mile water voyage is fair] y begun. 
It is full QO miles down the river to Chesuncook lakc>, between 
heavily-woodecl banks nrnl over several stretches of quick water. 
If one cares to "side-step" a little here, let him slip up Lobster 
stream, only two ancl half miles lx·low Northeast carry, and take 
a peep at Lobster lake. This lake, which gets its name from 
innumerable little shellfish rcsemhling shrimp whiC'h inhahit its 
waters, is about six mill's long and is one of the most hl'autiful 
bodies of water in New England. Its shore formation consists of 
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a series of crescent-shaped sand beaches, broken here and there 
by jagged headlands of rock of unusual formation, being full of 
holes and resembling coral that has been worn by water. Hills 
and mountains encircle the lake, while many picturesque camp 
sites will be found in the groves along the shore. Togue and 
trout are caught here in goodly numbers, and there are also sev-
eral nearby ponds and streams which afford fine fishing. 
Even Canoeists Mu st Eat Sometime 
Slipping back to the West branch, quick water will be found 
for about two miles below Lobster stream or until Warren island 
is reached. Next is a four-mile stretch of dead water, above 
Moosehorn stream. Close by is the "half-way house," so called, 
where woods travelers find good accommodations. Ragmuff stream 
comes in on the left half a mile farther down, and two miles below 
is Big island. Two miles of quick water are next encountered; 
then come two miles of dead water. A number of small islands 
lie in the river below here, aml the water is rough nearly all the 
way to the lake. Six miles below the half-way house the voyager 
comes to Pine Stream falls, where Pine stream enters the river. 
Exct•ptionally fine trout fishing is to be had at the head of this 
stream, and two or three days might well he given up to a side 
trip here. 
From Pine Stream falls it is only a short distance to Chesun-
cook lake, the West branch waters eoming into this handsome 
98 Chcsuncook Lake. 
body of water at its northern end. Chesuncook is 18 miles long, 
three wide and is without an island. Looking toward the north 
and northwest from this lake, the country seems generally level, 
hut in the cast and south the peaks of Katahdin and several 
smaller mountains offer scenery of majestic grandeur. It is the 
custom for parties who have come thus far from Northeast carry 
to pitch their tents at Chesuncook for the first night's camping. 
Next day, if the course is to he clown the East brnnch or the 
Allagash, the voyager will set off across the head of Chesuncook, 
up the U mbazookskus waters, "toting" across Mud pond carry 
and so wend his way to Chamberlain lake. If he is to keep 011 
down the West branch, he works his canoe clown nearly the entire 
length of Chesuncook, following the west shore for ab~ut half the 
distance or until the lake's narrowest part is reached, and then 
crossing over and completing the run along the east shore. 
Should the vacationer be 
in no hurry to keep straight 
on his course, he will fol<l it 
a pleasant side trip up the 
two-mile thoroughfare from 
Chesuncook arnl in to Cari-
bou lake. There is fine fish-
ing and hunting in this 
locality, and a sporting 
camp offers comfortahle 
quarters for all comers. 
Smooth Sailing. Harrington lake, one of 
Maine's record trout waters, is another interesting locality to be 
reached from Chesuncook. It lies north of Ripogcnus and is at 
the end of a seven-mile tote from a point on Chesuncook just above 
the outlet. 
A dam at the foot of Chesuncook makes carrying imperative, 
but it is only half a mile around into Ripogcnus lake, the path 
being on the right. There arc good tenting grounds on hoth 
ends of this carry. Ripogcnus lake, although only three miles 
long, is one of the fairest scenic gems of the entire route. Its 
rocky shores present an exceptionally rough and rugged rim for 
the deep hlue water, while the dense forest canopy hicles hill and 
dale on every side. Mount Katahclin, towering high above the 
surrounding wilderness, lies a dozen or 1.5 miles away to the east, 
a grim old sentinel of this sylvan paradise. 
And then comes the famous Ripogcnus gorge and arches, where 
the wildest three miles of water of the whole West branch trip are 
encountered. Here the river plunges along l>etwecn steep granite 
cliffs ancl over great houlders that fn•t the current into a roaring, 
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Dam a t Sourdnahunk Lake. 
frothing torrent. The thunder of this mighty mrelstrom reverbe-
rates far back into the great forest; the waters roll and pitch and 
churn as they leap on down the mammoth flume; and all along 
high, woods-topped banks lend a setting of rugged splendor and 
magnificence to the wildness of the scene. The three-mile carry 
over which one must pass here is hilly, and the views to be had 
from it are strikingly beautiful. When part way along on the 
path a small pond is met with, in which good fishing is almost 
always to be had. Of the many picturesque rapids along Ripogenus 
gorge, the two called the big and little " Heater" are the special 
bane of the lumbermen, who say this turbulent stretch of water is 
the worst for log-driving to be encountered throughout the entire 
West branch. At the lower end of the carry is a place called the 
"Big Eddy," and here one will find an excellent camping place, 
with the music of the racing waters to lull him to sleep after a 
hard day's work. 
Below the "Big Eddy," the current runs strong to Gulliver's 
pitch or Amb1~emackomus falls, hut can be easily canoed. At 
Gulliver's pitch there is a quarter-mile carry leading around to 
the head of "Horserace," two miles of exceptionally quick water, 
rock-strewn and formidable, yet safe enough to be run when a 
Maine guicle wields the stern paddle. The rushing current of the 
"Horserace" is soon quieted in Sourdnahunk dead water, a stretch 
of about two miles and a half where the river widens considerably. 
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A fine view is had here of Mount Katahdin, now only l~ miles 
distant. Next on the route come Sourdnahunk falls, around 
which is a short carry- perhaps 40 rods. From here it is but a 
little way to where the waters of Sourdnahunk stream come in from 
the north. There are good trout grounds in this locality. 
If the voyager is also an enthusiastic angler, he should make 
an excursion up Sourdnahunk stream to the many little ponds 
which are grouped along its course. Here he will find trout fishing 
of a truly marvelous sort. He can catch the speckled beauties 
just as long as he cares to fish for them, and even though he may 
throw back all trout less than ten inches or so in length, he will 
have a full creel in a very short time. It matters little what kind 
of a fly he uses here; the trout will rise eagerly to whatever is 
offered. 
Canoeing is impossible in Sourdnahunk stream because of quick 
water and its rocky bed. However, an easy trail winds along on 
the east bank all the way to the lake, a distance of 17 miles, and 
a horse is kept on the trail for toting. The wonderfully-stocked 
fish ponds just referred to are from a quarter mile to two miles 
from the stream; they are much more numerous than the map 
shows, and offer sport for the angler that has no equal in all New 
England. At least two days can profitably be spent in this locality. 
Sporting camps are located on the stream and at the lake. 
Returning to the river, the voyager can hurry along over the 
intervening ~9 miles to Norcross and make the run in a day, if 
time is precious. In order to do this, the last 14 miles of the trip 
must be made by steamer from the head of Am bajejus lake. 
Several rips and falls will be encountered in the 15 miles 
between Sourdnahunk stream and the Ambajejus waters, and carries 
will be found correspondingly plenty. They begin at Abol falls, 
four miles below Sourdnahunk, just below the outlet of the Abol 
streams, Aboljackarmegus and Aboljackermegassic, which come 
cold and swift from off the southern slope of Mount Katahdin. 
A trail to the mountain's top starts in at the mouth of the streams 
awl leads one for a distance of nearly nine miles over a winding 
path and through dense woods. 
It is a quarter of a mile carry around Abol Falls. Then come 
three miles of dead water to Pockwockamus falls, where a rocky 
can·y half a mile long must be traversed. Pockwockamus dead-
water, with its narrow, tortuous channel, leads the voyager three 
miles down river to Debsconeag falls, where a carry a strong third 
of a mile long is encou11tered. The canoe is then dropped into 
Debsconeag dead water. It is only a short paddle from the falls to 
where the thoroughfare in to the famous Debsconeag lakes is seen 
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on the westerly side. A sporting club maintains a fine set of 
camps in this locality, an<l there are many interesting points near 
for side trips. 
First Dcbsconcag is one of four lakes of this name which lie 
hemrrwcl in by thickly-wooch•d hills not many miles southwest of 
:\-fount Katahdin. In the cool depths of these waters the very 
largest of lake trout are to be found, and many handsome catches 
are made here every year. First Dcbsconeag is an exceptionally 
good fishing ground, frequently yielding up "lakers" that tip the 
scales at ] 8 pounds arnl over. The sport is at its best in May 
am! early .June, hut holds goocl all summer long. 
In high water it is a short half-mile carry from the head of 
First Debsconeag in to Second Dehsconeag, and a good tote road 
offers an easy path. Canoes arc kept on Scconcl Dcbsconeag and 
one has hut to cross to the heacl of this lake, a distance of half a 
mile, where he may take the path to Rainbow lake, one of the 
most abundantly-stocked trout waters in all the state. It matters 
not whether bait or fly is offered, an eager number of square-tails 
arc sure to crowd around for it. These fish will not run much over 
two pounds, but they are extremely active and strong and furnish 
the very best of sport. And they are plenty - wonderfully so. 
In fact, it often happens that the angler here will reach his legal 
daily limit of 25 pounds of trout in one hour's fishing. A good 
log camp is on this lake for the accommodation of sportsmen. 
Turning westward from Second Debsconeag, one arrives at 
Third Debsconeag over a trail a short eighth of a mile in length. 
Third Debsconeag, four miles long and a mile wide, is the largest 
lake in the chain. It is a picturesque sheet of water, hemmed in 
on all sides by forest-clad hills and having numerous coves to 
break the shore line prettily. Here there is togue fishing of the 
With Pole Instead of Paddle. 
very best kind, a record 
" laker " having been taken 
that tipped the scales at over 
SO pounds. Ideal camping 
sites will be found at the 
foot of this lake among the 
groves of magnificent great 
pines. If the voyager does 
not care to retrace his way 
to First Dehsconcag lake, he 
will find an easy trail about 
one mile long, leading from 
the foot of Third Dchsco-
neag to the head of Pemadumcook lake. There the steamer from 
Norcross will stop for passengers ancl baggage on notification. 
Tilt: Allagash Route. 
In case the voyager does not 
take the side trip in through 
the Debsconeag lakes, he will 
find it a good two-mile paddle 
through Debsconeag dea<lwater 
to Pemadumcook falls, the next 
quick water along the route. 
Here there is a quarter-mile 
carry; then comes a mile and 
a half stretch of <lead water 
to Ambajejus lake, where an 
eighth-of-a-mile carry, the last 
of the trip, is made. From 
here and for six miles along, Felled hy Heavers. 
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the river broadens out into Ambajejus lake. It is from this water 
that Millinocket lake, rich with islands and beautiful in its panor-
amic splendor, is reached by a short carry. 
If the excursionist prefers, he can finish his trip from Ambajejus 
by steamer, but the paddle down is an easy one and had better be 
taken if there is time. From Ambajejus, the voyager works across 
the foot of Pemadumcook lake, a distance of four miles, and into 
North Twin lake, where a four-mile run brings him to Norcross 
and the railroad. Here the forenoon or afternoon train may be 
taken for home, and the canoes shipped by express back to their 
starting-point on Moosehead lake. 
Voyaging on the Allagash. 
THE Allagash trip, starting at Northeast carry, Moosehead 
lake, and taking out at Van Buren or Fort Kent on the St. 
.John, is another popular excursion for canoeists in northern 
Maine. This route, which is about !WO miles long, has very few 
carries an<l is in this respect in marked contrast with the West 
brnnch trip. 
Starting out on the journey to Allagash, the voyager follows 
the West hrnnch route from Northeast carry to Chesuncook. 
Then the canoe is turned northward, and the hardest task of the 
entire trip is encountered - getting by the Umbazooksus and Mud 
pond waters and into Chamberlain lake. The first six miles of 
104 Chambi.:rlain Lake. 
Umbazooksus stream offer easy canoeing. Then the water quick-
ens and the remaining three miles must be polecl or waded . 
Either of these processes means slow progress and half a day will 
surely he used up in working along to Umhazooksus lake. This 
body of water, five miles in length, holds shallow a long way from 
shore. Working along to the northeast about a mile, the two-
mile carry to Mucl pond is reached. A team can he hired here for 
toting purposes, and a commodious camp offers comfortable quarters 
for all who care to stop. 
When the excursionist is fairly launched on Mud pone! his canoe 
cuts the first East hrnneh water to he met with on this trip. The 
pond is only a mile wide, and the outlet is soon reached. This 
waterway, which is navigable for canoes, leads to Chamberlain lake 
after a run of a little more than a mile. The way then lies up 
the lake six miles to its head, where there is a dam, and a carry 
of perhaps ten rods into Allagash waters. 
A few minutes' paddling brings one out of the stream and onto 
Eagle lake, the head of which is 1~ miles from Chamberlain. 
Several sporting camps are located in this vicinity. Bey,md Eagle 
lake a thoroughfare of two miles brings one to Churchill lake, 
five miles long, and set in the heart of a wildly beautiful country. 
Up Hill Work. 
Goocl tenting grounds will 
he found at the head of 
this lake, at Cha~e 's can-y. 
The dam here compels . a 
i;hort carry, aml for about 
a mile ch;wn river it is 
customary for parties to 
walk, although canoes can 
be run loaded. 
Ten miles of paddling 
bring the voyager to Um-
saskis lake, five miles long. 
Then comes a five-mile 
paddle through Long lake, 
a ten-mile stretch of river, 
and a thrl'e-mile course 
aeross Round pond. Th is 
latter is the last lake on the route>, aml lwlow it the current sPts 
strong all the way to the river's junction with the St. .John. 
From H.ouml pond to Allagash falls is a 1.5-mile run. A fow 
French families live here, of whom supplies may he purchasc•d. 
The last carry of the trip, an easy eighth of a mile, is made at 
these falls. Then it is quick sailing for 1!3 miles or so to the 
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Fort Kent's Historic Rlockhouse. 
mouth of the Allagash, the river having several rapids, which 
can be safely run by a good guide. 
The Canadian village of Connors greets the voyager after he 
has swept down the St. .John for a dozen miles or so. Here a 
stop may be made, and comfortable quarters found. Eighteen 
miles below, passing many islands en route, the canoeist approaches 
Fort Kent, situated at the confluence of the Fish and St .• John 
rivers. Here is a town with a history, it having been originally 
peopled by Acadian retugees driven out of Nova Scotia in 1755 
and New Brunswick in 178~3. Its name comes from an old-style 
fort or block-house which is still standing, the fortification having 
been built at the time of Maine's northeast-boundary dispute in 
18-t.O, ancl namecl in honor of the state governor then in office. 
If the excursionist cares to "take out" here, he may wend his 
homeward way down over the Fish River extension of the B. & A. 
Otherwise, continuing along the St. ,John, he can make Van Buren, 
.50 miles away, in a day if he cares to hurry, as the current runs 
full and strong all the way. Frenchville, Madawaska, Grand Isle 
and oth<>r French settlements will be passed en rout<>, with pictur-
esque islands and many a restful country scene along shore to 
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make the run a most charming one. From Van Buren, the Ban-
gor & Aroostook railroad offers an easy and quick route to "the 
states,'' making direct communication between the St. .John valley 
and Bangor. 
Prominent among other interesting side trips to he made in 
Maine's northeast territory is an excursion to the Fish river system 
of lakes, reached from Van Buren or by five mile carry from 
Frenchville. About 75 miles of ideal canoe and fishing waters 
are included in this trip, and there are no carries after the lakes 
are reached. 
The excursionist should take time while in Van Buren to make 
the side trip l~ miles down river to the Grand falls of the St .• John. 
Here is the Niagara of New England, with the river tumbling, 
curling, foaming, thundering between rocky walls as it makes its 
mighty 75-foot plunge and then rushes on to the sea. The scenic 
surroundings are beautiful in the extreme, and most impressive. 
From every vantage-ground there is a panorama of nature in its 
wildest, most picturesque mornl. Nothing about the place is 
ordinary; it probably never will be, for the taming of such a 
tremendous waterfall is beyond man's utmost power or control. 
It frequently happens that vacationers find the scenic, fishing 
and hunting attractions of this locality too great to be resisted, 
and spend several days here where the delights of an outing 
are ever varied and abundant. First-class hotel accommodations 
will be found near the falls, and within easy reach of good hunt-
ing and fishing grounds. Travelers coming direct to Grand falls 
will find it an easy route to either Van Buren or Limestone by rail 
and thence in by team l~ miles over a fine wagon road. 
In East Branch Waters. 
THE prettiest time of year to make the East branch trip is in 
early autumn when the woods have become ornate with bright 
multi-colored foliage and nature's festival season indet•<l at its 
height. At this time, too, there is better water in the courses for 
canoeing, and an easier, smoother passage for the voyager in con-
sequence. 
Like the two other canoe trips already describe<! in this chapter, 
the East branch route has its start at Northeast carry, Moosehead 
QRJ:~T!~lk5 
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lake. From there the excursionist clrops clown the river to C'hesun-
cook lake, ancl then follows the Allagash route to Chamberlain 
lake. Here he is at the very height of Maine's lake country, being 
1,100 fret ahove the level of the sea. The waters of the several 
systems are so many ancl so intermingled in this vicinity that one 
is often at a loss to know where one group leaves off and another 
begins. Even the map, faithful as it means to he, does not count 
for much in this marvelous tangle of lakes, streams, brooks and 
thoroughfares. 
Comp' uy Coming I 
Upon entering Chamberlain lake, the voyager turns to the right 
an<l skirts the south shore until the thoroughfare connecting with 
Telos is reached. This thoroughfare is a wicle, sluggish stream 
about three miles long. In the miclclle it opens out into a small 
lake called Telosmis, which measures perhaps a mile in lcni-,rth. 
Telos lake, nearly five miles long, lies in the shape of an irregular 
crescent. Comfortahle sporting camps arc localecl here, and such 
an ahundance of sport is tci be hacl in its vicinity in the fishing 
ancl hunting seasons that a great many excursionists tarry here for 
two or three clays at least. Sourdnahunk lake, six miles south of 
Tclos by tote r;mcl, must he included nmong the specially favored 
regions for fish nncl game. The journey in is m1 m1usuall y attmc-
ti ve one because of the virgin and wilclly picturesque forests which 
hems in the way on hoth sides. 
Paddling clown to tlw lower encl of Telos, the voyager's canoe 
(•nters the mile-long canal cut through to W ehster lake. It was 
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more than 60 years ago that the l\laine lumbermen opened this new 
waterway for their logs in order to evade what they considered to 
be an unfair tax levied by the Canadians on all lumber driven on 
St .• John waters. The Maine operators built a big dam at the 
outlet of Chamberlain lake, cut a canal through from Telos into 
Webster lake and thus turned the flow of Chamberlain lake and 
its many tributaries toward the south instead of north, and into 
the East branch instead of the Allagash. The canal is narrow 
and its water runs swift. Canoeing is possible in it with a good 
pitch of water, but there are times when the bed goes nearly dry. 
Not until the excursionist enters Webster lake does he come to 
waters that are naturally of the East branch system. This lake is 
three miles long; it leads to Webster stream, the roughest, most 
turbulent ten miles of water to be encountered on the entire trip, 
and a region noted for scenery of the wildest magnificence and 
beauty. Here the stream frets and fumes over jagged ledges and 
massive boulders, brawling through rocky cuts and chasms where 
the confining cliffs in some places tower several hundred foet above 
the foaming torrent. With the speed of an express train the waters 
rush on and on, dropping in a succession of low falls, whirling 
eddies and boisterous stretches to the culmination of their wild 
descent- a 50-foot plunge at Grand falls, which are only a short 
distance above the confluence of the stream and the East branch. 
There arc some places along the stream where canoes may be put 
in and run for a mile or so, but it is risky business, and the tote 
team had better be resorted to for the entire distance from Telos 
to a point just above Grand falls when the stream may be crossed 
and a portage made over Indian carry, three-fourths of a mile, to 
the East branch. There is an excellent chance at the carry to 
make camp, and it is from here that an excursion on foot to Grand 
falls can he taken to best advantage. 
When the voyager reaches the · lower end of Indian carry, he 
gets his first sight of the East branch itself. Putting in here, the 
way leads down river a mile and a half to Second lake, passing en 
route through a rather narrow channel between grassy banks and 
over some sand-hars, though always with plenty of water. The 
roacl from Telos, coming down the south side of Webster stream, 
runs close to Seco1Hl lake on the south and joins the road from 
Trout hrook near the foot of the lake. Continuing, the road 
passes near Grand lake, a few miles below Second, and goes out to 
Patten. 
From a scenic standpoint, the four-mile run down Second lake 
will he found unusually attractive. Several picturesque islands 
break the lm11tcl blue of the lake, while richly-wooded headlands 
lewl an impressive beauty to the i<hores ne1;r hy, and towering 
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blue mountains a sublimity in the distance. A paddle of a little 
over four miles, gliding quietly between marshy, grass-grown 
hanks, brings the voyager to Grand lake, which can be easily 
reached in a day from Indian carry if no stop is made on the way. 
Grand lake, four miles in length, is certainly no misnomer. 
There is no other body of water in all the trip more handsomely 
set. A series of large coves break the shore at the north, while 
rocky headlands, towering to a considerable height, jut out into 
the lake at several points. The Katahdin group of mountains, as 
seen from this vantage-ground, makes a beautifully impressive 
picture. Should the traveler wish to visit one of the most favored 
Mount Katahdin, from Sandy Stream Pond. 
and famous of Maine's sporting regions, he shoulcl make the side 
trip from Grand lake up Trout brook. This brook drains a large 
territory, its source being only a short distance from Sourdnahunk 
lake. Hunting is unexcelk'<l in the region thus reached, and no 
better fishing is to be had anywhere. A farm is situated a mile 
and a half up the brook, where sportsmen are entertained. There 
are also sporting camps on Grand lake. 
From Grand lake on it is an all-river route. The first mile 
develops a strong current, but may be safely run. Then come 
four miles of swifter water to Stair falls, the first of a series of 
pitches which mar the tranquility of canoe progress several times 
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in the next few miles. Stair falls may be run with a good depth 
of water; otherwise, the 40-rod carry at the right should be 
employed. A spring of fine water will be found near the foot of 
this carry. Continuing down river, the canoe glides along by 
meadow-land for two miles or so to Haskell Rock pitch, where 
carrying three-qua1ters of a mile, is advisable. Next Pond pitch, 
Grand pitch, Hulling Machine falls and Bowlin falls follow one 
another in quick succession, covering in all about four miles of 
the river's course and known inclusively as the Grand falls of the 
East hranch. Safe water for canoeing will be found on the inter-
vals between them, but each pitch had better be carried with the 
D own u The Chimney," Mount Katahdin. 
exception of Bowlin, which is usually run. A 15-mile stretch, 
practically all of dead water, leads from Howlin to the confluence 
of the Wissataquoik of the East branch. There are a few islands 
along the way and occasional small rips to be passed through. 
It makes a good day's run from Grand lake to a place called 
Monument line, three miles above the junction of the Sel>ois river 
and the. East branch. Here tents may be pitched, and next day a 
short trip should be taken up the Sebois, which offers an easy path 
to a splendid hunting region. Heverting to the East branch, the 
ferry just above Wissataquoik stream may be reached before night-
fall. Here one will find a first-clasl) sporting camp to welcome him, 
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or if he woulcl rather tent out, there are plenty of attractive sites 
at hand to select from. A stop of several days could be made 
here to advantage, with excursions up the Wissataquoik to Roebar's 
camp, ten miles, or to City camp, six miles beyond, close by the 
north spur of Mount Katahdin. While in such close proximity to 
this noblest and most picturesque mountain of all New England, 
the vacationer should not miss making an ascent of it. A brief 
description of the mountain and a hint as to the wonderful 
panorama of country to be seen from its top has already been given 
in the fishing section of this book. 
The distance from branch ferry to Grindstone is but 14 miles 
and can easily he made in a day. Three strips of broken water will 
be met with en roule- Whetstone falls, Burnt Land rips and 
Grindstone falls. These can all he run with a fair pitch of water, 
but in low water the carries had better be resorted to, especially 
around Whetstone. After reaching Grindstone there will be 
ample time to get the canoes and baggage ready to ship back to 
Greenville, and then board the afternoon express as it comes down 
the line headed for Bangor and the outside world. 
The Van Buren Circuit. 
QF all the interesting canoe routes in B. & A. territory, there 
are none more ideally perfect than the 110-mile circuit on 
Fish and St. John river waters, with the start and finish at Van 
Buren. This trip takes one through a country of wondrous beauty, 
and into a fishing and hunting region that knows no superior. 
Progress is always easy, the canoes going with the current all the 
way, and only twice encountering water rough enough to make 
carrying imperative. The entire run can he made in four or five 
days if necessary, although ten or more days could profitably be 
devoted to this delightful woods and water outing. 
The B. & A. train brings the sojourner to Van Buren at an early 
hour in lhe afternoon. The first thing to be done is the hiring of 
a good guide for the canoe trip ancl arranging with him for the 
final plans of the outing. Then if there is time enough, it will 
well repay one's efforts to visit some of the principal points of inter-
est about town - the college, convent, school, lum her mills, and 
the hill top at the lower end of the village from which a splendid 
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There's Good Canoeing at Fish Lake. 
view of the river and valley is to be had. Next morning teams 
are taken for a pleasant ten-mile drive to Long lake, where dinner 
had better be eaten before the actual canoe voyage is begun. · 
It is an easy paddle of eight miles down Long lake and through 
the short thoroughfare, three fourths of a mile, into Mu1l or Second 
lake. If the traveler is in no hurry, he had better cast his fishline 
in the Long lake waters before he leaves them. A great many 
trout and landlocked salmon of large size are caught here annually, 
yet there is always an inexhaustible supply of them left. Mud lake, 
two miles long, is soon traversed, and the mile-long thoroughfare 
entered leading to Cross lake. On the north shore of this latter 
body of water are some inviting camps arnl a small hotel where 
comfortable accommodations will be found for the first night out. 
Embarking in good season the next morning, the voyager pushes 
out into Cross lake and with leisure paddling will work to the foot 
of the lake, four miles, through the half-mile thoroughfare and into 
S11uare lake before dinner time. Here unusually picturesque shores 
stretch out on either side, with many an inviting resting-place 
where the noonday meal can he comfortably eaten. 
The course of the voyager in Square lake does not lead down 
the length of the lake but cuts across the head of it, a distance of 
four miles, past the mouths of several brooks whi<'h come babbling 
in from the north, and through a four-mile thoroughfare into 
Eagle lake. The intervening six miles of this lake can be crossed 
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and camp made on the west shore before sunset, or lodging can be 
had with the good-hearted farmers who dwell in the vicinity. 
Should it be necessary to cut the trip short, the convenience of the 
new Fish River railroad will manifest itself here, where handsome 
new railway coaches may be boarded a little before noon at Eagle 
lake station and the run made without change straight through 
to Bangor in an afternoon. 
Not many voyagers, however, will want to end their journey 
here. Instead, they will turn their canoe north, traversing the 
remaining three miles of Eagle lake and dropping into the Fish 
river current for 18 miles, past Winterville and Wallagrass and 
into the pretty village of Fort Kent. The only carries on the 
entire route will he met with in this stretch; one at Fish River 
falls, about four miles above Fort Kent; and the other at the mills 
of the Fort Kent :\Iill Co., two miles further along. The first is 
an easy carry of about 50 rods; the second measures not more than 
30 rods. 
It may he the voyager will want to tarry a day or two at Fort 
Kent ancl rest up, or visit the many points of scenic and historic 
interest in and about the town. In either case first-class hotel 
accommodations will he found at the village hostelry. Then the 
canoe is put into the St. John for the homeward run. After pass-
ing Turtle, Dagles, Pine and several lesser islands, and the 
Michauds rapids, the modest town of Frenchville, 15 miles down 
the river, comes into view. There is a good hotel here, and if the 
voyager will make a sho1t excursion to the high hill close by the 
town he will he rewarded with a magnificent view of river and 
forest and the distant rim of hazy blue hills. 
Nine miles below the sharp turn of the river at Frenchville is 
Edmundston, overlooking the beautiful valleys of the Madawaska 
and the St .• John. From here Lake Temiscouata, 21 miles away 
in the Canadian country, is most easily reached, and many people 
make the trip each year. Continuing with the St. John current 
from Edmundston, the tourist rides on past the picturesque high-
lands and intervales of Madawaska and Grand Isle, until 25 miles 
below, he reluctantly pulls up at the Van Buren shore and thus 
completes the circuit of his 110-mile inland voyage. 
From Van Buren it is only a 12-mile ride down-stream to Grand 
falls, where the swift waters of the St. .John tumble and toss and 
roar as they make a 7.5-foot plunge. It is a magnificent spectacle, 
this mighty cataract on the edge of the great Maine wilderness, 
and each year many hundreds of people come for a sight of it. 
For those who would like to fish in Canadian waters, there are the 
far-famed and abundantly-stocked fishing grounds of the Resti-
gouche, easily reached hy way of Van Buren. 
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Other Attractive Water Routes. 
JF the canoeist would pick out a short trip into a wild country, 
let him choose the route to Allagash lake, northwest of Cham-
berlain and about 55 miles from Northea.st carry. At least ten 
days should be given to this outing. 
It is not a hard jaunt in. The way lies down the West branch, 
across Umbazooksus waters, and up to the head of Chamberlain 
lake; thence seven miles up Allagash stream. Falls will be met 
with about half way up this stream just below the outlet of a 
small pond. There is fair canoeing all along. 
Allagash lake abounds in magnificent scenery. It is hemmed 
in on all sides by mountains, contains many picturesque islands, 
and has a wealth of attractive camping sites along its shores which 
tempt the vacationer to linger a long time in this highly-favored 
locality. A short way back from the water, in the mountains 
north of the lake, some peculiar caves were discovered recently by 
a lumber explorer. These caves extend several hundred feet in 
toward the bowels of the mountain, and their damp, gloomy 
chambers, irregularly shaped, are the home of great families of 
bat._. The entrance is small and would easily remain unobserved 
if it were not for the trail that has been "spotted" to it from the 
lake. No one knows how deep these underground chambers really 
are; in fact, very few persons have ever entered the caves at all. 
Turning southward from Allagash lake, one may work his way 
out over the route followed in. But if he prefers new scenes and 
courses, let him "carry" over the three-mile portage to Round 
pond. A profitable side trip from here can be made to Poland 
pond, one mile and a half to the north and abundantly stocked 
with game fish. If the voyager does not care to thus deviate from 
the course, his way is across Round pond one mile, thence down 
four miles of dead water to Caucomgomoc lake. This is a region 
of splendid game possibilities, and there are plenty of good tent-
ing places along the shores. A four-mile tote from Caucomgomoc 
lake on the west leads to Loon lake, famous for its trout and togue 
and as a famous locality for big game. The two Hurd ponds, 
lying just north of Loon lake also mark a fish and game region 
of the sort that sportsmen most delight to visit. 
Caucomgomoc lake it-;elf is eight miles long, but the canoe 
route south from Allagash lake cuts across only one of the broad 
coves at the east shore, a distance of less than a mile. Here 
Caucorngornoc stream is entered for a Hl-mile run to Chesuncook, 
passing through Black poncl en route. The rough " Horserace," 
about three miles from Caucomgomoc lake, will probably have to 
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he carried around, and two small falls will he encountered farther 
clown stream. These latter, however, may be run if there is a 
goocl pitch of water. 
Among the favorite short canoe trips from Nortlwast carry is 
the run to a11Cl up Pine stream. To make this trip, the West 
branch is followecl for ahout 17 miles to the outlet of Pine stream, 
Here the way tu ms sharply to the south ancl the canoeist will find 
it easy pacldling as far as the two Pine ponds, about eight and 
ten miles from the mouth of the stream. There is a 11etwork of 
brooks ancl small poncls in this vicinity, ancl a better region for 
moose would be harcl to fincl. 
A Trio of Aroostook "Voung·Uns." 
The long and tortuous trip up the West arnl North hranches of 
the Penobscot a11Cl down the St. ,John river from its source is 
frequently taken by canoeists who have the time and desire for a 
full month's cruise in the wilclemess. The start is made from 
Seboomook or Northwest carry, Mooschea<l lake. It is a three-
mile carry from l\looseheacl waters to the dam above Seboomook 
on the West branch. The first ten miles oi' water arc easily 
pacldlcd. Then comes Gulliver's falls, which may lx• poled. A 
form arnl sporting camps, locate<! here, offi..r opcn-ht•m1cd hos-
pitality to all travelers. It is smooth water for the next four 
miles to Big islancl, followecl hy a two-mile stretch of hroken 
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water to Pittston farm, at the junction of the North and South 
branches. With good water, the South branch may be canoed 
almost to the state boundary. 
Up the North branch and all along Abacotnetic bog, 25 miles 
away, the water runs over gravel beds and is quick. In the dry 
season nearly the whole of the distance must be waded. From the 
bog, an overland journey of two miles leads to Sweeney or Baker 
brook, one of the highest sources of the St .• John, and from here 
on the canoes travel with the current. \Vi th a fair pitch of water, 
Sweeney brook may be run to Baker lake, a distance of four miles. 
Crossing the lake, a distance of two and a half miles, the way is 
clown the St. .John South branch 14 miles to its confluence with 
the main river. 
Although there are few carries on the St. .John river, yet the 
water is broken and shallow in many places. It is a pleasant 
river to run, wending its way as it does through more than a hun-
clred miles of unbroken wilderness, where the savagery of the 
wo01ls is still in supremacy and hundreds of moose and deer roam 
un('hallenged except by would-he conquerors of their own kind. 
The St. ,John easily carries off the palm as the crookedest river in 
all the state. It twists and turns almost continually in its upper 
part, covering nearly twice the distance with its windings that it 
would measure in a straight course from Sweeney brook to the 
Allagash. About 85 miles down the river from the outlet of the 
South branch the voyager passes the mouth of the Allagash, and 
~30 miles further on, arrives at Fort Kent where the Fish River 
extension of the B. & A. offers a quick route to "the states" if 
the voyage must be ended here. The majority of parties, how-
ever, prefer to canoe 50 miles farther down river to Van Buren, 
and there" take out," returning home over the B. & A. rails. It 
is also possible, if the canoeist chooses, to keep on down the river, 
carrying around Grand falls, and completing the run at the city 
of St .. John. 
The vacationer who would combine canoeing and bicycling can 
do so most delightfully in many portions of Aroostook. There is 
goocl wheeling on the turnpike "military road" from Bangor to 
Houlton, 1 ·W miles, nncl several other attractive runs including 
Houlton to Presc1ue Isle and Caribou, ()O miles; Presque Isle to 
A.shlancl, 2~3 miles; Ashlancl to Fort Kent, 40 miles; Fort Kent 
to Van Buren, 40 miles; Van Buren to Caribou, 22 miles. Fine 
canoeing water will be found along practically all of these routes. 
Tent Life in the M.1ine Wood~. 
Bivouacking With Nature. 
"Snug Harbor.,, 
U NTIL one has actually 
tasted the joys of an 
existence in the great Maine 
wilderness, he can never 
fully appreciate the pleas-
ures and delights that come 
when bivouacking with na-
ture in nature's own realm. 
Tent life in the deep forest 
is an u n i q u e experience. 
There is nothing like it; 
nothing half so good; noth-
ing that makes a man so supremely and genuinely happy and keep 
him so. The freedom of the vast wooded stretches, the limitless 
waterways which lead on and on with no apparent sign of termi-
nation, the wholesome fare, and the hearty, rugged living through 
it all cannot but help make a fellow from " the states" lose every 
feeling of restraint, and start him in on the happiest healthiest 
sort of vacation that a man can have. 
It mustn't be thought, though, that camping in the Maine 
woods is a pleasure allowed to men only. Far from it! On the 
contrary, every season sees hundreds of women grow strong and 
rugged through tent life in B. & A. territory. Whole families 
often spend their vacation in lihis way, and with most beneficial 
results. No playground has yet been devised that equals nature's 
own, and the active sports of woods and water are wonderful 
reconstructive and strengthening agents for young bodies and 
minds. Then, too, it is such a grateful relief in summer to get 
away from the hurly-burly of hot city life and take up a primitive 
abode on the shore of some picturesque lake or stream where 
:r.ephyrs come cool from off the wooded ridges to temper the heated 
clay and make life bearable and sweet. Surely, when the swelter-
ing season is on, 110 dweller of the east should need a second 
invitation to forsake his or her city habitation and seek a richl_v-
howen·cl tenting-spot in B. & A. territory. Thousands have already 
tried it a11<l will come again. They find a summer outing in the 
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wilds of Maine hrings pleasure, health and strength in fullest 
measure; they like the freedom and constant good cheer of it; 
and they fincl it one of the most inexpensive vacations that can be 
hacl. 
Maine's sylvan recesses arc most attractive to the eye of the 
camper in the latter part of August mul early in September. It 
is then that the whole great acreage of forest takes on its most 
magnificent, most brilliant coloring, just at the close of mid-
summer's reign. The clays hole! out delightfully warm and pleas-
ant, while the night<> have a clear, crisp atmosphere which offers 
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ideal diversion. Then, too, there is sonwthing so deliciously 
refreshing in the dry, balsamic air of the Maine wilderness that 
here one actually drinks in a strengthening potion with every 
breath. 
Camping parties will foul an endless number of splenclid tenting 
grounds about :\foosehcad lake. There arc several attractive sites 
near the hotels, if company is dcsire1l; or ten to; may he pitched for 
away from any scttlPmcnt, if fancy should so dictate. Other 
popular camping places arc in the Katahclin Irnn Works region, 
up the West branch, ancl along the l><mutifully-wood(•cl shores of 
the Fish river waters. One never has to hunt for in B. & A. ter-
ritory for "just the right place" on which to pitch his tent. The 
great trouble is to decide which one of the many idcnl sites he had 
better start in with. 
Time Hequired for Trips. 
In combining a canoeing and camping trip, the vacationer 
should choose his route according to the distance he would like to 
go and the amount of time at his disposal. It takes from eight 
days to a fortnight to traverse the West branch route comfortably. 
The Allagash trip is a good deal longer and at least three weeks 
or a month should be given to it. The run down the East 
branch can he done hurriedly in a fortnight, but three weeks or a 
month had better be devoted to it if the manifold pleasures of the 
trip are to he most thoroughly enjoyed. The Van Buren circuit 
through Fish river waters means an easy canoe jaunt of five days. 
Off For a Day in the Deep Woods, 
However, ] ~ or more days could profitably be spent along this 
wonderfully beautiful scenic route. 
It may be well enough for us to remind vacationers that when 
camping near a hotel, and not building fires, campers are not 
required hy law to hire guides. If, however, a jaunt is made into 
the deep woods, it is compulsory that a registered guide shall 
accompany the party. 

An Elysium for Botanists. 
ttJ 
T HE charms of the great Maine woods 
are not exclusively for the hunter and 
the fisherman. The botanist and lover of 
flowers is eager to come also. There are 
the most delightful attractions for him in 
every glade and meadow, on the shores of 
the streams and in marshy places, in the low-
lands and on the hill sides- in fact, every 
place where there is likely to be unusual 
plant life has a subtle fascination for the 
seeker of hidden flora treasures which can-
not be resisted. The real botanist is never 
so happy as when on a voyage of explora-
tion and discovery; and norlhern Maine, 
with its 15,000 square miles of practically 
<reat H omed Owl. virgin forest, offers just the kind of a new 
country the botanist most loves to visit. Here he finds plant life 
in marvelous variety. He meets several old friends with whom he 
feels familiar enough to call by their first names; he also runs 
across many strangers whose station among the flower families is 
not quite clear to him; and it might easily happen lhat he 
would chance upon some species entirely new to the floral world 
- a sort of botanical "missing link,'' as it were. For you must 
remember that Maine's northern wilderness has as yet been little 
visited by vacationers with a botanical bent of mind, and it is 
more than likely that many important plants are hiding, still 
undiscovered, in the depths of this great gardenland. 
Unless one is looking for mushrooms, there is little collecting to 
be done in the most sombre parts of the Maine forests. But, 
fortunately, there is room and to spare without going near the 
darker and gloomier recesses. The botanist will thoroughly enjoy 
a morning tramp over the moss-carpeted forest plains and cool 
mountain slopes, such as are to be met with everywhere in B. & A. 
territory. Then there is the bracing air and the picturesque 
scenery to !encl new charms to the jaunt, and the ever-present 
Flora at Mooschcau Lake. 
anticipation of a new floral discovery which keeps the traveler 
constantly on the qui vfre. 
A northern Maine flower hunt waxes interesting almost imme-
diately upon leaving Old Town. The train scarcely gets well 
under way before one comes to banks of handsome blue Lindley's 
asters, or if it be some time in September, the drooping tassels of 
Carey's persecaria. In Alton, a few miles farther on, is a sphag-
nmn or peat-moss swamp of indefinite bounds which presents 
much that is of botanical interest. If the botanist is hound up 
the Moosehead lake division of the B. & A. he will follow the 
Piscataquis river, on whose banks and in the neighboring woods 
and swamps will be found in their season the river-bank anemone, 
marsh willow-herb, hyssop-leaved fleabane, balsam groundsel, 
dwarf bilberry, silver-leafed wintergreen, dwarf Canadian prim-
rose, calypso, wild onion, northern sedge and northern ground pine. 
In Sangerville and vicinity one will come upon many fine speci-
mens of the Christmas fern, which is used so extensively by city 
florists for decorative purposes. Wood reed-grass, a rare speci-
men in most collections, will be found on Boarstone mountain, 
near Lake Onawa, reached from Monson. 
At Mount Kineo, Moosehead lake, one can get Porter's and 
russet sedge along the gravelly shores or in the low woods; or if 
he ascends the mountain, he need not look in vain for the hoary 
Whitlow-grass, bird's-eye primrose, Canadian buffalo-berry, and 
fragrant shield fern. 
Up around Moosehead lake, in the Katahdin Iron Works region, 
and all along the line of the B. & A. one will find beneath the 
tall spruces such rare plants as the tiny mitre-wort with its lace-
like petals; the modest sweet coltsfoot, blossoming one year in 
abundance and then failing for several seasons to show another of 
its fragrant heads; and the dainty tway-blades. One will come 
across many new acquaintances here also - the odd spurred 
gentian, with bronze and greenish clustered flowers; the lesser 
wintergreen, white and modest; and its silver-leafed relative hand-
some with flesh-colored flowers. Hare specimens of ground pine 
mosses will also be found in these localities. 
The spruce woods farther north shelter a great many other 
species which are well worth looking for. For instance, in the 
region about Fort Kent aml Van Buren are found the largest of 
the rattlesnake plantains ( Goodyem 111PnziP.~ii ), the Arctic flea-
bane and the peculiar wood betony ( pediculari.~ Fu1·ln'.~l1 irP) which 
is unknown outside the valley of the St .• John. These species, you 
will undersbuHl, are merely a few of the rarest to he fouml. 
There are a multitU<le of others for the botanist to revel among in 
Maine's northernmost territory. 
Immense Sphagnum Bogs. 1~7 
Sometimes the Aroostook woods grow thin and a knee-deep 
carpet of sphagnum is encountered - a bit of one of the great 
peat-moss bogs which cover many thousands of square miles of 
Maine and New Brunswick. At Sherman, Crystal and Island 
Falls are typical areas of these extensive bogs. In late May and 
early .June the hog makes a brilliant display of color with white, 
foam-like masses of spicy Labrador tea, rosy banks of pale laurel, 
A Handsome Show of Christmas Ferns. 
great white waves of Alpine cotton-grass, with here and there a 
bright yellow touch of lady's slippers. Later in the year the bog 
presents another carmval of colors with white showing in the 
swamp valerian or tofieldia scattered among the bog birch and 
the swamp honeysuckle; rose in the beautiful royal lady's slipper; 
and orange in the northern squaw-weed. Other humbler yet 
interesting plants to be found in these bogs are the sparse-flowered 
sedge, sheathed cotton-grass, rush aster, and slender-leafed sundew. 
The bogs of Aroostook county are full of rosy-headed lady's 
slippers of the royal variety, and every season sees many carloads 
of these plants sent to the Massachusetts and New York florists. 
The traffic is of such importance that special agents are sent to 
Maine to see that the plants are carefuily dug and properly pre-
pared for shipment. 
There will be times, of course, when the botanist's path will 
lead him out of the evergreen forests and onto the hardwood 
ridges. Here again he will n~oice over the nuggets to be found 
Flowers on th1.: Ilaruwoou Hiuges. 
in this flower Klondike. Up around Houlton, Fort Fairfield and 
Presque Isle are valuable specimens galore, inclucling Seneca 
snakeroot, several varieties of Selkirk's violets, and the woodland 
orchids habenaria llookeriana and h. brw·teata. These flowers, 
with numbers of kindred species, clo a great deal to brighten the 
woods during spring and early summer. 
Royal Lady's Slippers in Nature's Own Flower-beds. 
Following the rocky aml gravelly banks of the upper Maine 
water-ways, the seeker of precious flowers will be richly rewarded 
in his excursions. This is especially true up along the St. .John 
and contiguous waters. At one point the botanist may run across 
a bank pink with the long racemes of the St. .John oxytrope or 
the equally handsome nmthern hedysarum, the globular heads of 
chives or wild onion, or the dainty evanescent blossoms of the 
dwarf Canadian primrose. Farther along, perhaps at some steep 
cliff by a waterfall, one is likely to come upon handsome rosctks 
of fragrant shiehl fern, the daisy-like heads of the hyssop-leaved 
erigeron, the shiny leaves of the buffalo berry, or the pink flowers 
of the rare cut-leaved anemone. If there is a sanely beach, one 
probably need not look in vain for Alpine milk-vetch, Huronese 
tansy or glaucous white lettuce, interspers('d with the more m01lest 
variegated horsetail, marsh arrow-hrrass, awl Alpine rush. The 
dainty little gentian and the whih- paintl·<l-cup will be found grow-
ing only a little farther away from the water. 
Th<! Jtountain Flora. 
In northern Maine, the 
waters as well as the woods 
contribute many interesting 
plants f'o r the botanist's 
study. Among the lesser-
known varieties are Far-
well's water-milfoil an<l the 
blunt-leaved pond-weed, 
found in Piscataquis and 
Mattawamkeag waters; an<l 
the loose-flowered water-mil-
foil of Mattawamkeag, 
Aroostookand St. .John wat-
ers. In the pond-lily season 
there is no more beautiful 
sight to be had than the 
sheltered coves of some lake 
where myriads of these 
marble-white flowers, float-
ing on a carpet of great 
green pads, are basking in Bunch Berry and Twin Fl<>wcr Blossoms. 
the mellow rays of the morning sun. 
To the botanist, Maine's most elevated regions have perhaps the 
strongest fascination. Take Mount Katahdin, for instance. The 
rugged grancleur of its mighty cliff.<;, its great basin and the rock-
strewn table-land leaves a life-long impression on all who make the 
arduous ascent and see these things with their own eyes. Then, 
turning to the mountain flora, one finds himself treading over broad 
carpets of Alpine hearherry, the Lapland rose-bay gorgeous with 
rosy-purple blossoms, the beautiful mountain heath, the delicate 
pink-flowerecl moss plants, ancl the close-matted Alpine azalea. 
Other interesting species to he found here are the northern com-
arnlra, parasitic on the roots of Alpine blueberries and crow berries, 
the russet awl Katahclin sedges about the mountain tams, and the 
pimpemel willow-herb an<l f'oliose saxifrage hi<ling un<ler cold wet 
boulders and cliff.-;. 
Despite the fact that hunclrecls of botanist<; have come into Maine 
every year, there still remain many mountains, lakes alHl streams 
as yd unvisited hy any of this ilk. It is easy to sec, then, that 
the holanist can become a Christopher' Columbus in real eamest if 
he cares to enter the wilds of Maine 011 a voyage of botanical dis-
covery. The region ahout ::\looschcad lake has not yet been 
thoroughly investigakcl for a record of its vegetation; ancl few 
hotimists have yet visikcl the countless other ::\Iaine waters in whose 
vicinity there is likely to he a weallh of most interesting plant life. 
EXCURSTO~T J->A1i-...,-iw TO POINTS ON ANO VIA THE ~ _..."Iii ~ .I'....i•-, llAN<iOH ,\AROOSTOOK IU~. 
To From 
Dover & Foxcroft and return 
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Tickets will he on Mle ~fay ht tn Sovern her 2Hth, xood for retum pa~~ge until November 30th. 
Tickets read in~ via steamer or !'.tage lines will he good only during season of ~ervice. Rates from 
Bangor and 01d To¥>·n are for tickets good 30 day• from date, except that when sold May 1 t to 
October 3ht th•y will hc limitl'<l to ~ ovember 30th. 





have \I. M. C. stamped on their heads. They have honesty 
written all over them. Superior material. expert labor 
and rigid inspc<tion produce the uniformity in shooting 
which has made \I. M. C. cartridges famous. 
SPt~CIFY THE V. M. C. KISD. SLND FOR GAME. LA ""'S 
T he U nion M etallic C artridge C o. 
} 11 Bro•d~•Y. Ne"' Yo rk 
N.Y. 
B rld "cpnrl 
Conn. 
o\b Fln t S t. 
lll mtio11 B. & A. (,'u1de i11 IVriting Advertisers. 
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TRANSPORTATION. 



































·. ~ in the territory covered by this publication or 
~ Rangeley Lakes among the New Brunswick ;: 
('. which hold the largest Some of the hundreds of lakes 
(:' brook trout In the world and streams In which, as well as 
'· Washington County 
which has many waters that have 
never wet a line, and where deer 
and bear are found In great numbers 
Belgrade Lakes 
which have the finest black bass 
fishing In the United States; 
also trout and white perch 
Newfoundland 
afford the fin~st carihou hunting in 
the world, this sport being unlawful 
in Maine. 
Or make a trip to Pola nd Spring, The 
White Mounta ins , Montreal, Que-
bec, Ba r Ha rbor, The M aine Coa st, 
or any of the numerous resorts of the East 
which are becoming better known each 
year? 
All are on or reached by the 
Maine Central Railroad 
and full Information Is contained In Its Hunting and Fishing. Maine Coast and White Mountain 
Guides, or other advertising matter, which will be sent on application 
GEO. F. EVANS 
Vlce-Pres·1 and Gen l Manager Portland, Me. F. E. BOOTH 13Y General Passenger Agent 






~ ~ i Coburn Steamboat Company's i 
~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ U. S. MAIL STEAMERS, ~ 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ MOOSEHEAD ~AKE, MAINE, I 
~ ~ i " KAT AHDIN " "MOOSEHEAD" " REBECCA" ~ 
~ " COMET" " TWILIGHT" and .. REINDEER " ~ g ~ 
~.· .· Conn<>ct with B. & A. R. R. at GREENVI LLE JUNCTION making regular trips to ~ j Deer Island (Capen's) , Kineo, No. East Carry and No. West Carry, from opening to i 
<tll close of navigation. lfll 
~ lfll 
n ~ ~ ~ i ~ 
;t\I \il1 ~ ~ 
~ 
"" <t'l I ~ 
~ 
STEAMER. "KATAHDIN." 
Orrices and Waiting Room on B. & A. R. R. Wharf at Greenville Junction. 
\ll (,\; 
~ 













'"' Parties wishing to remain-over night at Greenville can take rPgular ~
steamer leaving Greenville every morning, (Sundays excepted), returning iii! 
same nighv. iii! ~ The new and elf'gant steamer "Katahdin" (licf'nsPd for GOO passf'ngers) $ 
~ can he had for Excursion Parties aud s1)ecial boats for Fishing or Pleasure lfll 
A iii! 
· · P arties at any tiinf'. iii! 
)i.! Company also controls Excursion Pavilion at Pehhle Beach, Kineo, for iii! 
~ use of which und further information apply to ~ 
Qi 
: CORURN STEAMROAT COMPANY, ~ 
· · C. J. ROBINSON, Gen. Manager. GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE. S 
· .: ·<; -' : ;<; , -' ~ , :<: ?. : ;c:: ; ; :(;<; -' , «;«<€€i<100€:€!00((f!(lt::"'-e~ 
.llo1t101t R. e, ... A .. &'uidc in TVrit11~l{ Ad;·crtiser.r. 
13-! TR ANSPO l{T ATION-TR AVEL E RS' FUNDS. 
\~7\~~~~~m\~~~~\~L\~~~~~~5\ ,~Jl6fa-,&~ms-'.)~¢r&~,.c\a@~n~~~:=::~:=:=J:=:~~~ ~ ; , tlH' Bangor & Aroostook allll other [3'@ 
@] ~~ i111port:rnt J:ailroads in ~laine, am! ID~ 
~~ ~~ Plsewhere in th<> l'nitPd States a11d [3'@ lffi~ €"pr~~~ ~~ (':~nada-inallso11w-li'i,OOOmiles.of ~.KQ)~ ~~ " \. ~ ~ ~~ r:ulway-Transports Hunters' Outfits, ~m 
'>'i4 ; ' Goods, Valuables, etc., from Parcels to (/'-. 
~~ fl Ampany ~~ ~t~~:::d~:~a~:::~na~~~~i::di~r!: ~.~ ~ ~ \1 '·, all Foreign Countries, with greatest ~@ 
@],.,,,.,,,.,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,,,., , ., ... , .,,, \~ pron1ptne~s a1Hl at lowe~t through ~~ ~,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.M,, .,, "'"' . , " .,, ,, .,, rate~. ,. ~@ 
' EST A B L I S H E D 1841 Capital, $18,ooo,ooo 1 ~)~ T I 9 of tl11• A MERICAN Express Company iss11e1l in ~~ @ rave erS de11omiuatious of $10, $:W, il!!i'io, 8100, and ::i;:ioo, am ID 
,,,\f!l c • practically Certified Cheques of the ( 'or11pany, pay- ~( 
~}·~ he q U es able in Gold or its equivalei1t hy over J0,000 Corre- ~~:~ @Ll spondents throughout the world. They are the ~~ ~ most available, economical, and satisfactory form of travelers' credit for ~@ ~)~ foreign aud dome~tic tours, are pai1l without discount or commission hy the !ill~ @ Company's otlice~, hank~, and bankers in the principal countri<>s of ID 
~ Europe, and are received in settlement of aecounts hy the principal hotels, 11( 
~~ by steamship and sleeping car companies, hy many railroad companies, and ~.~ 
~~ by merchants, shopkeepers, and others. f(@ 
' Travelers' Letters of Credit al~o issue<! or re-forwarding, to care American f ~ f'~ drawn in Sterling and availabl<> in Express Company, as below. :rW~ 
~-~·0' all parts of the world. \;~~~ Z5 Sight Drafts drawn on, and Cable Storage for Baggage, hieyele~, tour- ~~~ ists' purd1ase~, ete., at all otlices 
and Telegraphic Transfers of lllOllPJ ~~ in Europt'. L'l~ ma<IP to, all parts of tl1P world. "' 
@; ~ Foreign Money bought and sold. Reading and Writing Rooms at Loll- W@ 
~~ Mail Matter of Travelers Abroad 1lon nrnl l'aris ofll!'PS for ll~l' of ro1~ 
~ may lw ml<h·essP<I, for <l<•liverJ patro11s. ~@ 
I Further Information can lH• obtaiiwll at any Agency of the AMERICAN ~~ 
l<t;>;l Express Company, or upo11 applkation in writi11g to the , ii 
~'/)~LJ~) otli1·p~ of the < '0111panJ at ~~~J> rn BANGOR: Cor. Hammond .mcl hanklin Sts. BOSTON: 4:1 Franklin St. 
NEW YORK: w Broadway CHICAGO: 7K ~lonroe St. 
~)tJ LONDON: 3Wate 'r>01'1aceancl84QuecnSt. PARIS: 11 Rne Scrihe. ~~ @ LIVERPOOL: lOJamtsSt. HAVRE: 4i()11.1icl"Orlean•. Q) (_~ SOUTHAMPTON: :H iute Road. HAMBURG:~ Ferclin.uu!Strasse. ff{f 
®~. ANTWERP: iQua \ianlly<k BREMEN: 6 lfahnhofStraS5e. ~® ~~ GENOA: 1;, Via San Lorenzo, ~@ 
~<L{1'~~~~_;;~ 'l~~~;~~..d~v<-~;~~~~~~\'~ ,.,.., ~~ zV\ iiV .... 1~~ 1,1v1)
J/e11tion JI. &>A. u"U1de in IVriti11g Advertuers. 
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f Steamers for Lily Bay i 
i i 
I PRISCILLA I 
i i I ~OR~ I 
i SOLANO i I I 
:1 Fll<HI GRKKNVILLE will :1 
connect at G JtEENVILLE 
:1 .TCNCTION with BANGOH :1 & .\JtOOSTOOK ]t, H,. for 
• i 
f LILY BAY I Stea mer " PRISCILLA" i i I and points enroute during the season of navigation on Moose h e ad I Lake, ~topping on rP<1ue~t, (the wind permitting, this left to the disere-
i tion of the Captains), at ('1ww·s NEST, BuRNT JACK•:T, 'l'HOROUGH-FARE i I and ~IGIIT HAWK ('u;n 011 all regular trips. I 
i One boat will he open for charter at reasonable rates. Time tables fur- i I nislied on application and subject to change without notice. For further I information address 
. : 
:I Long Distance M . G. Shaw Lumber Co . • O w ners, ., 









Steamers Sall from 
India Wharf, Boston, 
and from Pier 11, 
North River, New York, 
The steamships of this line are built of iron, with water-tight compartments, and for great 
spee-1, insuring perfect safety and quick despatch. Lowest Rates. No Delays. No Re-
11andlinit of Merchandise. The locations of our docks in New York and Boston are 
most convenient, and our facilities for handling and delivering freight are unequaled~ 
Through Rates Quoted a'ld Direct Connection made at New York with Delaware, 
Lackawanna & Western Railroad: New York, Lilke Erie& Western Railroad; Lehigh Valley 
Railway; and Central Railroad of New Jersey for points South and West; and connecting 
at Boston with all steamship lines and railroads for all points in Maine, New Hampshire. 
Vermont; and via the Boston & Maine, Maine Central, lntercolonial, and Bangor & 
Aroostook railroads for St. John, N. B., Halifax, N. 5., and allintermediate points. 
BONDED TO CARRY both appraised and unappraised merchandise. 
All through freight forwarded promptly and with great care, aod throu$h bills of lading 
issued or procured to all shipping points. Mark your merchandise and freights via .. Met-
ropolitan Line." IT IS THE! CHE!APE!ST AND BEST. 
!'or through rates and full information, apply to 
H. M. WHITNEY, Agent, India Wharf, Boston, Mass., 
or H. F. DIMOCK, Agent, Pl1r 11, North River, New York. 
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We have a Guide to the 
Rangeley Lakes Resorts, 
showing half-tone cuts of 
hotels and camps, railroad 
and steamer fares, hotel 
rates, etc., also a detailed 
Map of the Rangeley 
















Unsurpassed for Fish and 
Game. The finest trout 
and salmon waters in 
Maine, and big game in 
plenty. Best reached via 
the R u m for d Fa l ls 
L i ne, the quickest, cheap-
est, and plea.~antest route 
Pullman Parlor Cars dur-
ing the Tourist Season 
x 
To PICTURESQUE MAINE via 
1-"'he Eastern Steamship Comp'y. 
BANGOR DIVISION The Y.\ CATIOS HOl'TE to all the Summer Resorts on the 
Penobscot .River and J:ay, connecting at Hangor for the Hunting and Jo'ishing Region of )'loosehead. 
PORTLAND DIVISION-The P O Pl:LAH HOIJTE to Portland, with connections for 
all \lountain and Sea~;ide Resorts. 
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION- The OCE.\ N 1HY HOl 'TE to Portland, .East-
f )rt, ( ".tl.1=·,, St. John, wit I' connections for all Maritime Province Point! .. 
KENNEBEC DIVISION Th•! 01.1> A:\" H IH:LI \JILE HOl 'T E to Bath and all 
p 1mb on the 1'.enncbec .River, Boothbay Harbor and !-theepscot Bay. 
\VK1TB PPR CoMPLRTR Fm.J>l<R. 
C.\LYJS Al'STI, , Y. J>. und l ie n .. 'l i.: r. A. II. IL\, 'iCO\I , Gen. J>uss. und Tkt. ,\ Ji:t . 
l'o s t c r 's \\"h u r f, llOS T o -.. , '"\SS. 
~ullman Palace Buffet Quebec Central Railway 
Cars are run between Quebec 
and Portland, via Dudswell Jct. and Maine Tourists and Sportsmen 
Central R.R., passing through the heart of 
the White Mountains, and solid trait~ . , with 
Pullman Cars between <,!ucbec and Boston 
FRANK GRUNDY 
Oen. ~her. 
J. H. WALSH 
Gen. Pass. AKent 
S herbrooke , P .Q. 
and New York. 
Only line running 
through Pullman Cars be-
tween Quebec and New 
York 'l\ithout change 
visiting Quebec should 
not fail to travel via the 
Quebec Central Railway 
the most direct and picturesque 
route between all points in 
New England and Quebec 
lllentio11 Ji.~ A. G111de i11 IVriting Adi,erluer.r. 
CUI PS-TRA~SPOHTATIO~. 1,,7 
"Visit us once; you'11 surely want to come again." 
HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, HEALTH SEEKERS, ALL VACATIONERS: 
HERE'S JUST THE PLACE FOR YOU! 
A ll records for Moose I Big T rout are plenty. I Ed"JYbTiy ~ets str.J'.)g I Camps have every com-
and Deer in this region Hest of brook fishing :ir i;eb~~1n~~r~he li;: fort. Detached J,xlges 
were suq1assed in 190''2. close to camps. i ideal. for ladies or families. 
Fresh garden vegetables. D elicious medicinal spring water. T wo branch camps at nearby lakes. 
For llooklel, Term~, 
Jl:tc., Addre>s Pleasant River Camps, G. I, BllOW~ & SON, K11t11hdln Iron Works. lie. 
Maine Steamship Company 
PORTLAND 
Franklin Wharf. 
The fast modem steamers 
"North Star" and " Horatio 
Ha11," sailing on Tuesdays, 
Thursday• and Saturdays, 
between Portland aud ~cw 
York, afford a convenient and 
enjoyable means of travel 
between X ew York and the 
Summer and Hunting and 
}i"h;hing Re!i<>rts of ~Jaine. 
•..• NEW YORK .•.• 
Pier New 32, East River. 
SOMETHING NEW. 
During the summer months 
a \londuy Trl11 will be added 
leaving X ew \ ork and Port· 
)and at 10 a.m. 
The-;.e steamer~ are fitted with every modern appliance conducive to comfort and luxury. 
about twenty hours. 
Time of passage 
FARE $5.00 One Way, $9.00 Excursion. 
T ickets, staterooms1 etc., on sale at 290 Broadway, Xew York; (;cneral Office, Pier New 3:! East Ri"er, Foot 
of Pike Street, Xew York, and Franklin \ \.hart, Portland. :\Jaine: also Thos. Cook & Son and Raymond & 
W hitcomb agencies, Send for illustrated descriptive booklet-free on application. 
B. R. ROOME, C>eneral Pa .. scnger Agent 
New York 
T. M. BARTLETT, <;eneral Agent 
Portland, Maine . 
138 HOTELS - C":AMPS. 
SEBOOMOOK HOUSE, 
SEBOOMOOK (Northwest Carry) , 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, ME. 
Beautifully situated at head of lake, commanding 
unsurpassed view. One of best fishing and hunt .. 
ing resorts in Maine. Splendid trout fishing. 
Deer come in sight of house. Guides and canoes 
furnished. Canoes and outfits transported across 
the carry. 
THE DEER ISLAND HOUSE 
AND 
FRANK GARDNER'S CAMPS, 
Situated on Deer Island, in Moosehead Lake, 
Ten miles from GreenvillcJ.. terminus of the l\foose. 
head Lake lliv:s1on l'. & A. K, R. Direct steamer 
co111u•t•flo11!'4 daily. 
There are many deer on the Island, and as fine ones 
are killed here as in any part ot the ~tate. 
As a fishing resort, it is well known. No better fish-
ing in anx part of the Lake than here. The steamer 
" 'felhys ' ts a new boat for the accommodation of 
guests of the house. For full terms, etc., address 
FRANK L. GARDNER, 
(P.O.) CAPEN'S, MOOSEHEAD LAKE, ME. 
Interesting featurP1 In the n£'ighl10rhood arP great Jog sluice. carrying one mi11ion frrt of log1 from Pcnob11cot to 
Kennebec waters every 24 houn; antfSeboomook }"alJ1 {fnnwd in verse and story), on the W<·st Brandt uf the Penobscot. 
House recently enlarged and renovated. Every room pleasant. A high.class family resort. Daily 
mail in summer. Rates, from $2 to $J per day. Special rates to families. Letters promptly answered. 
M. P. COLBATH, (P. 0.) Seboomook, Me. 
Lake Hotel and Cottages, 
Long Distance Telephone. .,,C Daily Mails. HEAD OF SEBEC LAKE. 
Herc, in :!\lay, June, July, and August, is found the best landlocked salmon fishing in Maine; also good 
mixed fi~hing for pickerel, perch, and black bass. Near·by ponds are alive with trout and togue. My hunt· 
ing grounds embrace the four Buttermilk ponds, the valleys of Wilson and Onawa streams. 
Summer boarders desired. The house has modern plumbing and sanitary arrangements. In connection 
with the house there are a number of cottages ttituated about thirty-five yards from the house. These cottages 
each contain four rooms, a sitting room with open fireplace, and three ttleeping rooms. They arc furnished 
with good ash furniture and easy beds. Each cottage has a piazza overlooking the lake, making an ideal 
place for parties or families with children to spend the summer. 
To reach here, come via Dover and Foxcroft or Abbott Village. For circulars and prices address 
Piscataquis Co. B. M. PACKARD, Willimantic, Maine. 
tHE WINNEG~RN~CK HOUSE 
AND SUPPLY STORE, 
Situated at NORTH-EAST CARRY, ME., Head of Moosehead Lake. 
Two nice DC\\ _loJ.t cottu~cN ·four 11 eping and "ttingroom. in e.u.:h, ~ice Store, ne• y- tock d with 
a full line of .upp It for canoci ,t. and huntl:r s, including tine (;uns and 'Luklc. . ·\mmunition, Clothing, 
1.locca~in Ru~1ber Blankets , and high-grade C.1mp Supplit'!\, :oom has are u ~ually found at only the leading 
city J{nxcrie .. Prices -s.1me as in New York or He, ton. (in Ides fumi!'ihed for canoe trip ~. Tent:\ and 
Bedding !mid or hlrt:d. Huckhoarcl ovt·r the carry. Two llully .'1Uil!"I from Bangor ancl all pointA wel'lt; 
mail leaving Ban_:.:-1•r in the momin.v arrivt -t at a.ao p.m. Post Office In '"'tore. Fine \lount.1in and 
Lak \ icw from the house. The 1" .t of Fi•hing and Hunting. llutc" $:l.OO to $!1.00 per 1111). 
PENOBSCOT HOTEL AND TRADING CO. 
F. L. O·IJ>~O,.,., MANAOJ<:H . 
. I. (,11 Ill .t 1'1!111 0 ~''· ·/ 'I 
HOTELS 
When uau get ta Kinea 
You are ready for the best outing 
you ever had in your life ! . . . . 
-- is everywhere abun- are taken yearly ; and llam~ dant in the Kineo 1:1· ~b every vacationer here tJ \. region; thousands of J i' is quick to get more 
-- great fighting , , . , -- strength and , , , , , 
This is the largest inland-water hotel in the country; is fitted with 
steam heat, electric and gas light, baths, telegraph, telephone, 
post-office, and all city conveniences. Every room looks out 
on fine woods and water scenery. No HAY FEVER 
HERE. Steamers, guides, canoes, etc., at hand. 
,)!& ~ ,)!& ,)!& ,)!& 
13!t 
11 Jlours from 
Boston 1 
MT. KINEO HOUSE, 
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, 
new ~ineo 
Booklet is out. 
19 from new 
York. Moosehead Lake, Kineo, Me. 
J/aztion R. &>A. Guide 111 Writin,I{ Advertuers. 
Send for 
one. 
HO llOTELS - CA ;l'IPS. 
} TS Comforts and Attractions, sightly Location, famous Fishin~ Grounds and Game Haunts, ex4uisite 
Scenery and Healthful surroundings· is told in a handsomely illu.•trated booklet which we will gladly 
mail you on request. You can't help having a good time here-everybody does. 
C. H. SA WYER, Proprietor, Rozich River, Me. 
~~-·•-tt-tt•-•••-•••-tt-:1~ ! 18 Moose 7 Bears ! 
-1 7 4 Buck Deer •1 
FIHOT AT 
: : 
I PEA VEY'S CAMPS I 
: : I I' IN1902. I 
~;- How's That fo r a Record?~-•~ 
. _. 
I have ~1 Camps located on Mooselock and Fish 
River waters; also camps on Square Lake, famed 
a the home of mammoth landlocked ,;almon. No 
hunting or fbhing .uperior to what is offered here. 
WRon •oR PARTocuLARs. TAXIDERMY A SPECIALTY. C.R. PEA VEY, Masardis, Me. 
PUTNAM MACHINE COMPANY, 
C. F. PUTNAM, President. 
S. W. PUTNAM, Vice Pres'f. 
H. 0. PUTNAM, Treasurer. 
• • * 




MAIN OFFICE and WORKS 
PUTNA.'1 
STH EET 
FITCIIBL'HG, MASS., U. S. A. 
J/011""' R. ,[·.I. 6'111dt• in wrlfi11.r:Adverfi,crr. 
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BEST FISHING AT OUTLET HOUSE 
>l' AND >l' (Formerly Moosehead House), MOOSEHEAD, ME. 
11 miles from Greenville by C. P. R. R . or by Steamer. 
FINE HUNTING Charles E. Wilson, Propr. 
Earliest and latest Moosehcad lake fishing is had here; also plenty of big game. House has been entirely re-
furnished; rooms have hot and cold water and baths. Grounds nicely graded, tennis court, croquet grounds 
and many fine woods roads laid out. Fishem1en ca.n avoid expense of guide by coming here, although we 
furnish guides, boats and canoes v..hen desired. Several camps in our "string," all snug and attractive. 
Rates 2.00 to $'2.r,o per day. Descriptive Booklet sent free . 
HERE'S WHERE THE SPORTSMEN STOP 
WHILE IN BANGOR >l' at 
WINDSOR HOTEL 
Frank W. Durgin, Propr. 
140 rooms. Private baths. Everything for the 
Sportsman's comfort and enjoyment. 
Leave your extra luggage here; it's safe with us. 
SPQUTSMEN'S RELIABLE: Gr1nRs FLRNISHBD. SPORTSMEN Ol'TFITTED FOR THE \Voovs. 
INfoRM.A TIQN Be,t of everything at the lowest possible prices. lnfonnation as to the best 
hunting and fishing localities, also best hotels and camps, or any other informa-
R U:DEA U tion desired. Drop me a card, It is free. 
SHELDON S. DAVIS, Moosehead Lake, Greenville Junction, Me. 
'r(I THE MONSON RAILROAD 'r(I 
{ '.liAIWOW GAl"(iJ.:.) 
From Monson Junction, on the Hangor and Aroostook R. R., to the to\\'Jl of Monson. Infonnation given 
regarding desirable cottages to let on Lake Hehron. 
(il ' IDE 
\\', L. ESTAlllHIOK, Superintendent, .'1onson, .\le . 
FOH .\IOOSE, llEEH ,\'.\ill l'ISHl'.\i(i PAllTIES. Guiding in any ~art of North· 
ern Maine. Highest References. Address \\" Henry .\lcLcod .'11l f ord, .\l e. 
,lfe11t1011 JJ. & A. &uid<' in U'rit111.1.; Ad1•crf1JtN 
1-l:! IIOTELS-CA.~IPS. 
THE LUNKSOOS HOUSE, 
AN IDEAL CAMP, 
On the East Branch , at the Fer ry. 
Nearest large camp to Kat::ihdin. Near the 
beautiful \Vissataquoik and fine trout ponds. 
Perfect canoeing. JJecr and moose huntin~. 
String of camp! on \\-'issata~uoik trail; only 
camps around north spur of Katah<lin. Desir-
able family resort. Only eight miles from R. R. 
at Patten by buckboard. Private camps if desired • 
. • • . D AILY MAIL ..•• 
Trains met. Guides, teams, and saddle horses 
furnished. 
Do~s Tt [OOk €omfortabl~? 
IF 1 R Pcr PRtion, ( '0111fort , YOU ( onvenif"n<'P. 
flood A<·<·~nn1nodntlonA, 
WANT G o o d Hoa.rd, l 10'W Jtat es, 
Then write for particulars about 
The Crow's Nest. 
con tne snore of Moosenead Lake. J 
Saddle Trail to Katahdin. 
EASY AN D D ELI GHTFUL, 
ON BAN KS Of' R API D WATER." 
Only bridle-path ever laid into Katahdin Ilasin. 
Starts from Lunksoos House: follows Wissata· 
quoik Valley; pa!'>ses round head of Katahdin Lake: 
curves with south en<l of Turner: crosses Sandy 
Stream; an.cl, turning around the head of Sandy 
Pond, climbs up Roaring Brook into S:.uth Basin. 
Comfortable camp in Basin. Saddle horses, etc., 
furnished on application. 
Send for illustrated circular. 
L. B. ROGERS & SON, 
PATTEN. MAINE. 
It's just what you arc looking for. There are also separate camps for small parties, and launch for use of guests. 
BIGNEY & ROWE, Proprietors, GREENVILLE, ME. 
Steamer SPRITE meet& all t rains when notified. 
Get off at Grindstone! Right at the Station is 
QRINDSTONE HOUSE 
H.T. HOLMES, PROP. 
Splendid Trout and Pickerel Fishingf 
Gre"t (;;une kcgion, 111.rny big 'loose as 
well as Heer being shot here yearly. 
llcmh1uurtcrN for 
EuNt B ru nch l'urt lcN. 
Arrangement" made in advance of arrival 
for Canoe Parties. 
GUIDES, SUPPLIES AND CANOES FURNISHED. 
,lfolfi,m R. ,(' A. Cui de in Tf'rilnt\ • I d;·,·rltur.r. 
CAMPS • 143 
. 
Happyisthespo~~s:u~~:i~·'?at INDIAN POND CAMPS 
(four miles from Moosehead station on Canadian Pacific Ry., 10 miles from Greenvi1le on B. & A. 
Good woods-roads into camps). Every wanted comfort is here; good soft beds: splendid table 
fare, including vegetables fresh from our own farm; and" plenty of room to live in.'' Woods and 
waters afford abundant sport; guides and canoes furnished. Parties met at ~loosehead station. 
Send for our pamphlet 
of interesting facts 
M. J. MARR, Prop. 
P 0. Moosehead, Maine 
Ten camps at Indian pond, two at 
Indian stream (three miles), one 
at Chase stream (five miles). 
Brownville Village ~t:~~~uili~efi~~~~ 
Salmon and Trout waters in 1\laine, with fine drives to 
all,-Sebcc Lake, five miles: Ebeemc Pond, nine miles: 
Scoodic Lake, five miles; Roaring Rrook, five miles; 
Middle Branch of Pleasant River, seven miles; Torry 
Brook,one and a half miles; and Alder Brook, two and 
a half miles. Guides furnished at reasonable rates, 
Brownville in Summer ~;~ea~:r~~~ 
tive towns on the B. & A. Railroad, and is well 
equipped to entertain summer visitors. 
TH[ HOTEL HERRICK ::..~nho~11s t~~ 
its size in Maine. ~cw, with fine rooms well furnished; 
first-class table, with pure spring water; electric bells and lights: telephone in the house; steam heat and fire-
places to take the chill off on occasion; an excellent place to which to bring ladies and children. Fmc livery 
connected. , lllany drives to first-class fishing waters. C [ Herrick Prop Brown v iii~ , 
Golf Lmks mconncctton with house. Write for terms. • • ' • t Maine. 
Big 
$ Finest of Early 
Spring Fishing is to 
be had here. Season 
May JS to July J.-" 
Trout Galore! " 
Some of .'1 ninc'sbcst I Jackman's Hotel, The An ideal place to spend 
Fish Po n Js are in this ll E~HEHSO~, caters summer vacations. ll ay 
locality. One and one- especially to the sports-1 
half to five-pound trout J man's comfort. A good Fc\'cr is l" n kno\\ 11 • 
are the catch. Livery connected. Everyone gains strength. 
<:a noes and (JuiJc!'t furnished. TRHMs-~2 perday: $.10 per week. Guide and canoe, "2.50 per day. 
• • ADIHtl!! s • • 
llcuJJ J>onJ Cum rs 
connected with the House. HENDERSON HOUSE PllUI ll t:!\' llEltSO!\', l'rop'r, JACKMAN, MAINE 
,lk11tio11 R. ,1· A. Cuid,· in lf'nt1n~ .ld7't'rfisers. 
J,EY, Xollescmic Lake, 'Howa<lnehu11k Lak(•, l>ch,.coneag Lake. 
We "Ill Supply 
11:ulde" und Ar· 
r11n11:e for llunt· 
ln11: or Flshln11: 
Trips "hen He· 
quesh:d. 
t>urtle" Supplied 




Millinocket, - Maine. 
GA.~l E - .'loose, 
Heer, Bcur, Pnr· 
trld11:eN, Wood· 
ii:ock, Duck~, Fox .. 
e!< und Huhhlts. 
FISll Trout, Sul· 
1non, Tol(tu:, Pick· 
crcl nnd Pcr~h. 
HOTELS - CAMPS, ETC 145 
Come to Hunt, to Fish, to Rest! 






ll ouse newly huilt and capahle of accommodating 100 guests. Fitted with all 
modern improvements including hot air and hot water heating sy•tem~, open 
plumhing, etc. 8ituate1l at the far-fame1l Grnnd Falls of the 8t. John, the might-
if:'.;t, most magniticf:'ut cataract of the f:'ast, 12 miles from \'an Buren, 10 miles 
from Lime~tone on B. & A. H. H.; plt:'a~ant drive from either town, over good 
roa1ls. First-class fishing clMe hy. Forf:'sts ahound in def:'r, moose and caribou. 
Competent guides always at hand. For terms, etc., address 
C. IL Ct:RLESS, Proprietor, GRAND }'ALLS, N. B. 
THE SPORTSMENtS NEWLY OPENED EL DORADO 
is in the richly-woodPd divide between th!' waters of the Hestigouehe, Tobique, 
Salmon and <•rand river•. This is AnJPriea',; greatP~t mooRe couutr_v. Otters, 
hPavers and hears ah'O plentiful. Splendid partridge "hooting. Trout streams 
hountifully stocked. 
PRICE BROS.' HUNTING CAMPS 
art:' in the mid~t of all this, 15 to 20 mile~ from Grand Fall", rf:'ached over good 
t1·am ro:ul,. En~ry colllfort for ladie~. For further particular=- and terms address 
GEORGE PRICE, GRAND FALLS, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA. 
Beautiful Drives in and about Grand Fallst N. B. 
Get your team at P ,\ H E:\'T'S LI YER Y STABLE, near Curles~ Hotel. 
\\'e are always rf:'a<ly to tai-1' f-]HJrt"men to aJHl from th!' fo•hiug arnl hunt-
iug loealitiPR. J>a r tiPs wi,.;hing to vi•it Gra111l Falls frorn \'an Buren or 
Li111P,..to11e will he 1111·t at station upon notification. Speeial attf:'ntion 
gi\·1•n •port,..ru•·n arnl touri~t~. First..cla~s tealll8; prompt ~erviee. Ar-
raugl' 1latP~ ahea<l "itlt 
F. D. PARENT, Propr., GRAND FALLS, N. B. 
llc11ti1•11 H. ,{·A. uuidc in IVrili11.i; Advcrli urs. 
146 C\.'\'IPS. 
I Situated In a picturesque spot near the junction of the Canadian Pacific and Bangor & Aroostook 
~ Railroads, at the gateway of the famed Mooschcad fishing and hunting region, nmr commanding a JI, 
fine view 6f the lake. Every modern convenience. Thousands of sportsmen and tourists make 
,;A this their stopping place en route to and from all parts of the great Moosehead Lake fish and game .)A 
section. Gmdes will be engaged for sportsmen so desiring . 
.)A Superb Lake l<'lshln~ In Moo•ehmul.-Canoes start from house wharf. ~ 
An easy and beautiful drive to the celebrated \Vilson and Rum Mountain Ponds. Stocked yearly j" 
~ from governmental hatcheries. .:A 
Malnf'.1'8 GreateRt ~"a1nlly UeMort.-Steamcrs leave every morning, noon, and evening \ 
.)A for Mt. Kineo, Northeast and Northwest Carries. .;A 
~ For rooms, terms, or 
other information, address 
KATAHDIN LAKE CAMPS 
arP in a country that is 
FAMOUS FOR 
BIG MOOSE! 
Evnyh0<ly get~ game Ju•n'. 
J:p,;ult8 guarnnteP<l. 
(;,1me in thi, picture wa, hot hy 
1'.IR. I.. F. :\IAJ<TJN, of 'Winchendon, Mass.. 
John Cushman, 
SHER.MAN, 
Propr. and Guide, 
MAINE. 
Famous Sourdnahunk. 
The only camp on thi• lake is CAMP PH<ENIX. 
It is a first .. dass sporting camp, where comfort as 
well as sport is always to be had. Reached by 
buckboard from Patten or by canoe and steamer 
from Norcross. The rare huntin~ and phenome-
nal fishing in this region make this the gilt-edged 
resort of the Maine wilderness for sportsmen. 
Write for terms and dates to Patten, Mc., May to 
November, and Passadumkeag, Me., December to 
May. 
W. A. McLAIN, Proprietor. 
11/m/1011 JI.,(· A. (,'uide in lVritin,f{ Advatisers. 
CAMPS. li7 
Camps on the map are lndtcated by crosses, are t w elve ln number, located as follows: -
1 Home <'ampA, ~tlllnO<'ket Lake . G. J ... og Camp, JJrown Brook Lake. 9. J ... oat ('amp, Atkins Ponrt. 
2. Lance <'a.111pHat 'tu11A111ucun Lake. 6. V1.c Ca.mv, Chandler Brook. to Log ('amp, Chase Brook. 
3. Log CarnJ>H, ~TllhuawaMsett Lake. 7. Log Camp, ('ha11dler J ... ake. 11. Log ('a.mJl, ~almon P'M•l. 
4. Log Camp, IHland Pond. 8. Log Camp, H.e~d Pond 12. LoK" Camp, Beaver Pond. 
ATKINS' CAMPS, REACHED FROM MASARDIS AND OXBOW . 
I ... Pave nrn~ton tn PVPnlng, arrive at J'tf aM.rdlR nPxt noon, and at first of <'amps 
that evenhuc. HIHtance from railroad i.'i miles, made by team and canoe. 
at i~t!l~~~~~"~~~v:8 c~~11f~:1l~~~:tJ>~~.ds,1~'~'~=t~i~":,~ 01t t~~l~~~~~~ ~~i':c~1 r;.~1~f"~ ,~uH~;\~:nR<?a~!i~~ 
made of t11•••l1•d low-M: opf'u tirevla1·PM, AJJrlng lw·ds, A I ta.hie. A IHo tine Ket of home catnfiH at Ml;lnsunti{un ~~~~Pr~ f.1~~~t1'?:i1 ~~!0~::111~: <;!'1Y~~~c~:~~r~;~~~~· 11~f~~;~sn~.r~1 1~·:ltec:'~u~~~~~~ 'fi~~t~~e 1~ r~l~l:::.K a~i~~ 
huntlruc unt.•u•ellt~d. Heer ,L>lenty. \Vrite for circular and map. 
WILLIAM ATKINS, P.O. Address, Oxbow, Me. 
,Jfention B . &> A . Guide w Writing Advertisers. 
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I N 'J.' Hg F .\MO l ' ~ 
.l\] OL N T J\ .\TATll>I ".\' 
.M OOhE H.IU :J O '\', 
HuNT'S! 
String of N LmpA at full.trouted Sourdna.hunk stream a.net npa.r.lly pond1:1. JtoatR and en.noes on ponds ; 
team on (•arrle~ from river to Sonrtln;ihunk pondH. Oulde~ a.tut ca.not>H furnhd1t'1l. ~ew trall Oll~ued to 
Mount Ka ta hdln. WE ARK ltASll.l" Rfo: \fln:u from ~orcross by steam er to AmbaJejus .Falls , thence by 
canoe, one day's trip. "rrite early for dat es. 
I. 0 . HUNT, P roprietor and Guide, Norcross, Me . 
GAME AT ECHO ISJ,AND CAMP. 
l luRT J.vosTON, jOH'.'J \ VmTCOMB, 
Tous EARi.HY, Aun·.;RT NtCKKRSON, 
"J'uo:\11\S McKesllE, ferns ~fvl.l.AV, 
(', ~. Sm•:un, r·f<l\~K M. \VHF:RIEN. 
THE No. I HOUSE, 
JAS. c . . \llLL.\IOln:, Pro('I. 
Aroostook Co., BENEDICTA, ME. 
This houc;e is situat ·d in the he11rt of the 
)bine woods, in a (.•ction «.:ailed ;\°o. 1, six 
miles from neighbor~. thirteen mile:< from Sher-
m.in stottion, tourteen niile5 from Matl.t\\oatn· 
k e.1g. ( >ne hundred 1 >cer and a numht'r of 
~foo~e shot thi~ I.1st season \\oithin two miles of 
the house. Forty rods of it i!\ the famous Mo-
Junkus Brook, abounding in trout: three miles 
di .t..mt is :\lolunkus J.ake,where fi .h of all kinds 
are plentiful. Terms, $1 . :.! .~ ('lcr dny. 
(.iuiJcs, $:J.OO. ( iood beds, eX(.«·Jlt"nt ta hie. 
Jf you will notify me, will meet you at either 
sta ion. 
• [cho Island Camp 
SALMON STREAM LAKE. 
A summer home in a chou r.1ing country. Great hunting 
in virgin fore~t. (;ood duck-!-.hooting. Situated cast of 
Grind:;tune, and reached from Sherman station. Parties 
met . Separate camps for l;1Jies and for families. We :-;el ;1. 
fi ne table. P rivate tce-hou~e. R ates reasonable, and ttpc~ 
c fr1 l ior seas m or parties. 
C amp on beautiful lake, w ith good bathing, fishing, and 
canoelng. R eliable. guides . . T h1s is where you find the 
llol ainc woods un~poile<l. Write for dates, etc. 
HENRY GANTNIER, 
P. 0. Addre••, IIE~EDI(;TA, JIU; . 
R tr&Rlt!fCE by perml11ion of tr. 11. llA-'lIT.TO\", .'121 ' Vn1h tn L!ton Rt. , Bo11ton, who H Y': 11 T hl1 11 the 'hl f"al •pot' for 
• rmr!"m"n or rl'91t, oud dter & 1t ay of three month 1 my wife an1l I lUI' 1orry to depart from such • K'en ial ho.t uud hogteu 
'" \1 r . and ~flu :\tillmort:." 
.l/a1l1tm /;,"' A . (,"u,de m JVntmg A dvertuers. 
CA,l\1PS - SUPPLIES. 149 
Happy is the sportsman who spends his vacation 
AT CAMP MOOSEHORNS 
(At Northwest pond, 1;2 mile from B. & A. R.R.; reached from Schoodic station.) 
Here he finds an abundance of deer, moose and small game, unsurpassed fishing all the year round (famous 
trouting at Cedar Lake where branch camps are lor..ated) and new. clean, comfortably furnished camps. Best 
of table service. Good, really restful beds. Ideal place for family outing. Rate $1.0:J a day. For full in-
formation, address 
II AS KELL & BROWN, ( lkgish:rcd Guides) SCHOO DIC, .\1 E. 
llESIPES ASHTON POP YALYES 
Wll .'1AKE 
Locomotive Steam Gages 
Duplex Air Gages 
<iage Testers 
Blow-off Yalves 
Chime Steam \\Thistles 
ALL OF A SL'PERIOR QUALITY 
Catalogue on Application 
The Ashton Valve Cotnpany, 271 I' runklin street, Boston, :'\lass_ 
I IRON CITY Tf)OL WORKS, 
( Limited. ) 
PITTSBL'HGll, PA . 
. '1unufucturcrs Star Braild n. n. THACK, .\IINING 
of the - • • · · • · · & QL'Al{RYING TOOLS 
TRY STAI{ JmA~D SllOYELS AND SCOOPS. BEST JL\D~ 
.lfn1ticn R. ti· A. (;uide in 1Vntn~,, Ad7•crtisers. 
mo CAMPS. 
Tl only "]>Orting camps on the FL.h River lakes, extending over GO miles, are 
CUMMINGS' CAMPS at Square Lake, Aroostook Co., Me. 
\lo Inc's I.urii;c~t ...,quurc-tuilcc.l Trout nnc.l l.unc.llockcc.l '-;11!111011 \re Herc ! .\I"' ~n-
equ.tlled moose ht - ,u1 rum h references .t l•_J 1t qu.alu; IJ l>4 ·tt-r home Ill .di the :\Lunt 
"¥.oods for those t 11 , r and rcne\\ed hc.llth • ._\ n 111 ·.tl Lunily n 01t. !'-ip· ti.ti :inc•lllmod.ttions f1•r 
: die • YegeL1hlc frorn our o\nL j:.1nle-11; milk lrom our own C11\\' • I 111cc()(1k1ng ,, fc 1tu1c. lh.tcing air; 
m licin:t.l 5pnng1' d1Jsc hy. Splcurlicl vi :w. J > uly rn.1il ervi< t·. c;uiclt , r mot:~ .rncl l>tnts fumi heel. 
Cu ts met at Jemtbml on B. & ,.\. }{. R. and c.onvryed to ctrnp, t:\ miles over turnpike ro 1cl to l' ·mch· 
to-k t Inn (re ntly ~lU lt Jor use of porting parti a11<l .1 ehclt r in l>atl \u ltlll'r fortr.t\•el~sH:.Squarc 
I..akcc.amp),thcnc bmiJ shy~.itcr. J'.1rt1c mtyal ,corn orgc>frorn l ~1glel ... 1kc,onlt l1l n·crex· 
ttn ion H. \ J.:.. R .• lli mi1 hy anoe or bo1t trom c:unp!I. J. 1vc It ton .1t 1111::ht;arrlvc, t ]t'mtl.uul 
t e f 1ln\\ing noon. Kound trip far I' 'J t 111· 1 u~ 1 UJ. J:-i; h> J "1gle J .. tkc:, .,21.:!IJ. J or mp r.1lt , 
ct<:.,, • 
D. L. , ' ~L\11 1 GS & ,0., 110\. ·.mo. 11011,10 .... '" :. 
or (1ucrcttc P.O., \roo~took ( o., '1c., uftcr 'h•) J ,t. 

























" THE FINEST SPORTING C: .\:'llP In 1'1alne, located on the shore of a lake 9 
fed hy sprini:s, 11 miles Joni:, und s tocked" ith Bass, Trout and Pickerel." !(t 
:- S.,;hoodic is in the heart of the woods and yet only 2 hours from Bangor. The Schoodic Sta- ' 
tion of the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. is 2 minutes walk from the camp. Mail and newspapers re- !(C 
ctived daily. Telegraph service day and night. t 
~ · Lakeside Ca m p, which has just been completed, is the largest as we11 as the finest of Maine's ~rC 
• Sporting Camps. I n addition to the spacious hall with its huge fireplace and a dining room as long . 
;Ji as the building, there are 1~ sleeping rooms. 
~ t ;ii N. W. McNAUGHTON, Proprie tor , SCHOODIC, MAI NE. j 
'--;:====================:::::;-~~~~~~~~.t 
:j ' Oxbow Hotet t 
SPORTSMEN from BOSTON. NEW 
YORK. PHILADELPHIA 
and 5everal other citie!'i-our patron!'i -
will tell you our camps are "all right" 
and the fishing and hunting: here is the 
hest in the state. Ask them vour• 
Nclf: we'll furnish reference address-
es on request. 
IL' CA ~I PS at Spide-r. JI! usquocook, 
• C hurchill and l.011,l.!' Lakes, ~I uwmn­
~ gan !'tream, Peaked ::'\It., and Sewell 
~ J>eadwater. Reached via ~looschead 
~ lake, or Masardis and Oxbow. 
~ ~R~ ... ~ ~rn~Y. ~xbow, Ma~ne. ;ill~ .... , ..... ... ~~ .... '7. ~ ... ~---.... ... 
OXBOW, MAINE. 
One of the finest places in the sta te 
for 
HUNTING and FISHING 
Buckboards to and from all tra ins 
on short notice. 
C. C. LIBBY, - Proprietor, 
- Maine. 
• 1fu1t1cm IJ. ,(· ..!. Cui,fe in Tf'ritin.f{ Adt·ertis«rs. 
' t
·' t J 
t 
' j( 
' it J 
~-
CAJIPS. 
!Ur It 's at " our" Hainhow lake that trout ri s e freely 10 the fly nil sumrm.: r Joni: . 
TII E V ACATIONEH 
who would enjoy togue and trout fishing at its 
best, hig game in alnmd.rncc, the most heauti· 
fol of :\-Taine's forest s<:enery, and life in a 




(In the shadow of Mt. Katahdin.) 
Commodious "home" camps have sightly location on First ])ehsconeag lake. Modern equipment in every 
department; staple foods from Rangor markets, with hest the woods and waters afford. "Club" and indi\'icl-
ual sleeping lodges; several outlying camps at nearby lakes. Although a private cluh property, J>ehsconeag 
Camps are open to all comers, and offer much more in the way of comforts and "good time" than does the 
average woods home. Rates $2.00 per day. Large illustrated booklet sent free. 
DEBSCO~EAG FISH AND GA.ME CLUB, 
C. C. GAHLAND, ~lgr. D.:bscom:ag, Piscataquis Co., l\k. 
"Eureka!" 
"I've found it!"-A typical :Maine woods 
c.1mp. l:l miles from ~ orcros!'i, on carry be-
tween Ambajejus and .i\lillinocket lakes. 
(;ood fishing all the year round. 20 min· 
utt!'S paddle from famous (;rant brook where 
nwost!' and deer are wonderfully plenty. 
Small cottages arranged tor family u~e. 
1\1,\gnificent view from nt.icktop \lt. close hy. 




Best hunting and fi."hing in the f.1mou ~ 
Oxbow region. ( ·.unp" open all of the 
sea.-.011. Sporbmcn met at all tr.1i11· . 
Crn1p" c,,mfortahle, cosy and well h1r-
nishc<l. For term, write to 
CURRIER & ADAMS, 
OXBOW, MAINE. 
,Vo1tion B. ,t· A. Cuidt i11 writi11.i; Ad1·al1sa.r. 
CAMPS- S"C"PPLIES - HOTELS. l .J3 
.rt 
DEBSCONEAG CAMP 
JOE FRANCIS, Proprietor 
At DebaconenJ? J)f"1ul ' ' "atf'r on west branch of t he J•t>nohs{"ot 1th.fer, the most desirable 
sporting locality in Nonhcrn Maine. Jluuting n1ul l·~ t1d1t11g l nex(_•t>IJed. 
This camp is located within a few miles of "the celebrated Mt. Katahdin, a mass of granite a mile 
high." Camps for private parties, also facilities fo r•tcnting. Capable guides with outfits furnished. Terms 
reasonable. 
These camps are reached by the Rangor & Aroostook R. R. t o Norcross, and a delight ful sail across 
North Twin, P cmadumcook and Umbajejus Lakes. 
P. O. Add ress, NORCROSS., MAINE. 
Norcross Supply Store. 
PORT SMEN going into the great game country from Norcross, would save freight 
and unnecessary delay by buying their provisions here. 
A Full Line of Camp Supplies, Gun.~, anrl 
Pishiny :J'ackle, Cooklllfl Ontftts, Bed<li11fj, 
.;.lioccasins, etc., always on ltan<l 
Steamers leave daily from wharf near Store for all points on the Lower Lakes. 
Guides, Canoes, and Outfits furnished on short notice. 
NORCROSS, ME. F. A. FO 11'LER, Pror>1'. 
Buy a Ticket to Norcross 
We'll &cc that you have the good time of your life. 
famous West Branch Region. Jo Mary, Nahmakanta 
and Rainbow Lakes reached from here. 
TWIN LAKE HOUSE 
-our hotel- overlooks South Twin lake. Fine view 
of Katahdin. Traina stop at house. ~plcndid accom-
modations for ladies. Rooms newly furnished. Daily 
mails. Telephone connection. Just the place for fam-
ily summ"r outin~s. Several outlying camps. Guides 
and campirig outfits furnished. Meamcr runs in con-
nection with the houbc . ~end for circulars. 
P. S. WILLEY, Regi11ered Guide, Norcross , Me. 
3/mtion B. &>A. &uide in Writing Advertisers. 




This camp is in the heart of the best 
.Moose and Heer country. It is off the 
usual Jine of travel, with few hunters about 
to shoot carelessly. St:parate camps for 
acc:ommodation of ladies or families. Good 
spring hcds, first-class professional cook, 
meals at hours to suit guests. No loafers 
are allowed to hang around this camp. The 
hest of guides. Easy to reach. Fine fish-
ing in season. 
For further particulars, address 
LEWIS KETCHUM, Norcross, Me. 
1 have been at Camp Ketchum twice. Last year I hunted l1-'2 days and shot two deer and a moose. This. 
year my 10 year old son shot two deer and a huge hull moose. A friend with me on his first trip secured two 
deer and a moose. I never saw game so plenty. I could have shot 20 deer. Camp Ketchum is as represented. 
E . C. A . BECKER, Prop'r., 
Becker's Business College, 
Worcester, Mass. 
Norcross Transportation Co.'s 
STEAMERS 
GYPSY ANNA BELL JSMA AND FRANCES 
will connect w ith Bangor & Aroostook trains for South Twin, ,Jo :\lary, 
Xahmaka11ta Stn•am, l'oru~ fslau<l, :\lillinocket ('arry, Ambajejus Fulls. 
For further information, u<l<lress 
Norcross Transportation Co., I· . A. Fowh:r, Treas. & Gcn'I :u~r. 
JU:C>C>SJI!:, :J:>EE::Elt., SE.A. S.A..L•nll:C>N, 'I'~C>"U''I', 
are only part of what you find in the rich game 
preser\'e about 
MATTAGAMON HousE, 
at IIU:-:T FARM, East Branch of the Penobscot. 
Hou'e i!'I charmingly located, roomy and :well t.ur-
nbhecl: h.u be~t of nat11r,1l advantage~, mcluchng 
ice-n1ld spring water. Se\len . miles from ~~.clville 
by hu«khoard: '1ount Katahchn close by. W ii add 
new camp!l in 1H03. Adclre5S 
J\1 • .'\1. TIL\CY, Hunt Farm, 
P.O., ~T.\C\ \I I.I.I·:, \I\ I' I·:, 
l.Y-Open all the yeu. 
HOTELS - CAMPS, ETC. 151> 
New Ashland Housef' 
D. O. ORCUTT, Prop., 
ASHLAND, ME. 
Built in 1002, on site of the well known Ash-
land House destroyed by fire in 1901. A new 
house, with all modem conveniences, suites of 
rooms with private baths. He<ldquarters for 
tra \'~Jing n1cn und ~port~rncn, being the 
stoppmg pl11.ce for all parties gomg to the hunt-
ing and fishing grounds of the Big Machias and 
Fish river waters. 
Jn connection with the New Ashlan<l House, 
OAK POINT CAMPS, 
at PORTAGE LAKE, 
10 miles from Ashla~d on line of Fish River Ex-
tension of the H. & A. R.R., are open for guests 
in the season. Octk Point Camps are situated on an 
elevated point of land overlooking the water, three 
miles across the Jake from the station, reached by 
steamer connecting with all trains. Oak Point 
Camps afford the best accommodations. Spring 
beds, open tires, a table supplied with vegetables 
from the garden and fresh butter and milk from 
cows at the camps. Pure spring water. Fine ca-
noeing, boating and trout fishing. Fly fishing is 
unexcelled by any lakes in the state. No better 
hunting is found anywhere. Canoes and boats fur-
nished on application. Ideal place for summer 
boarders. ~or terms address 
Oak Point Camps. C. J. ORCUTT, Manager, Ashland, Maine. 
liNRIVALLEO hunting and fishing at our string 
of 16 cam vs In Machias lake region, at Fish 
River, Mooseleuk, and J\1usquocook waters 
You CAN GET A Moos£ 
Without Fail! 
('ampR made of pePled logR; have Rpring beds. 
J+'lnPHt of medietnal Hprlng water. Every com-
fort for eport1:m1en. and families. l<"'or rates, etc., 
write 
PETERSON & M'KA Y, 
Ashland, Me. 
~~~IN ASHLAND 
LOOK TO 'W. 'W. LOANE, 
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. 
For Fishing Ta~kle and Sportsmen's Supplies. 
We carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of sport~men's needfuls to he found in 
'1aine. ~o hi~h prices. Information cheerfully given as to guides, etc. Ashland is the center 
of Maine's finest hunting and fi .. hing territory. 
I.ONG HISTA~CE ---------------' 
TEl.IWl!ON E • 
• lla1tiu11 B . .:i1' A. G111de in l¥ril11~i; Ach•ertzsers. 
I .5o HOTELS- CAMPS. 
Mansur's Sporting Camps 
Are on the Ashla ml Urau('h of i he Uaug-or aml Aroostook 
Uailroafl, 011('-halt' milt• from St. Croix Station, 
Aroostook Co., )lai11t'. 
Nine private camps besides main camp. These camps are close beside II owe and Beaver Brooks 
witl1 their many meadows and bogs, and it is one ot the very best localities in t he State for Moose in 
particular and all big game. Deer and small game in abundance. Excellent trout lhhing, Clean 
health y camping, shaded by evergreens. P ure, cool, soft spring water at the door. 




STE.\ .ll HEAT. 
Livery In Connection. 
E. c. HAMILTON, Prop. 
HOULTON, ME. 
JIJ1Gll'l'Y .J.> RR l'EB:L' 
of the writing machines used by the officials and agents of 
the B. & A. R.R. Co. are SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITERS. 
11"1£1'? Because the SMITH PREMIER is the best 
machine for a ll-around work, and g ives a dollar of service 
for every dollar of cost. 
Bangor Office: 13 State St., 
LESLIE E. JONES, Salesman. 
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., 183 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
, )/;11t1vn lJ. &>A. (,UJdc m JVntmg Advtrtu.·rs. 
HOTELS - SUPPLIES, ETC. 157 
Only six hours' ride f.1.. •• Bangor, via Bangor 
& Aroostook R. R. to the 
PRESQUE ISLE HOUSE, 
PRESQUE ISLE, ME. 
CHAS. C. PERRY, Proprietor. 
New House. New Furnishings. All mod. 
ern I mprovements. First Class in Every Re. 
spcct. Livery in Connection. More Moose 
Killed in the Squa Pan region than any other 
spot in Aroostook County for qear 1902. 
This house is headquaners for all sportsmen, 
being situated in the heart of the game and 
fishing district and only l:Z. miles distant from 
the famous Squa Pan Lake. Guides and Roats 
furnished on application and all Inquiries 
cheerfully answered. 
SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHING 








D. A. STEVENS, PRESQUE ISLE, M E. 
ARTHUR C. PERRY, INSURANCE PRESQUE ISLE, - MAINE. 
rr. H. PHAIR, :uA~L'FACTl'UJ·:R OF-====::: Potato Starch and Lumber PRESQUE ISLE, - ME. 
E. W. FERNALD, PRESQUE ISLE. ME. 
~'-"'-" Dealer in "'5"'5"'5 
Pressed Hay & Straw, Carriages, Harness, Etc., Etc. 
Spo RTSM EN I \Ve carry the largest and best line of Guns, RiAes, Ammunition, Fishing 
• Tackle, ctnd Camping Outfits to be found in this section. Do not fail to 
call on us when in Ashland. or write us for information in regard to Hunting, Fishing, Guides, and Camps. 
G :EO. S. ORCUTT, 
Aroostook C o u nty. .Ashla.r>.d, 1"'.lc airie. 
There's a "Home Flavor" in Our Supplies 
-H~t1 hct ~rand.Canned Goo.Ji, Franci1 H. T.ci~ctt', Rottlcd Olives, Armour & Libbey's Canned ~eats, 
Austin & '\ oung I Crackers, etc., etc. Up-to-Jatc BAkcry conncctcJ with More. 
N ewspapers 
P eriod lea ls G. H. MOORES, Ashland, Me. ~t'~~rn~a 
Ali.·11:io11 /;. & A. Gwd.: i•t 11·,.,1111,i; Ad;erf/scn. 
158 SUPPLIES - CAMPS, ETC. 




E VR RYTITING 11•~d In camp and by 
sportHm<•n nncl fiHh<.•rmen curri<·d in 
~tock. LurJi('eHt General Htore in thiH part of 
M 11i11c. GnideH and TearnR Rllpplied . 'V'alt 
until yon get to Patten before huyinl{ your 
supplieH for u~e in tho bet~t moo1-10 country 
Jn Maine. 
JIAl~KEU lll' :'ITI NG SHOES. 
WlNC UJ::STJ::R AMM UNlTlON. 
Quin ~J1 Coorer & Rowe, 
Successors to GEO. T. MERRILL. 
PATTEN, ME. 
Headquarters for Sportsmen's Supplies. 
Everything carried in Stock that is needed 
for camp outfit. Also a full line of Fi•hing 
Tackle, Guns and Ammunition, Clothing and 






Barker Hunting Shoe 
Fisherman 
Woodsman LEADS FOR STILL HUNTING 
AND FOR SERVICE. 
If your dealer does not carry the shoe, send me 
four dollars and I will send a pair to you hy ex· 
press, prepaid. 
WM. E. BARKER, 
207 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
make a business of supplying teams and 
hauling parties in this section. No charge for 
securing you a guide. 
HERBERT BROWN, Patten, Me. 
GU I D E )~or .\1oosc, H eer u n J J.'fsh fn J( P u rtlcs. Cuiding in any JMrt of Northern l\l.1ine. ll1ghestreferences. Address STE\° IE (ilL ES, Puttc n , i'I E. 
I fumi .he~ ju!'lt the rcqui~ites to tho~e who desire a pleas.int, CAM P FA I RV I E W re~pettahle outing. The lo(;ation is hi,i.th and hc.1lthy. The M"l'nrry is just the lovelie$t interminglm~ of lake, forc5t 
and mountain imaginable. Best Trout Fishing. Plenty 
._ _________________ Partridge~ and duck~. Home of the Moose and l>eer. 
Good comfortable hcd:ii.. \\'holesome, well..c.:ooked food. Alake your d.1tes ea riv if vou want to come. 
Write for term~ and references to C. A. 'WREN, Patten., Me. 
1Jlmlio11 JI. & A. Guide i11 IVriting Advertisers. 
TAXIDEIDlY -SUPPLIES, J.:T C. l5fJ 





We make a specialty of 
mounting MOOSE and 
DEER. entire. 
Correct mounting of Moose, 
Deer and Caribou heads, also 
of birds and fish, guaranteed. 
We always have on hand a 
choice lot of Game Heads for 
sale. All work strictly moth-





E. F. DANIELS, SPORTING GOODS ASHLAND, ME. 
WE CARRY EVERYTHING THAT YOU WILL NEED TO WEAR ON A HUNTING O R 
FISHING EXCURSION. CANVAS H UNTING CoATs, FLANNEL SHIRTS, MACINALL FROC KS, 
H&AVY UNDRHWRAH, Sportsmen's shoes and hats of all kinds. A full line of Men's and Boys' Clothing. 
Greatest care and atten -
tion to Game Heads. WILLIAM COOPER 
TAXIDERMIST 
All work moth proof. 
Send for Shipping Tags. 
formerly with Prof. Ward, R.ochester, N. Y. Gold Medal Awarded, London, England. 
LICENSED BY COMMISSIONERS OF FISH AND GAME. 
Sportsn~cn ~·is~ting to visit Mo.tine, ~uppliccl with all Information as to Guides, Camp~. etc. 
1 nspec·ttcm mv1ted of my work on Buds, .!\.Llmmals and Fish. Thirty-five years' experience. 
C los e to Depot, MILO, MAINE. 
-------
Jlatt1<m JJ. '-" A. u0I1Jde 111 IVriting Adz•ertisers. 
lfiO SlJPPLIES, ETC. 
\ ou ·,J10uld ha\'e 
a copy I t\\ ill tc I 
you what powder 
is hcst adapt eel to 
the different cali-
bres, also the twist 
of all the variomJ 
rifle~. and the pro-
perloads of llli:h 
and I.ow pres!'mre 
l)owders for HI fies, 
•i,.tol" and Shot 
(funs, with much 
other useful informa-
tion. 141; pp. Send 3 
two-l'ent stamp" to 
JJ)JUJ, MJ<'G. CO, 
~~u l~RIN1~ING 
WANT OF ANY Kl ND CALL ON 
33 U St., NKW 11.\\r F.~, CO~S., and mention ~-g 
" Haunts of the Hunted.'' f--:. 
HUHllARD•H 
~po~t$rnan'$ and Tou~i$t'$ ~ap 
NORTHERN MAINE. 
PIHCE, $ 1.00, 
JI you'd like to know where you can get 
some ot the best 
HUNTING AND FISHING 
some of the Finest Scenery and the Purest Air, at 
a moderate rate, write for particulars to 
E. F. DILLINGHAM, BANGOR, ME. M. F. FRENCH, Blanchard, Me. 
THOS. HOEY SUPPLY 
AND MANUF'G CO. 
l>ipc Cutting and J\lachinc Work 
FINE PLUMBING GOODS. 
399 to 405 ATLANTIC A VENUE, BOSTON. 
::-----------------------............................... -----......... _. ,l/~11l1tJ11 ii. Cl' A. <.,uuu w fVntmg Attverluers. 
SPORTS.'\1EN'S St:PPLIES-CUIPS, ETC. 161 
Camp Supplies 
for Sportsmen 
~ Special Attention given to Paddng to avoid darnai;re while being 
~ transported over "'l'o','E HOAI>S ;'' and when goods are to be carried in 
canoes they can be packed in boxes of convenient size for easy handling. 
SEND FOR PRICE=LIST. 
S.S. Pierce Co. 
IMPORTERS AND GROCERS, 
Tremont and Beacon Streets 
Copley Square Boston 
Coolidge•s Corner 
Brookline 
FRED T. HALL & CO.+ Sportsmen's Supplies carefully packed and shipped to all Hunting and Fishing Resorts in Maine. 
Choice Fam Hy Groceries 
No. '7 St:ut:e St:reet:~ Bor:a._g-or, 1'<'.Ie . 
SPORTSMEN'S 
WATERPROOF 
GOODS. : : : : : 
Knapsack~, Tents, Sleeping Bags, JJavt>rsacks, Leggin~, 
Gun Cases, all kinds of Bag~, CANO E SAILS, Wide 
Duck for covering canoes. Canvas Spel'ialtics to Order. 
Largest line made in Xew England. ~em! for catalogue. 
CURRIER ®. HOOK, 
H Exchange St., Ol>P. F.uhungc ~I. Depot, BA:'\GOll, ME. 




S PO RTSMEN'S SUPPLIES. 163 
POWER 
smokeless cartridges, made by U. M. C . Co., ro fit the regular .38-55 Marlin re-
peaters with Smokeless Steel Barrels, give hi~h velocity, flat trajectory and great 
smashing power. They can be reloaded with black powder as rhe !wist of !he rifles 
is adapced to borh velocicies. 
120 pat• catatorae, 300 lllutratlons, covlf In nin1 colors mail"l for J stamps. 
THE MARLI N FIRE A RMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
i!!i"l}')i}i)l}; f>l};)l)i););>.");):); :)i~ ~oo· . Is the name of a Weekly Newspaper 
. . ~. which has become i M A I N E i7i:~:7i~;::::::::;i 
>!1! ••• Authority ~ JWOODS i of All North Maine. I 
~ ~OOffOOffOO(l(!(! :(:(!(!(!<!<!ti :(!00~ 
4'i ft Address PHILLIPS, MAINE, for a copy. 
· .(;-€€;€~(i(iff.(;(!(l(:(:(<(!(!(!(i, One Dollar per year. 
C !NOES.,. We offer a line of Canvas-covered Canoes that includes models for BO ATS f\ all-around canoeing, and for the use of guides and spcrtsmen. Our /-\. 
workmen have had years of experience. All canoes ~re thoroughly 
built from best of material and guaranteed satisfactory. 
OUR GUIDEts CANOE is especially planned for the use of Guides and Sports-men: I t wil1 stand hard. usage and sells at a fair pri~e. 
Vanous grddes. A full lme of models. We also butld 
Ca nvas Covered Boats a nd Yacht Tenders . Our factory is at the home of Indian canoes, where they have 
been built and used for centuries. Free catalogue mailed upon request. 
OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY, 
M i ddle Street, OLD TOWN, MAINE . 
MORRIS CANOES 
The Morris Special Indian Model for Comfort and Safety. 
l>urahilitv and Exc<>llPnce of Fini~h are well-known features in t he 
)lorris ca11oe. We will lw pleal<etl to ~ern l you a eatalogue 
giving net prices and a full description. 
50 State Street. B. N. MORRIS, VEAZIE, ME. 
Jf,·11fit>11 R. ,t· A. (,"uidc 111 lf'riti11g Atfrertis1·rs. 
164 SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES-CAMPS. 
CLOTHES READY TO WEAR, 
(Not% ready, not'!. ready, but ALL ready.) 
HICKEY & FREEMAN'S CLOTHING 
is finished in every detai11 every point of manufacture 
i:io c:;nefully finished. The points that are necessary 
to ,e:ive the gam1ents a natty appearance are there. 
Full line of Sporting GOOd>i constantly on hand. 
COMBINATION CLOTHING CO., 
tp·to·Date ()lotblers, Furnishers and Hatters, 
CA.RIBOU, M.AINE. 









Gate Valves, Valve 
Indicator Posts, 
CAST IRON PIPE, 
CAMP GREENWOOD J ~1';:'.~. ( -~l~~·~~l~;:)~ar~~:.~ ;~::~~~);:; t gue8ts duri11g the season of fao:!. 
~ earest camp or house to this preserve is nine miles. Camps for private parties if desired. Rates modern te. 
l'arm connected. Address F. L. SHAW, Portland, Maine. 
~---_J 
WE HAVE EVfRYTHING fOR THE SPORTSMAN. 
Flies and lluits, ull kind,., c"pcclalh· for 
Aroostook \\ utcr,.; the kinds thai 
catch the big ti ;h. 
FLY RODS AT ANY PRICE. 
The Druo Store of Northern Aroostook 
Send in your prescriptions and have them filled. 
CAIHBOU DHlJG STOHE, 
S. L. WHITE, Prop. CARIBOU, MAINE, 
C. P. HUSSEY, • •. • DEALBI' JS.,,. CARIBOU, ME. 
Tobacco, Cigars. Pipes and Smokers• Articles. 
All of the popular brand• to •elect from. 1111.LL\IHI IL\1.1. in connection. Al•o, be•t three-chair 
H_\ l<BEH SllOI> in the county; first-clas artbt 1 clean towels. When in Caribou give u s a call. 
JA.NIES H. GLENN,. 
Hardware, Stoves and Tinware, Builders' Material, Coal, 
llrkk , Cement, unJ Sportlnl( liooJ,. • CAR'IBOU, ME. 
.l/01/i ·II B. J'.· A. (,uide in /Vril111g Adur/1 •t:rs. 
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES. 165 
OUR AIM has always been to handle JIETTEI{ GOODS and to 
give LO\VJ-:H l>HICES than any other store in 
Northern Maine. These two l·~ncts have won 
~or us \he name we honestly deserve-The J,caJ .. 
mg Grocers. • • . • • • • . . • . • 
PICNIC, CAMPING AND OUTING SUPPLIES. 
At our store you wi11 always find a complete line 
of" (;ood Things'' for your camp or home. 
l ' ruits- Crackers. (pkg. or bulk)-Canned 
Meats-Staple and. l ' ancy Groceries . 
•• •••• nos'T MISS us ...• •• 
SHAW & MITTON, Leading Grocers, 
OJ.J. Fellows' Block, corner ,'fain and. \\' ater Streets, CAHillOt:, MAINE. 
.----- ------
CAIUBOt:'S •· WALDOIUI" 
• ••• IS THE • • •• 
Vaughan House 
t:quipment is l ' irst·class in 
.Every Respect. 
Steam heat; electric bells and lights; best of 
table service. Good Livery connected. Splen .. 
did Hunting and Fishing near at hand; Square 
Lake, destined to be the greatest Mecca for 
Maine Sportsmen, is hut 26 miles away. $2.00 
per day. Coaches meet all trains. 
C. H. MERRILL. Prop .• CARIBOU, ME. 
J. A. CLARK,. 
HEADQl' ARTERS FOR 
DRY AND FANCY GOODS, 
GARMENTS, ETC. 





SHOT GUNS and 
AMMUNITION. 
Agent for -ol' -ol' -ol' >l' 
ORIENT AL POWDER 
,l!t·11tio11 fl.&..,, A. Guidt• in Tr';·iti11.t: Ath.-rtis1·r.:.. 
166 AN IDEAL SUMMER VOYAGE. 
D URING the past year, many tourists have made the trip from Van Huren to and through the lakes, Fish River and the St. John back to Van Huren, some 110 miles in length, and all unite in 
describing it as an ideal trip for individuals or families wishing to enjoy a period of ease and com-
fort, as well as a 1imited amount of exercise in the open air. 
As you have a favoring current from the starting point at the southern end of Long Lake until yoll land 
again at the shore of the St. John at Van Buren, you may do no work, little work or much work, as best suits 
your humor or your leisure. The trip can be made with ease in four days, and can be prolonged with pleas-
ure and profit to ten or twelve days. Although on the water and in the woods a considerable part of the 
time, one is seldom more than a half dozen miles from a human habitation, and can end his journey or 
voyage at any time, and especially since, about midway, he will come in sight of the Fish River railroad. 
built during the past year, the trains of which pass along the margin of Eagle lake, which point our tourist 
will pass on the second or third day of his voyage through the lakes. 
The fishing and hunting is unsurpassed, and we mu:->t not omit to note the fact that one never encounters 
on this trip those virulent enemies and scourges of the summer tourist, the black fly and the mosguito. 
A year has elapsed since we were in Van Huren, and a year is a long time in the history of this thriving, 
rapidly growing and enterprising town. During this period great changes have heen wrought. There are 
still to be seen the large cl1urch and the college, and several mills, but during the past year a large brick 
building has heen erected and is now occupied as a convent school, and the mighty mi1ls of the St. John 
Lumber Co. have been begun, and a two.mile spur-track from the terminus of the H. & A. R. R. has been 
huilt to accommodate the new mills, to say nothing of the many new houses which have been added to this 
rapidly growing village. To the intelligent tourist it will be apparent that this is a coming town; perhaps 
the commg town of a region where all is prosperity and promise. 
Van Buren claims to have a number of as progressive amt enterprising citizens as can he found anywhere, 
anr! to have greater natural advantages than any other place in sight. Nor is the scenery in its vicinity to be 
light!).' passed over. The hest view of the village, the St. John valley, and the surrounding country 1s from 
the hill-top at the lower end of the village, from which one can behold Green river mountain to the northwest 
and Salmon river mountain on the southeast, separated by a distance of fifty miles. On the north bank of the 
St. John opposite Van Buren lies the vil1age of St. Leonards, now developing into a place of considerable 
importance as the prospective terminus of the Restigouche and \Vestern Railway which is in process of con-
strnction from Campbellton on the Haie-de-Chaleur, which puts in from the (;ulf of St. Lawrence. 
After spending the night at the" Van Hurt:n Hotel," a well-kept and comfortable house, one is driven a 
distance of ten miles, one-half of the distance through a magnificent forest of maple, birch and heeth trees, 
to the southern end of Long Lake. This place is reached about ten o'clock, hut as the surroundings are all 
that heart can desire, one seldom tears himself away until he has partaken of his noonday repast. Several 
experienced guides make their home in Van Buren, and having secured one before leaving that place, a~ 
soon as dinner is despatched one is prepared to start on his tour through the lakes. From the point of 
departure at the southerly end of Long Lake, is the best possible view of the lake. Near the northerly end , 
a dozen miles from this point, isa lar~e inhabited island, and a mile or two farther on the main land, and near 
the margin of the lake, is the beautiful church and presbytery of St. Agatha, and numerous substantial and 
even elegant farm-houses are to be seen on the east, north and west shores. Most sportsmen prefer to spend 
a few hours in and upon the waters of Long Lake, having heard that it abounds in trout as large and beautiful 
as even a fisherman's imagination ever created, and in landlocked salmon of remarkable proportions and of a 
flavor which would have delighted Epicurus himself. 
Opposite the centre of Long Lake you turn to the right and enter the second lake known as Mud Lake, 
through which you pass into the thoroughfare leading into Cross Lake, (which thoroughfare is crossed by the 
road leading from Caribou to Fort Kent) and on the margin of which you can camp out at the close of your 
first day's voyage, or should you prefer it you can find comfortable quarters at the small but comfortable 
hotel known as the Ha1f-way house which is located at this point. 
Should the tourist desire a veritable feast, we advise him to take an early start in order that having passed 
from the thoroughfare he may reach Cross Lake in time to behold the" sunrise on the waters." Moving 
slowly or swiftly as one's fancy pleases, you pass in time for the noon-day meal into Cross Lake, famous for the 
beauty of its scenery and also as being the only place we know of where that rare bird, the bald eagle is to 
ht! seen. 
Most tourists will prefer to srend a night on the margin of Square Lake. Nevertheless, if one is pressed 
for time, he can, before the set o sun, rass into and across Eagle Lake and will be surprised to find himself 
suddenly brought back to the hum anc bustle of the business world, and will probably be in time to hear the 
whistle of the engine and see the train of the Fish River railroad, built durmg the past year, pull into the 
station on the margin of the lake. Should he wish to end his voyal)e at this point, he may take the train 
hack to his home. \Ve will a:ssume the tourist to be too wise for this, and that instead, he will urge his 
course northward and into the waters of the Fish river (being careful however to " carry around" Fish river 
fa.115), and after travelling a doten mile~ down ~id river he arrives at the picturesque village of Fort Kent 
where he will find all the comforts of life, good hotel accommodations, good company, and beautiful scenery 
which will well repay a stay of a day or two hefore starting anew. 
Leaving Fort Kent, you pas~ down the heautifol St. John and after an hour's sail hetween a mountain 
range on your right and a range of hills on your left, you pas~ to the mouth of Baker brook, named for the 
patriot John Haker, (who suffered imprisonment by reason of his attachment to the American cause in the 
houndary line trouble, prior to 1842,) you pa!lls a numher of large and fertile islands, and come in sight of the 
'
1 great mtervale" which fonns the southerly end of the town of Fort Kent, and the chun:h of St. Hilaire 
on the left, and the church of St Luce on the right, and ~oon arrive at Frenchville corner when· you land 
for dinner. While it i1i beinR prepared, you ascend to the toj> of the hill which overhangs the village and 
obtain a view of the St. John valley, the cre~ent shaped is ancl in the river, and all in all, one of the most 
beautiful 5ight~ one can hope to see. After dinner, you glide along with the current, to Edmundston, :\. H., 
another beautiful village, havin~ numerou~ points in common with the famous city of Quebec, though on 
a smaller scale. From here a srcle trip to Lake Temiscouata would well repay the tourist, for it is one of the 
place~ which annually attro\ct a large numher of !llUmmer vi!llitors. 
From Edmunchton, you take your canoe and through the most fertile lands and intervale~ of the towns of 
Madawaska, Grand [!Ille and Van Buren, on your ri~ht. and the pari!'ihes of St. Ha~il , St. Anne and St. 
Leonards on your left, and hetween ~lount Carmel and (;reen River mountain, which like other" pillars of 
Hercules,'' stand on either hand, you read1 the•· gre.1t and growing" town of Van Buren, where you are 
welcomed by the friends you left hehind you. Tourish who visit Van Buren seldom fail to go to Grand 
Fall5 to view it!ll famous cataraC"t which is surpa!'st>d only hy Niagara. '1any touri~ts go from Van Buren 
up 1.r111d Rh·er and thence int• · 1111 !-(, 1i,.::"rn hr ~i1r·1·r: 1ho11 par<tdi'.\e of fi~herm~n. 
,l/,.11/1011 II.,(· A. (;11/dr i11 ll'rilin.i; Ad1'Crtisers. 
Sweaters, 
· · Knee Pants, Heavy Woolen Leggins, 
Pure Wool Underwear. 
~ Sportsmen's Water-Tight 
Shoes. 
· · Moccasins and Shoe Pacs of all 
kinds. 
SUPPLIES. 
We also carry SnO"w Shoes for Men and Boys. 
Mail Orders will receive prompt Attention. 
G. B. MORAN, MILLINOCKET, ME. 
Galena-Signal Oil Company, 
l•'RANKLIN, PA., 
Successor to Galena Oil Company and Signal Oil 
Company, Sole Manfacturers of Celebrated 
Galena Coach, Engine, and Car Oils, and Sibley's 










CllAH.LES ~IILLEH., President. ; 
All Box Cars 
OWNED BY THE 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad 
Am~ :E<~L'IPPEI> WITH CHICAGO H.OOFS, 
l\lANU:FACT t TJU:]) HY THE .. 
f Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company~ ~ 
.. CHICAGO. e; 
: ... : ·: ·: ' :: :: ......... : .: : : .. : : ·: : .i ' .. ;(.(· 
16~ SPOHT~JllEN'S S l ' PPLIES, ETC. 
Pan-American Hig!~ci~;ard II Gold Medal I Exposition. 
Unlike Any Other 
The full flavor, the delicious quality, 
the absolute purity of Lowney's 
Breakfast Cocoa distinguish it from 
all others. 
No "treatment" with alkalies; no 
adulteration with flour, starch, or 
ground cocoa shells; nothing but the 
nutritive and digestible product of the 
choicest Cocoa Beans. 
Ask Your Grocer for It. 
Trial Size sent for 15 cents in stnrnps. 
The WALTER M. LOWNEY CO. 
447 Commercial St., BOSTON, MASS. 
A HOME IN THE COUNTRY 
is never complete until 
A Plentiful Supply of Water 
0 is provided. W e manufacture the la rgest va riety of 
r? ~<! PumpingMachinery 
IN TH H WOK l.U , 
Pumping by either Steam, Gasoline Engines or Windmills. 
A l.SO MANt l'ACTt'KKR: OP 
TANKS, RESE R VO IRS, ETC. 
:\lateriab furnishe<I or pla 11 t~ Pl'Pl'tP<i 1·0111plPtP i11 all part• 
of the 1·01111t1') . We nl •o make a ~J>E'<' ial foaturf' of 
Engines and Dynamos adapted f'or the Eledric 
Lighting cf Country Homes. 
:n~lwuc•;·:·,~:;.:u~~·.7.:;·;:.~~~ ~·,::':,;~;I ~ F AIRBANKSt MORSE & CO+~ 
fits best .1claptccl to perform the \\ork : C H I C A G 0 
l/~111" 11 fl. ,[· I. <;111</,• ill II nl "'' Ad1 ·rti ·r. 
SC P PLIES. 1G9 
~/1& ANQ &Xl'J.OflQ.S'Cl/TFJTS. 
ABERCROMBIE&JITOH §k~A-o~tNEWYORK 
rr 
l·•Pnd .1-cn1t Stamp for our 11r1r 1 UO-page Catalog11P. 
cABERCROMBIE & FITCH, 
;J f ·i-.'J 1 fj Jlroa<i1ray, XHW ro1u1 CITr. 
170 SUPPLIES. 
®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®~ 1 THB HABNBL m 
I MANNLICHER REPEATING RIFLES m 
@ 9 Ill/Ill, 35~ Calibre>, Finest Fini~h 2G or 28 in. harr('], $1i0.00 @ 
I@ 8 m/mJ Xo. 1, Ilalf-Octagon lmrrcl, raised nmttc<l rib r~-!"· 'J - $40.00 ~@ 31 ~ :."<o. 2, Octng-011 harrcl, rnattPrl rih, - - ~~-111 • - $il0.00 "(J:j CalibrP l Xo. 3, I:ournl harr<>I, plain finiRh, - - l ba:;~i - $:l5.00 
IJ), UAJWI"SE, - - - $:l0.00 m. 
'a:J Send for Cutu lo~ue of Sport smen 's S p ecialt ies. "(J:;I I A. H. FUNKE, 325 B'way, New Yorli I 
I _J E~c~~~~~:~~-~~~.M~P· L I 
'(t:J h. R. ADAMS, Pres. and Treas. :m: 
* BANGOR, • • MAINE. "(J:j 
I Woods Wearables I 
m I :~o:~k~ -~~~~~~e:~so~:~r~o:~~m.:n:~l~u~~l~:·.1 m 
IJ). kcts and Sprcuds in any length desired IJ),. 
"(t:J give all orders prompt and caretul attention. '(!j 
* * ~ RIVERSIDE BOILER WORKS, ~ 
* :ltANUFACTl'UEHS 0~' * 
@ GALVANIZED IRON @ 
IRANGE BOILERSI 
* * I Factory, 50 Harvard St., CAMBRIDGEPORT, MASS. I 
@ BOSTON OFF1CE, 4 J Pearl Street. "(J:;I 
@ el ~ DANGEL'S PENS AND PENOLS ~ STANDARD RUBBER BANDS • .c ~ @ 
* ~ ~ * I ~ Jf. 1Jange/ & Company~ ~ I 
I ~I 91/anuracturing cStationcrs, = I 
I: ~ ENGRAVING AND EMBOSSING. -:;inturs, 'f!:"tho!lraphurs, ~ ~ 
w ~ .n.ccount :hook '11/akurs. ~ "(J:;I 
m ~ 3~ llAWLJ-:Y STJrnET, llO S'J'ON . --- ~ I 
@ ;J ~ ~ ~ FOYE CABINET LETTER FILES v.C ~ ~ ~ @ 
®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®$ 
l!.-u/1011 R. ,(,A. (,'uid, in lVrilin,f{ Ad1·er/isa 
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES. 171 
172 SPPPLIES. 
E~TAHI.ISIIED 1H74. IN('ORPORATED 1H03. 
T. B. DAVIS ARMS CO., 
JOBBERS 0" PORTLAND, MAINE. 
GUNS, UIFLES, REVOLVEUS, AMMUNITION, 
and FISHING TACKLE. 
General Distributers of Winchester and Marlin Rifles, Winchester and U. M. C. Ammunition. 
DLA><'l'INn MA'f'J<:HIAL, 
FAIRBANKS ST AND ARD SCALES 
TRACK, WAGON, DEPOT, PLATFORM AND COUNTER. 
EVE RY DESC RIPTION; FDR ALL USES. 
BOSTON. MASS. 
INDIAN AGENCY. 
Headquarters ror Indian Guides. 
SPORTSMEN'S GOODS 
Fancy Indian Ba:-.ket~, Row~ and Arrows, 
Mocca:!!lins, Snow ~hows, Jndian Clubs, 
CANVAS AND BARK CANOES, ETC .. ETC. 
nrNT & STO\VE, 
13 MAIN STREET, OLD TOWN, ME. 
Jlfcntion II. cf· A. G11id;-;,1 Tf'ri/111;, • Id • ..-tu r . 
SUPPLIES. 173 
Send for Folder describing a new 
line of up-to-date tricks for your 





(A Long Rlade 
in a Short 
Handle.) 
Just out. As handy and useful as 
a pocket axe. Price, post paid, 
····$4.oo .... 





are particularly adapted for large game shooting-
light weight, slight recoiJ, extreme accuracy, long-
est and flattest range, high velocity and tremendous 
killing power. Only hammerless repe~ting rifle in 
the world. Flint locks and hammers are not fea-
tures of the Twentieth Century Arm. 
Auxiliary cartridges for a variety of purposes 
may be used without the slightest change in the 
mechanism. 
Calibres 22, 21-:lfi, 30-30, .303, 32-40, and 38-55. 
Every rifle thoroughly guaranteed. 
Special Smokeless Steel Barrels-built to use 
both low and high pressure ammunition. 
Write for illustrated catalogue RA. Free. 
SAVAGE ARMS CO., Utica, New York, U.S.A. 
We Respectfully Solicit YOUR Patronage. 
The Thomas W. Burr Printing and Advertising Co. 
(tNCORPOl<ATRD.) 
BOOK AND J O B PRINTING 
BILL ro~Tl:'iO, lllSTUlllUTISG and TA!'KING. 011 n und Control all 11111 Boards In Bangor 11nd Brewer. 




H.& R . 
GUNS AND R E VOLVERS 
are unequalled. Leading de•lcrs can supply you. 
Rctuse substitutes. 
HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.. WORCESTER. MASS •• U.S.A. 
,Jf.-11lio11 JJ. ,(;A. (,11itlc ill IVnt1ng Ad,•«rliSt'rs. 
174 CAMP !SUPPLIES, ETC. 
Guns and Rifles 
FOR RENT by the Day, 
Week or Month. 
COMPlHE OUTFITS FOR SPORTSMEN 
Prices Lower than any other 
spot on earth. 
Bzmgor Sportin9 Goods 
- - Compzmy - -
The Hale Convertible Sofa 
The LATEST IMPROVEMENT for H oMR, H oTRI. 
AND OJ1i1 1cH, combining Con1plctc Sofa, Luxurl· 
ous Double Bed with \'entiluted lied· 
ding Locker. 
Send for FULL [LLUSTRATKn C t kCUt.AR. 
No End or Rear Wings 
No Side Swinging Hrackets 
No Concealed Legs or Support 
No }fingedSeat Frames to Reverse 
No Loose Mattress to Handle 
No Tipping Forward in Sitting on Edge 




" G l "ARANTEED all 
wool. l>esigned for 
<luck and trap shooters, 
hut suitable for al1 out-
door purposes. Made in 
two colors - dead grass 
and < )xford (;ray, 
Send us your address for 
one of our Gun Catalogs. 
22 HARLOW STREET The H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. Y. 
When Packing for the Wo.,dland journey, be 
sure not to forget 
UNDERWOOD'S 
DEVILED HAM. 
A Ih~unot·s Foon, HP.A(.THPt'J_ ANll Not•fffSHINc •• 
Without cooking, makes many fine dishes. Easily 
carrit.xl; always ready. Receipt hook free. 
WM. UNDERWOOD CO., 
BOSTON, MASS. 
J. N. V. L,ANE, 
Houses, Mills and Factories 
Wired for Electric Lights 
CoHRRSPONDRNCR SoLICITHD. 
<1-7 State Street, llANGOll, .'11AlNE. 
TlLEPHONE OONNICTION 
A man without a country we have never seen, but a 
man without Life Insurance we have seen. 
THE Massachusetts Mutual 
LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
ot' SvHINC.PIHLU, MAss., issues AI.I. forms of LIFR 
anrl J.:snowMRST PounRs. 
Assets, Jnn'y I, I 110!1, $!!0,11110, I '1-.">.:.!:.! 
Lluhllltles, '.'. '.'. 2H,!l.'i'1-, I 111.117 
surrlus, :.!,000,0:.!.">.2."> 
Circulars, rates and values, for any age, sent on 
application to 
MElt'l'ON II. f.'Rt:NCll, S11ed11l Agent, 
Ill Cr11tr11I St., Boom fl, K.HfiOll, ML 
WM. E. THISTLE, 
nu.uc ;n r:-;•r, 
Patent Medicines, Druggists' Sundries, 
PERFUMERY, En-. 
.\ "II L,\ :-1 II, ,\I,\ I :-1 I·:. 
ii/alfion B. &>A. Guide;,, fVrzting Advt'rlisers. 
SPOHTSM EN'S SUPPLI ES. li5 
Sportstnen ! Are you aware that we have 
one of the best stocks of 
General Merchandise in Maine, 
and can supply you with every· 
thing you need in the way of a 
Camp Outfit? Send for our 
complete list of Camp Supplies, 
make up your order, send it to 
us, and we will have the goods 
carefully packed and ready at 
the time and place desired, 
thus saving you trouble and 
annoyance. 
I 
\Ve guarantee to give you 
prompt service and the best of 
goods. 
Reliable Guides engaged when desired. Long distance telephone connection. 
BROW~ & P~ENTISS, Gtteemtille, ]YI oosehead llake, ]Yle. 







A choice line of Fresh and Salt 
\\'estem and Northern Meats in 
any quantity, Vegetables, Canned 
Goods and Fruit, will be found at 
Buck & Clark's Market, 
G11eenvil le , fJ[eiine. 
We Handle the Whole Animal 
and select only the very Jwst heads, whieh 
we have mounted by the most skillful taxider-
111 ist in ;\l aine. \\'e ean 'ell them cheaper, and give 
you a hetter h ead than cau be found elsewherf'. 
\\'rite us if you would like one. 
C. J. LYNCH, BANGOR, ME. 
204 Exchange Street. 
,1/e11tio11 II.,(; A. (;u1de 111 W1·it111g Ad1't'r/1 sers. 
176 ,)J ISCELLAN gous. 
V""'A'""~,,..,,,_,.~""'""D""~"'\\\"-~.l'll',11"~'-.~'-"'~~ i HOME INSURANCE COMPANY § 
~ ••• OF NEW YORK .••• ~~ 
~ OFFICE, No. l l 0 J JROAI>'W" A Y. ~ s NINETY·NINTU SE.\H·ANNL\1. STATEMENT. JANl"AHY, 1110:1. I 
§ SUMMA HY OF AHSETK. I I Par Value ;\larket \·alue Par Value Market Value illl !!iii Cash in Banh ................... $ 42i,046 4\J Bank and Trust Co. ~ 
S Special I>eposits in Trust Com- Stocks ......... 1;.r..000 00 4:-,i;,2:;0 00 s;: I fames....................... rAr.,r.21 84 Bonds and Mortgages, being !st I! 
:iii! Re:i L late ..................... 1,f>U3,8!l2 OH lien on Real Estate . . . . . . . . 112,7'>1) 00 SI ;e United States llonds,$1,600,000 00 2,040,tMMI (10 Premiums uncollected and in S 
~ State and City Honds, 2,7'29,000 00 2,Rfi9,fMJO 00 hands of .\£:ents • • . • . . . • • • • VM,872 94 ~ 
~ WRa3iI1 eroraadndB(o,.na~. sll.0• n. ·d·.· .1,2'J9,000 00 1,370,430 00 Interest due and accrued on 1st ~ " January, 1003.............. 9.31[, i9 ~ ~ and Stocks ....... 300,000 00 /i19 000 00 ---- ' §I Railroad Stocks ...... .4,0M,000 00 6,174',wo 00 $l7,108,6:lli 12 ~22 I .. IAJULITlF:!i='I. Cash Capital. .................... $3,000,000 00 Reserve for taxes.............. 75,000 00 
§ H~~:Tuefi.~~:.~:;:~:~~~;:;,;~~·: 5,~~~:m z~ Net Surplus ................... $1;::::~~: ~: I I claims · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~·:i::.;(v:c~:::s regard• policy-holders, $9,436,038 G9 I 
I LRVI P. MORTON, GKORGR H. HARTFORD, )AMRS H. VAN WOP.RT, ~ 
~~ CoRNELICs N. Hus~, HENRY F. NovKs, JoHN CLAPLIS, ~ Jo11N H. W AsHRt'RN, Luc1RN C. W ARNRR, WILLIAM F. HAVF.MRYKR, ~ HRNJAMIN PRRKINs, WARNRR VAN NoRURN, Cotto MRVHK, ~ s: ELBRJDGR G. SNOW, DUMONT CLARKR, LHVI c. WHIR. s ~ JOHN II . W ,\SllBl"HN, President. El.llHIIHi1': G. SNOW, Ylce President. ~ 
~ FREDF.RIC C. Hus\\'F.LL, 2d Vice-Pres. EMANl'F.L H. A. CoRRF.A, 3d Vice-Pres. ~ I ARHUN.\H M. llt:MT1s, Sec'y. WILLIAM H. CHRNHV, Sec'y. lhNHV J. FR""'" Asst. Sec'y. ~ 
~ B.R.OWN-WALES CO., ~ ~ ~I - l.nporters and Dealers, ~ Iront Steelt Heavy Hardwaret Tinplatest § 
~ ~ ~ 811EET IRON AND llETALS, llOO•' tNG ASD c111mu1au;n mos, :::;: 
~ ~ ~ Plumbers' and Steam Fitters' Supplies, Wrought Iron and Brass i 
~ Pipe and Fittings, Sheet Copper, Sheet and Sign ~ ~ Brass, Trade Supplies of all kinds. ~ ~ Telep~~·.~4~:~~~1Unge HH-8:l Purchase St., BOSTON. § 
§ s ~ ~ Ohe SMILLIE flOUPLER ~ 
I and MANUFACTL'HING ~OMPANY. I ~ § 
1, NEW YOH!{ Ol•' FICJ<:, :S~I§ 
~ :.rn {;ol!TLA:\'UT HTHRET. ~ 
~ 2 ~ Office and Works, Ht Clay St., ~EWAnK, N. j. ~ 
s ~ ~~ ~~.l-'H".ll~"'-""'""D""~'-"\\\"-~.11./',ll'~~'-'-'"~ ~~.111! 




OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
- -
Curious Fads are shown in the report of ohe TRA VELER.S 
upon the 14,5-10 claims pairl by that Company la~t year: 
l\I ore than three times as many were inju1·ed at home as 
Cur iou s there were on steam railroa<ls and Rteamships. More pedestrians were injured than those who rode in 
Fact s i n carriages. 
Accid e n t Five hu11dred :uul one suffered from something in the eye. Five hundred and twenty wert> hurt in sports. 
Insurance Six hundred am! thir·ty were burnPd or scalded. 
'l'wo huudred and uinety-niue were bicycle accidents. 
All going to show that yon never know when you are ;lOing to he hurt, or 
how; hut that, in any event, it is the part of wisdo111 to he insured in ohe 
TRAVELERS, the largt•st Accideut Iusurance Compauy in the world. 
Life Insurance, also. In every policy of Life Insurance issued 
hy ohe TRAVELERS the a1111ual net cost is positively known, and 
actual results are absolutely gu:'lrnnteed. No estimated dividends. 
AN AGENT IN EVERY TOWN 
HARRI SONS' 
"TOWN AND COUNTRY" PAINTS 
{)nequalled for Brilliancy and Durability • 
... Weatherproof Ename l," the only En:und for outside u~c which 
w1ll iitawl exposure to the W<'ather. White Lead, Ht><l Lea1!, Colors in Oil and in 
,Japan. Liqui1! a11d Paste Fillt>rs. Oil Stains, Varnish Stains. Varni~hes, Japans 
am! J>riers . Alum, Adds am! ('hemicals. 
IIARH.ISON BROS. & CO., Inc. F~~~r•m 
l'h ila d el{'hia New Orleans Clnclnnatti Chica&O Boston New York 
BOSTON CAR-WHEEL CO., 
MANGF.\CTURERS OF 
CHILLED IRON WHEELS 
For Steam and Electric Railroads. 
OFFICE, VVOHE:R, 
501 Tremont Bldg., BOSTON, CHELSEA, MASS. 
,l/e11t 011 11 . .._, A. &111<1<' w wr11mg Advertisers. 
178 WOOD FL'RNACES - GUNS, ETC. 
THI!: H OT BLAST. 
WOOD 
FURNACES 
provide the easiest and most healthful means of ~at-
1ng and ventilating Houses, Churches, Halls, School· 
houses, and Stores. 
OUR 
Monitor and Hot Blast 
arc simple and durable In construction, very powerful 
in heating capacity, not expensive. 
T hey arc in use in all sections of the country, and 
EVERYWHERE 
OIVE SATISFACTION. 
The One-piece Fire-box Body is practically In-
destructible. 
Write us for Illustrated Circular. 
Our CLARION Coal Furnar<>R, CLARION Rl\ng<>R nn1l S toves for 'Voml anli Coal. 
are f a 1nous for good qua lity . 
WOOD ®. BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine. 
Makers of highest grade RANGES, STOVES, FURNACES, and 
TINWARE. Headquarters for Complete Camp Outfits for Cook-
ing and Heating. 
ESTABLISHED 183 9 . INCORPORATED 1894, 
Don't forget that Rice & Miller, 
Wholesale Hardware, BANGOR, ML, 
carry a large assortment of SPORTING Goons. Visiting 
sporbmen can find here all makes and calibres of 
Rifles and ShotgunM, Ammunition, and Canvas Goods, 
Fishing Tackle, etc., at Lowest Prices. 
Get your Outfit here end save expense. 
Oriental Gunpowder 
(Established 1~18) 
I• not excelled by an;r othe r make at equal 
prices. 
u \Vise SHOT," "\V1Ln FowL," 
"WESTKRS SJ>ORTING," "Jo ALCOS DUCKING," 
ARE POl'ULAR BRANDS RVKRYWHRRK. 
u Oriental Smokeless " is now itcnerally con-
sidered the be!'it Smokeless Powder that ha.; ever been 
offered to sptJrtsmcn. U sc "Oriental Powder," and 
ln•i•t on having your shells loaded with It; both black 
and •mokeless. 
Orienta/ Powder Mi/11, Cincinnati, O. 
Boston Office, tJ Broad Street. 
Agents in all principal cities. 
Sold by dealers generally. 
Rice ®. Miller, Agents, • • • • Bangor, Me • 
.lfmtion B. A. (,111de in Wntmg Advertiser;. 
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Chesapeake & Ohio 
Coal Agency Co. 
l 
C. H. Sprague & Son, j 
New Eng land Agents i 
t 
St:eam Coal j 
I 
Room 55 Mason Building, No. 70 Kilby Street , 
BOSTON, MASS. 
C. H. SPRAGUE. TELEPHONE MAIN 4922. 
P. W. SPRAGUE. B ranch Excban~e. 
BACON & llOBT.VSON CO., 
Local Ayents for Bauyor an<l Vicinity. 
The B. & A. ~~WitvE~ s~M toAL Exclusively 
T 
l 
~·~ ~~ ;;,~• • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e-e--e-;/!-$ 
Jl,fmtion B. &- A. Guide in Writing Advertisers. 
180 CO:\'STIU'CTIO:\' Sl'PPLIES. 
Jlmlivn II. &- A. G111de m IVnlmg Adi•crlucrs. 
DRAIN PIPE, BRICK, OILS, ETC. 181 
PoRTLAND STONE-WARE Co., 
WINSLOW & CO., Proprietors, 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED 
•••••••11•1••1••11 •1•••••1•••• •11••••11•1.1•1•••1•1• ••• •11•11 
Portland Drain and Sewer Pipe, Fire-Brick Shapes, Flue Lin· 
ing, Smoke-Jacks for Railroads, Paving Brick, and Digester 
Lining, Terra Cotta Vases, Fire -Clay, Kaolin, Cement, Etc. 
4 2 
Factory at PorUand, Maine. 
IlRANCH HOUSE: 
Oliver St., Bost on, 
GEO. C. DUNNE, Manager. 
Portland, Me. 
Telephone Connection. 
~~ _ _!:'~ ~1 ., -~ I ~ John Conley ®, Son, I I 0 
.J LUBRICATING, BURNING AND LEATHER OILS, NAPHTHAS AND GASOLENE, PARAFFINE WAX AND CANDLES, 11-4 
11-4 TALLOW, AXLE AND LUBRICATING GREASES, re WHITE AND COLORED COTTON WASTE, 
0 WOOLEN PACKING WASTE. (.I; 
33-35 Commercial St., PORTLAND, ME. I ~,-;- l~ 
""'-
l\' 
WALTJ<:It II. FAKMJ<;K, 'lreas. HOWAKD S. HILL, Pres. and M~. 
new Engtand eon ana Jut co., 
Manufacturers of and Dealers In 
Bo11;s, N''l.:l.1;s, Scrc""'7"s, a~d. ~asb.ers. 
Contractors' and Ilullders' IRON WORK for Mflls, Halls, Churches, llridges, Wharves, etc. Mfll 
•nd Machine-Shop Supplies. Pipe Rings, Pipe Rolls, and Lag !looks for Steam }'ltters. Eye-Bolts, Pole 
Step•, l'ro•s A rm Jlrace• for Electric It. It. anci Electric Light Companies. Malleable Castings • 
.Estimates on all kinds of llulldlng Iron, Forgings, or Press Work. Galvanizing In all Its branches. 
Sole New En.g land Agent Cor Duplex Hangers, 
Post Caps and Wall Ties. 
2fi:~--2H7 Atlantic A venue, BOSTON, MASS. 
WM. SELLERS &. CO., 
INCORPORATED 
Modern Machine 
TRAVELI NC CRAN ES, 
TURN-TABLES, ETC. 
Tools, 
INJ ECTO RS, S HAFT ING . PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
,l/cnlum /:. CJ- A. <.:wde,,, lVriting Aaz•ertisers. 
182 l•H;'"PJ>LIES. 
MELHOSE PATE 
A deliciously se:tsoned comb111:ttion of G:tme, H:tm and Tongue, 
s, rwci cold. It is one of the great variety of 
Libby' Natural Plnvor Food Products 
They can be used as they come from the convenient key-opening 
cans; or, by making postal request, you will receive 
our booklet FREE 
"How To Make Good Things To Uat" 
which tells how to prepare, from them, an infinite number of 
Dainty Summer Lum:hcons 
Send JO Cent!< stamps for Libby's Big Home Atlas. With 32 new map•; •ize, 
8xll inches. 
11-/mlion B. &- A. Guide in Writing Adverliur.r. 
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The OLD GUN HOUSE 
Fine Guns, Rifles, 
Ttt1s S TORE 1s H RADQU A RTRRS FOR THR Moosx-
HBAD LAKE REGION FOR A LL KINDS OF 
Sportsmen's Outfits, 
Fine Rods and Fishing 
Tackle a SPEOALTY. 
Scott's, Greener's, Parker, Remington's, Lefever, 
Smith, Ithaca, and all other GUNS. CLOTHING, Just now on hand300''American Arms of Boston,'' Hammerless Double Guns, 12 Bores. Fine Twist Barrels and Extra Good Shooters. Owing to fac-
torv closing up these are offered at $15.00 each . Furnishings, Hats , Caps , Boots, Shoes, 
Rubber Goods, Moccasins , Lei:gins, etc. Winchester's, Marlin's, Savage, and all RIFLES. Ammunition, Tents for Camping, Knapsacks. 
Sportsmen's Clothing of all Kinds Sleeping Bags, Field Glasses, Moccasins, Leather and Canvas Jackets, Cooking Outfits, etc., etc. Also 
Hunting Boots, Shoes, and Moccasins. Canoes. 
a SPECIALTY. We invite you tOCALL and SHH us. Send Stamp for Catalogues. 
MOOSEHE.AD CLOTHING CO. WM. READ ®. SONS, 
GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE. 107 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS. 
MILLARD METCALF, MGR. Established 1826. 
TttE BuRTIS s~N°~Li·Trolling Bait 
•
1 
• ~ "THE IRRESISTIBLE', 
..,,..""'"''"'·"'" (Trade-Mark Registered) 
• I • 'k Is the most k illing bait ever invented. $1.00 and 
Rene! for illustrated Hook let. 
$ 1.2 5 each . Sent to any address on receipt of price. 
Those at $1.25 are the best for salmon and large trout. 
See that my name is on every Bait as well as on the 
Box. Every Success is imitated. Accept no substitute. 
The Bl'RTTS Hand-Made S PLIT BAM· 
1100 HODS and the Bl'UTIS :FLIES have 
a National and latcrnational Ucputation. 
GEO. II. BURTIS, '\Vorcester, Mass. 
Stoughton 1 
J\l ANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 




Q l'R APECIALTIES ARE -
MACKINTOSHES, RAIN GARMENTS, RUBBER 
SURFACE CLOTHING, CAMP BLANKETS.ETC. 
X Ew E'IGLA'SH TI RA"Nf'H of the NEW Y ORK 
HELTIXG AX I> l'ACKIXG CO., Lrn. 
232 Svmmc:r Slrc:c:t, ROSTON. 
A/01t1011 B. & A. &u1dt in writing Advertisers. 
184 SPORTSM EN'S SUPPLIES. 
I N the heart of the woods many a hunter runs across some fine game which he loses because his Firearm is not a reliable one. Before 
starting on your next trip be sure you have one of our 
Rifles-Pistols-Shot Guns 
which for 39 years have stood the test, and are 
acknowledged the whole world ov~r as STANDARD FOR Accmucv. 
NaARLY :Ev1rnv DRAJ HK IN SroRTINc~ (;nous lT A.Nt>U~s OuK Lt!'l.IK. 
Send for our 1~8·page Catalog111 .. --it's l•'rce. 
J. STEVENS ARMS and TOOL COMPANY 
No. 170 ·'l.\IS STHEET, 





Do the Rest. 
The Luri:cst Tuxldcrmy 
Estuhllshmc n t In Amcrlcu. @) \\'e u r c the ucknowledi:cd Lenders In our Linc. = I := 
= 
oheS. L. CROSBY co. : 
203 Exchange St., BANGOR, ME. = 
= 
Branc hes at Rangele)". Greenville, Hineo, and ~ 
-L~~~~~:d L~ ~ 
= Our Folder, "HOW TO CURE HEADS FOR MOUNTING," sent on request. _ 
ft11111 1 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 11111~ 
,l/aztwn lJ. &· A. (,'uu/,· m Writmg Advertisers. 
Do As 
NEARLY Two MILLION 
METALLIC CARTRIDGES 
.,.. ... ,_;_~ ~~D l~DED SHOTGUN SHELLS. 
WJNCNESTER 
REPEATING ARMS@ 
Nr w ttAvr N. co11N 
---- --~-----"" 
